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ABSTRACT
This dissertation analyzes the intersections of modern
Americem poetry, Native American literatiire, American
anthropology, modernist movements in literature and art, and
American social and political history between 1890 and 1930.
These seemingly disparate phenomena, taUcen together,
constitute a revolution in American literary and cultural
history. To connect the subject areas, the initial chapter
develops a theoretical framework based upon postmodern,
feminist, postcolonial, and cultural studies theories which
analyze power relationships eunong groups. Issues germane to
the discussion include: the politics of representation,
particularly of marginalized groups such as Native
Americans; the marketing of experimental, modernist
literature; the translation of texts from oral cultviral
traditions into printed English; the factor of gender as it
relates to dominemt culture appropriations of non-dominantcult;ire texts and materials; and the commodification of the
landscape and native cultures of the Western and
Southwestern United States.
Each of the next three chapters focuses on a non-Indian
woman who, in some fashion, placed what ceuae to be known as
Indian literary art before the non-Indian reading public:
Natalie C\irtis, Mary Austin, and Heurriet Monroe. While two
of these women considered themselves advocates of Indian
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rights, all contributed, in various ways, to the
stereotyping of Indian peoples and cultures prevalent
between 1890 and 1930 and continuing today. Each chapter
demonstrates a move forward in time and further from the
Native American contexts in which the texts originated.
Ethnomusicologist Natalie Curtis published The Indians^ Book
in 1907 and introduced the reading public to a large
collection of Indian verbal art. Poet and writer Mary Austin
wrote and published "re-expressions" of Indian verbal art
and, in 1923, published The American Rhythm, a book which
argues that indigenous models offer non-Indian writers the
greatest potential for the development of a truly American
literature. Editor Harriet Monroe published "Indian-like"
poetry in her highly-influential Poetry: A Magazine of
Verse, including two "aboriginal" numbers or issues. The
final chapter analyzes the work of contemporary poet Wendy
Rose (Hopi-Miwok), arguing that Rose effectively speeiks back
against the dzunaging influence of non-Indian appropriations
of Indian texts.
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CHAPTER ONE
WRITING AMERICAN OTHERS:
NATIVE AMERICANS AS MODERNIST PRIMITIVES

In early twentieth-century America, literary artists
steiked claims to various "authentically American" image
complexes and systems of stylistic features in attempts to
distinguish their artistic practices from European ones^.
Since North American indigenous people were and are part of
the American cultural landscape, European-American writers
frequently appropriated seemingly-Indian themes, imagery,
and sentiments into their writings, at least some of the
time in an attempt to assert an American identity. Such an
assertion is always problematic, of course, due to lack of
inter-cultxiral awareness and to the imperialistic nature of
such appropriations, as art historian W. Jackson Rushing
argues in Native American Art and the New York Avant-Garde:
A History of Cultural Primitivism (1). When EuropeanAmerican writers write "Indian," they are not writing as
Indians. They do not share the cultural traditions of Indian
people. Neither are they writing, in most cases, of Indians.
Rather, they are creating romantic and stereotyped imagineury
Indians which become, in their texts, "the real thing." The
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piirpose of this dissertation is to investigate some of these
literairy impersonations.
My title indicates the position of non-Indian writers
in relation to their purportedly "Indian" texts, on the one
heuid, and to the cultures they represent, on the other. The
writers considered here attempt to give voice to an American
literature which is generated by the particularly American
circumstance of a highly literate dominant culture enamored
of diverse indigenous cultures whose literary traditions are
based on oral transmission. The non-Indian writers who
attempt to write "Indian" wish to seem to speeJc for their
"silent" or "illiterate" subjects, wish to be seen as direct
transmitters of "real" "Indian" literature from the
reservation to the dominant culture drawing room. As most
ventriloquists, these writers succeed by creating illusions
for their audiences' entertainment.
In ventriloquism, the "dummy" apparently speaks, and
the skill of the ventriloquist maintains that illusion. Of
course, no one imagines that the "dummy" has any voice or,
indeed, anything to say. The ventriloquist impersonates the
dummy, giving it an often-provocative persona and engaging
it in a series of comedic gags. When the "dummy" is a doll,
the act can be seen as harmless. On the other hand, when the
"duniay" is a human being or represents a human culture, then
the joke of the ventriloquist, the European-American writer.

may inflict insult, damage, and cultural violence. While
many writers who attempt to write "Indian" do so in a spirit
of respect for the Indian people they attempt to represent,
the power-based relationship of the ventriloquist to his or
her "dummy" remains a featiire of the writing due to the
unequal distribution of power among various groups in
American culture. Rather than interpreting "the Indian" to
non-Indian writers, that is, the European-American writers
who put some Indian or Indian-type materials into English
for the dominant-culture reading public created versions of
Indian-ness which stood in for actual Indian literatxire,
culture, and people. Indians themselves remained out of the
circle of the performance. Thus the texts which remain are
suspect, since they do not reflect tribal realities but
merely create simulations of tribal realities, as will be
discussed below.
This study considers the relationships euaong Indian
cultural traditions and the non-Indian dominant cultxire of
the United States, particularly as expressed in mainstream
poetry in the early twentieth century. In general, these
relationships are marked by native/non-native interactions
playing out in a context of an unecpial distribution of power
eunong the groups in a colonial and/or postcolonial context.
This work is not, however, primarily about native people. It
is about ways in which native people are absent from
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mainst:re2u& poe-try which seems to present native cultxires to
dominant, non-native United States culture in the twentieth
century. This study explores ways in which simulations of
Indianness are and were created in American poetry by three
American women of Exiropeem descent, Natalie Curtis, Mary
Austin, and, in a somewhat different fashion, Harriet
Monroe. In 1907 Natalie Curtis published The IndiansBook,
a collection of songs, tales, and other verbal art from
eighteen different North American tribes. Mary Austin
published "re-expressions" of Native American verbal art in
magazines, and she wrote and lectiired about Native American
people, arts, and cultures. Her 1923 book The American
Rhythm draws together much of her work on these materials.
Harriet Monroe, founder of Poetry: A Magazine of Verse,
published two "aboriginal" issues which attempt to represent
Native American verbal art to the American reading public.
The dissertation then explores what a "native presence," to
use Gerald Vizenor's phrase, in American poetry may entail
by considering the work of contemporary native poet Wendy
Rose.
As this chapter's title indicates, the concept of "the
primitive" will figxire centrally. This concept is primarily
a means of distancing used by the writers/editors of these
texts, with which they control and categorize the Indian
people and cultures whose verbal art they attempt to
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recreate in English language texts. Various studies, some
quite recent, consider the history and uses of the term
"primitive." Host useful are those by Carr, Rushing, Riibin
euid Berkhofer.
Another central concern is the issue of gender. Helen
C2urr argues that "gender, class and race certainly enter in
and problematise any simple history of representations of
the Native Americans" (11), and that gender "is never, in
the western post-Enlightenment tradition, separable from
race and class" (12). The women whose work is considered
here were privileged by race and, to varying degrees, by
class. Their interest in the Native American as an object of
study brings with it questions of race and class inequality
as a matter of course. More specifically, though, in terms
of their non-privileged gender status, questions eurise as to
whether these women were able to relate differently to their
subjects than white men of their class might have. Is their
non-privileged gender status a means by which they are able
to establish less-hegemonic relationships with their
subjects? Or is it likely that, at times, these women used
their race and class difference to assert the power over
Others which their own male-dominated group's hegemony
denied them "at home"? The notable exception to these
questions is, of course. Rose, whose presence as a
contemporary Indian woman poet reverses many of the
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categories of domina'tion teJcen for gramted by Curtis,
Austin, and Monroe.
In my analysis, I use the term "Indian" to refer to
images, representations, and simulations of North American
native cultures. I also use words like "Indianness" and
(even) "Indianish" as I attempt to describe and interrogate
non-native fascination with native people, cultures, and
literatures. Underlying these uses is a general
understanding that the Indian, as generally presented by
non-natives, is a stylized, imagined, fictional other whose
existence has more to do with non-native projections and
assumptions than it has to do with amy realities of North
American native lives, cultures, values, or people. In this
usage, I follow Gerald Vizenor, who establishes the concepts
of Indian absence and native presence in Manifest Manners:
Postindian Warriors of Survivance^. I also have in mind W.
Jackson Rushing's analysis of "the figurative Indian [who]
may be likened to a signifier without a signified" (1).
Thus, this work is about "Indians," representations which
are different from people of Native American culture and/or
descent.
According to Vizenor, who builds upon the work of
Baudrillard and especially Baudrillard's Simulacra and
Simulations, "Simulations are the absence of the tribal
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real** (4). These simula-tions are the images and ideas of
Indians, present: in the dominant culture, which are supposed
to be representational of "real" Indians. The trick of the
simulation is that it presents what Vizenor calls sm
"imaginative reconstruction" (in conversation) of an actual
person or text and asks its audience to accept that "work of
imagination" as valid, or authentic, or "real." Meanwhile,
the "real" to which that simulation corresponds becomes
eUssent, replaced by the simulation. The simulation thus
becomes the "real." When the simulation is of an Indian, the
power politics of a postcolonial situation come into play:
"the scriptures of dominance are the absence of tribal
realities not the source of a presence" (Vizenor 14).
Dominant cultxire simulations of Indians and Indianness may
take many forms and are conveniently available in such
constructions as "Indian closeness to nature," "Indian
savagery," and "Indian stoicism." The non-native constructs
a tribal absence with and through these presences.
Simultaneously, of course, this "literature of
dominance" may be undermined by positive simulations native
people have made which present a native "real," a
"simulation of survivance" (Vizenor 12). When this happens,
the easy equation of Indians with victims does not hold.
When this happens, the dominant cultiire has been tricked by
native ingenuity and its power has been at least momentarily
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disrupted, vizenor's term "survivance" resonates with a
sense of continued resistance which surpasses the static
"survival" in its use as a process, an on-going strategy. It
illustrates tribal resistance, ingenuity, and survival in
opposition to dominance, since "[djecidedly, the stories
that turn the tribes tragic are not their own stories"
(Vizenor 16). Their own stories indicate native alternatives
to "the literature of dominance." For Indian writers at the
turn of the century, survival can be gauged by publications
such as Bernd Peyers' The Singing Spirit, a collection of
Indian-authored short stories published, mainly in
periodicals, between 1880 and 1930. This collection was
published in 1998. Yet at the time of their publication,
these stories were only a small aspect of the larger nonIndian cultural interest in Indians. In fact, publishers at
the time were at least, if not more, interested in "Indian"
writings by non-Indians.
Rushing similarly argues that dominant culture ideas
about Indians are based upon a hegemonic assertion of "The
Indian as Abstraction," according to which individual tribes
and culture groups, as well as individual people, vanished
before a fabricated sense of collective Indian identity:
By ignoring the specificity of culture(s), EuroAmericans had in "the Indian" an actor without
subjectivity, whose perceived identity was manufactured
by the visual and verbal discourses of explorers.
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priests, politiciams, soldiers, and, not least of all,
social scientists and artists. (1)
The conunodification Rushing alludes to here is itself a
crucial aspect of this incpiiry. It is addressed in a later
section of this chapter.
Leadi Dilworth, in a study of "the 'invention' of the
American Southwest as a distinct cultiural region" (Imagining
3) in the period 1880-1930, shows how "Indians were
represented as people doomed to vanish or as living relics
of the past, as performers of colorful ceremonies, emd as
meikers of pots, baskets, rugs, and jewelry" (4). Indian
people are absent from these representations, because the
material, written, and verbal images which were understood
to represent them failed to accovint for them as individuals
or, even, as fully human beings. Dilworth's conclusion is
that:
. . . these images were more about their [non-Indian]
makers than they were about Indians, and . . . these
psurticuleur representations imagine a primitive that is
a locus for idealized versions of history,
spirituality, and unalienated labor. (Imagining 4)
Along with Dilworth, I find in the absence of Indians in the
"Indian" verbal art placed into English in the same period a
presence of the translators/collectors/poets.
The texts studied in this dissertation represent overgeneralizations of this type and, to varying degrees,
threaten to erase Native presences. Part of the study's
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purpose is to determine the degree to which these writers'
varying attitudes do veurying degrees of deunage to Indian
cultures and, by esctension, to the non-Indian cultiires
within which constructions of Indian identities are proposed
and accepted. Along with Rushing, I find that the gulfs of
cultiiral difference are too wide for this work's subjects to
bridge. Yet the fascination with Indian peoples, cultures,
and verbal and visual arts expressed by many artists and
writers in the late nineteenth and early twentieth cent\iry
contributed to literary modernism's development. Further,
this fascination with things Indian became part of American
writers' and artists' assertion of a sense of Americanness.
This search for a construction of a cultural identity
separate from that of the received European tradition was
important in the early years of the twentieth century. It
also persists into the late twentieth century, and
simulations of Indian people, cultures, and lifeways
continue to be associated with its development.
In the case of American literary history, Indian
materials began to be widely available to the general
reading public at around the turn of the twentieth century.
For instance, many periodicals handled articles on Indiem
topics and some even published work by Indian writers.
However, non-native writers and editors eure largely
responsible for creating the simulations of Indians and of
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Indian texts in this period, and these simulat:ions replaced
the Indian "real." Detailed exeunples of this will be offered
in later chapters. Vizenor notes:
. . . how ironic that the most seciire simulations are
unreal sensations, and become real without a referent
to an actual tribal remembramce. Tribal realities are
superseded by simula-tions of the unreal, and tribal
wisdom is weeikened by those imitations, however
sincere. (8)
vizenor insists that intention is impossible to fix, that
simulations eure inevitable, and that the assumed reality of
the simulations displaces the original referent
irretrievably (passim). What passes for Indian, thus, is a
construction which is often used against natives. This work
addresses this issue of intention for each writer.
When the simulation is used in a postcolonial setting
to represent or fix ideas of what it is to be "Indian" as
opposed to non-native, then the simulation is one of
dominance (Vizenor 12 and passim). This happens whether or
not it is actively intended. "Nostalgia, and the melancholia
of dominance, are common sources of simulations in manifest
manners; mother earth and the sheunans of the other are
summoned to surrender their peace and harmonies in spiritual
movements" (Vizenor 25). Natalie Curtis and Mary Austin, in
particular, identified closely with the natives whom they
knew. Both also actively fought for native rights. Yet the
simulations

of Indianness they created were exeunples of
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what Vizenor calls "the literature of dominance" (12).
Austin and Curtis were unable to envision a native
perspective from which the verbal art they collected could
be appreciated. Further and more specifically, the view of
Indian people and cultures as "vanishing,** which Austin,
Curtis and many others helped to promote, casts Indian as
victims and evokes pity and possibly contempt rather than
respect.
According to Vizenor:
The various tremslations, interpretations, and
representations of the absence of tribal realities have
been posed as the verities of certain cultural
traditions. Moreover, the closure of heard stories in
favor of scriptural simulations as authentic
representations denied a common brush with the glimmer
of humor, the soiurces of tribal visions, and tragic
wisdom; tribal imagination and creation stories were
obscured without remorse in national histories and the
literatvire of dominemce. (17)
Vizenor emphasizes that the spirit as well as the form is
lost.
Helen Carr considers the representation of Indian
cultures as vanishing necessary to the development of a
distinctively American cultxire at the time when nationalist
impulses as well as emergent modernism pushed visual and
literary artists toward such self-definition:
The mythic figiirations of the United States as both the
truly primitive and the truly modern, radically
breeUcing with the past, goes baclc to that critical
emergence as a separate co\intry in search of
nationhood. If the white American could at the
country's inception identify with the Native American
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as natural, uncorrup'ted man, soon only the white
American would be eligible for that role. . . . In
order to create the future, the nation had to curgue
that the present (the living Indian) was already the
past, (9)
An example of such a phenomenon is readily found in the
Southwestern United States, as Dilworth demonstrates in her
discussion of how "the Harvey Company and the Atchison,
Topeka and the Santa Fe Railroad . . . created a regional
identity based on an aesthetic appreciation of Indian
cultures" (Imagining 109). According to Dilworth, "[t]he
depiction of the Indians of the Southwest as living
archaeology was fully developed by the time of the Indian
detours in the mid-1920s. . . " (Imagining 138). For all of
the writers considered in this study, the Southwestern
United States represented an artistic source, whether of
images, rhythm, verbal art, inspiration, or cultural
heritage.
Some might argue that an important service was done by
writers who raised dominant-cultvire awareness of Indians,
their literatures, and their cultures. Surely this is true
in some instances, as I will demonstrate. However, caution
must accompany any reading of an interpretation of a people
or culture. Several factors contribute to the range of
possible problems with these ventriloquist texts. The texts
themselves are at one remove from their sources by virtue of
their textuality; since they are meant to represent verbal
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art from am oral cultxire, they may or may not transfer
easily into printed form. Next, the problem of lemguage
creates a fvirther removal, as the non-Indian writers
discussed here had little if any knowledge of Indian
languages, despite their reputations as experts on things
Indian. Next, the representations are likely to be
ethnocentric rather than respectful of the validity of
Indian cultures, favoring and indeed valorizing aspects of
"Indian" culture which are valued in the dominant culture
(Rushing 1}. Further, the words which seem to be Indian
belong to writers who live outside of the cultures and may
reflect the non-Indian writers' cultural assumptions rather
than the cultural assumptions of the original sources.
Finally, aweireness of the intended, usually non-Indian
audience for the "Indian" literature may fuel the non-Indian
writer's project, causing him or her to favor certain
aspects of the literature.
Helen Carr analyzes non-Indian American responses to
Native American verbal traditions and finds that

. .if

it has been necessary for Native American forms to adapt and
recreate themselves, the existence of these Native American
traditions, however ill-understood or misapprehended, has
also helped to shape literary traditions in the United
States" (4). Part of this desire is located in the landscape
associated with the primitive, the North American continent.
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which presents a new ground upon which an "American"
literary and cultviral presence may be inscribed. Desire for
the American Indian as primitive was fueled as well by a
rejection of the industrial, European civilized landscape,
as Ceurr asserts: "The United States . . . searched for an
identity by which to escape its cultural subordination to
the metropolis" (8). This pristine space was readily
available in the American West and especially the American
Southwest, as will be detailed below. The association of
Indians with the American pastoral landscape is prevalent in
American literature.
What, then, does the need to construct versions of
American Indianness indicate about European-American culture
in the early twentieth century? As Rushing points out:
Between 1910 and 1950, those Euro-Americans who studied
American Indian culture, or collected, displayed,
theorized, or responded eurtistically to Indian art and
ceremonial life, did so from an etic (outside)
position. (1)
An unequal power dyneunic is generally associated with any
etic relationship people from one culture have with people
from another culture, especially if the two cultures are
technologically dissimilar. In the case of EuropeanAmericans visiting or observing Indians, particularly under
the banner of Manifest Destiny, Indian culture was cast as
the victim of progress. Writers who bemoaned this loss of
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simpler cultures were peurticipatlng in what Rushing
demonstrates is a type of "cultvural primitivism" (2).
Dean HacCannell writes about a contemporary
manifestation of this unequal power dyneunic eunong different
cultural groups^ in his discussion of the "production of
ethnicity:'•
. . .a superior group can attempt to associate with and
copy the ways of an inferior group. . . . Social
superiors from Marie Antoinette to the middle-class
hippies of the 1960s have made it a point to dress
like, and even clumsily to emulate the behaviors of,
the people oppressed by their class. (165-166)
Into the large time freune sketched by MacCannell, it is easy

to Insert the eeurly twentieth century art colonists of
Northern New Mexico and the tourists who came to see what
had brought the zurtists to the Land of Enchantment*.
HacCannell finds that outward assumption of the ways and
appearances of less-powerful, romanticized others results in
the same sort of disappearance of the Native (in Vizenor's
usage) detailed by Vizenor and Rushing. This phenomenon,
"reconstructed ethnicity," eliminates the original culture
in its efforts to emulate it:
Reconstructed ethnicity is the maintenance and
preservation of ethnic forms for the persuasion or
entertainment not of specific others as occurs in
constructed ethnicity, but of a 'generalized other'
within a white cultural freune. . . [I]t represents an
end point in dialogue, a final freezing of ethnic
imagery which is eortificial and deterministic, even or
especially, when it is based on a drive for
authenticity. (168)
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MacCannell emphasizes tihe outsider viewpoint of the "white
cultural frame" into which the Indian peoples and cultures
are placed.
What is lost when this frame defines Indians, of
course, is the cultural context. In the case of literature
whose original source is more likely to be a performance or
other more or less ritualized utterance, as in Indian songs,
poems, chants, and so on, the cultural frame imposed by the
outsiders leaves out crucial information. If the collectors
eUid

other non-Indian readers of this literature wish to

present it in English in a form which closely resembles its
original, then they must accoxint for more of the context
than their "white cultural freuae" allows. To deal with the
slippages, gaps, etnd errors inherent in the collection of
Indian materials by non-Indians, an Indian cultural frame
must be used. To extend MacCannell, the tourists should go
home, and they should only return when they are able to
leave the "white cultural freune" behind, if that is
possible. In the thinking of Acoma Pueblo poet Simon J.
Ortiz, tourists would be fully welcome in his hometown if
and only if the tourists who visit would treat Acoma Pueblo
as they would wish their own hometown to be treated by
Indians (or any other tourists) who ceune to Milwaukee^.
Sherman Alexie meJces a similar point about cultiiral tourism
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when he discusses his visit, as a tourist, to the Vaticsm,
in the context of tourism by non-Indians of the reservations
of the Northwest United States (Alexie 14).
Similarly, Indian people and cultures were romemticized
and commercialized in direct ways as well, cast as
desirable, virtuous others, in a clearly culturally
primitivist fashion, American Indians in general and Pueblo
Indians of the Southwest in particuleir represented
"America's Orient" (Babcock Pueblo Women 406). The distance
from subject to object could be bridged by a railroad line,
after 1880, connecting tourists to the living remnants of
earlier cultiires. One attractive aspect of the Indian
materials seen as primitive is the associated assumption
that "primitive and folk art is tradition bound and conflict
free" (Babcock Hudwomen 190). The appeal is escapist.
Babcock summarizes:
The 1987 Insight Guide cover [which features a
photograph of a Pueblo woman carrying a water jar] and
countless other recent olla maiden images by
contemporary artists and photographers attest that the
nostalgic aestheticism of the 1800s has persisted at
great profit for well over a century. Unsettled Indians
were unsettling, and this authorized image of the
"civilized," domestic, and feminized Pueblo was
popularized at the very moment when "wild" nomadic
Apaches were still killing whitemen and eluding General
Crook in these seune southwestern spaces. Late
nineteenth-century authors such as Susan Wallace
repeatedly juxtapose the "peace-loving," "pastoral,"
"maidens of Palestine" with the savage, bloodthirsty
"Bedouins" of the desert. The Indian wars ended, but
the Oriental tropology persisted, especially in the
lyrical and escapist vision of Fred Harvey and Santa Fe
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Railway advertising. Advertising that was intent on
selling the Southwest as a "last refuge of magic,
mountains, and quaint ancestors"—"a gentle, peaceful,
and pictxiresque people." (Babcock Nudwomen 188)
Babcock's emalysis locates this romanticizing in the present
as well as in the past. In a later chapter, the far-reaching
effects of this continuing cultxiral assumption will be
examined in the context of the poetry of contemporary Indian
writer Wendy Rose (Hopi-Miwok).
In an article on the construction of images of Pueblo
women, Babcock asks:
. . . what happens when indigenous Pueblo signifiers of
stability—women and potteries—become valued items of
exchange, cultiiral brokers, amd agents of change
precisely because they embody a synchronic essentialism
for postindustrial Anglo consiomers? (Pueblo Women 403)
Babcock calls into question the dehumanization of Indian
people under the tourist's gaze. While the Pueblo people she
writes about do turn the tables on toiirists in various ways
(see Babcock "Pueblo Clowning and Pueblo Clay" and
"Marketing Maria"), dominant culture tourism and marketing
create Pueblo people, art, and culture as commodities.
Babcock's argument hinges on analysis of
representations of Pueblo women made by non-Indian people to
be seen and purchased (consumed) by the dominant cultxire
non-Indian public. She identifies the fascination with these
primitives as "nostalgic aestheticism" (Pueblo Women 405) in
which the Pueblo woman "is valued because she is, if only in
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[the author's] imaginary projections, outside history,
outside industrial capitalism" (Pueblo Women 404). Babcock
focuses on the proliferation of images of Pueblo women
meUcing pottery emd carrying water jsurs on their heads. These
images present an idealized and romanticized primitive
figure:
An Indian mother shaping Mother Earth and gracefully
carrying her burdens was and is, indeed, something of a
bourgeois dreaun of an alternative redemptive life, as
well as an imagistic transformation of an unmanageable
native into a manageable one. (Pueblo Women 429)
In these representations of Pueblo women, then, the
colonizing gaze of the non-Indian interprets the reality of
Pueblo women through a filter of stereotyped cultural images
which often have little to do with their reality. At least
since the twenties. Pueblo women have carried water in tin
buckets (Babcock Pueblo Cultural Bodies 41)®. Yet, as
Babcock demonstrates, the olla image is pervasive even
today. Non-Indians seem to need to possess a safe,
earthbound representation of Indian-ness in order to have a
cognitive place for "the Indian" in their conception of the
world and of their own places in it. The sellers of images,
the commodifiers, fill this need by providing carefullyselected images and objects. The value of these images emd
objects correspondingly increases with their status as highpriced commodities.
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As Babcock notes, "Xn many ways, toiirism and a market
for exotic objects has maintained Orientalism and aesthetic
primitivism in a structure of domination more insidious than
religious and military colonization" (Pueblo Cultxiral Bodies
51). Ideological domination, coupled with economic
domination based on tourism, contribute to the inability of
non-Indians to see Indians as fully human. But more
importantly, these tools of postcolonialism make Native
cultxiral survival more difficult. As Dean MacCannell puts
it,

. . not everyone is interested in living a life in

which they must be always conscious of themselves as a
cultural entity in the eyes of others" (101).
When the object of study is verbal art rather than
Pueblo potteries, potters, and water-carriers, the argument
of marketing and commodification still holds. In the early
twentieth centxiry, non-Indiam readers were "sold" various
representations of Indian peoples and cultures through
literary representations made and piiblished by non-Indians
and distributed in the publication and printing industry.
Money and reputations were made on them, and not by the
Native artists, who remain anonymous amd received no
royalties. If Harriet Monroe and Ezra Pound used marketing
techniques to establish modernist literary art (detailed in
the next section), and thereby to commodify it and cause it
to have value, so did the "translators," "re-expressers,"
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and representers of Indian verbal aurt. Drawing upon the
already-established American fascination with the American
West and Indians, and especially the Americem Southwest and
Pueblo Indians, creators of "new," modernist literaury aurt in
the early twentieth centxary foiind a rich, exclusivelyAmerican image and thematic complex in Indian verbal art. It
was brought before the public at a time when the Indian was
known by the public at large to be "vanishing," and it
represented an attempt to salvage aspects of certain Indian
cultures which were perceived to be valuable or useful to
the dominant culture. These values or uses generally took
more account of the needs of the dominant culture, of
course, than they did of the needs of the in fact notvanishing Indian cultures.
Cultural tourism, then, is a form of cultural
primitivism since it involves the positive valuing of the
"simpler" lives of Indians or other "Others." The people who
sure the objects of the tourist gaze are not accorded full
humanity by many of the dominant culture viewers. According
to MacCannell, "... it is necessary to create a
comparative perspective as it is actually lived by real
people in real communities" (307) if we hope to dismantle
the cultural imperialism inherent in cultural tourism. In
the oral, written, and performed literature of Native
Americans, then, an emic or "insider" perspective is
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required. Awareness of this problem goes back at least to
1950. Ethnographer Francis Densmore, who had collected a
wealth of Native American songs emd music in the 1910s and
1920s, assessed accviracy of translation: "The problem in
studying Indian music is not simply to describe it
accurately but to acquire the native standpoint" (gtd. in
Evers and Molina 27). Evers and Molina comment that
particular circumstances may provide the opportunity for
texts to represent "a" native standpoint, such as the one
represented by Molina, who is Yagui, in their collaborative
work Yaqui Deer Songs.
Evers and Molina's work provides a touchstone
contemporary exeunple of a textualization of a Native
American poetry. In Yaqui Deer Songs, the co-authors explain
their project of creating "a collection of writing about the
enchanted talk of Yaqui deer songs" (8). Already in this
characterization of the project, Evers and Molina indicate
their awareness of the many levels of transformation and
translation, each with its own complexities, which surroxind
such collection. The text is a representation of
circumstances which go beyond a mere collection or
transcription of words. As they describe their methods,
Evers and Molina establish the importance of context to
their work:
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These are translations from a living tradition which
stretches back past the time the Spanish slave trader
Diego de Guzm^ first encoiintered Yaquis in 1533 into
time immemorial. The songs are still sung, and those
interested will not have a heard time finding a place to
stand and listen. Those who do will know that deer
songs are more than words. Yaquis relish the
preparations in smoke and silence, the sermons and
speechmeUcing, gossip, the smell of mesquite fires and
stew, as well as the rasp and rattle of the dance.
Before the deer singers ever utter a word, the ram& is
already full of meaning. (8)
Seen within the fullness of their cultural and performance
context, the songs can be appreciated by non-Yaquis in a
manner approaching that of the Yac[ui community and Yaqui
individuals. Yet even in this, outsiders understand in a
limited fashion because they do not share the culture.
Fiirther, without a context such as Evers and Molina provide,
multiple interpretations are possible which may not be
recognizable to the communities in which the songs
originate.
Arguing for the critical importance of context, Vizenor
contrasts the oral and textual:
The wild unities of heard stories emd the pleas\ures of
performance are vinbodied in translations. The shadows
and tribal experiences that eure heard in stories, and
variations on natural reason, are transformed in
publications that are seen as cultural representations.
(69)
To be "vinbodied" is to lose touch with what is most
meaningful, the context surrounding the text, vizenor
challenges hegemonic assumptions that place the written
above the oral:
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The natural development of the oral tradition is not
the written language. The notion, in the literature of
dominance, that the oral advances to the written, is a
colonial reduction of natural sound, heard stories, and
the tease of shadows in tribal remembrance. (72)
Verbal art, then, must not be confused with textual
representations or simulations which claim to render it
faithfully.
The examples of Native American verbal art considered
here, which were collected at around the turn of the century
and into the 1920s, fail in large part to account for any
cultural or performance context. Awareness of a "native
standpoint" is absent. Thus, Indian people and cultures are
absent. The product of a pxirely etic or outside viewpoint,
the texts occupy a No-Indians-Land in between cultures.
Evers and Molina deliberately avoid this pitfall. Another
feature of their work which establishes it as a benchmark
for other contemporary work on intercultural texts is their
foregroxinding of their own positions in relation to the
songs. Evers is non-Indian. Molina is Yaqui. They write:
. . . along with our representations of the words in
transcription and translation, we describe some of the
contexts in which they continue to exist, and, because
we have lived around deer songs in different ways, we
give our individual appreciations of them, too. (8)
Again a contrast occurs between this contemporeury work and
the collection of Indian verbal art earlier this century.
The former reflects inter-cultural respect as well as
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awareness of the importemce of context^. The latter assiuaes,
to veurying degrees, that the collector can record and create
accepteJsle intercultural texts without regard to cultural
context or native perspectives. Austin, Curtis, and to a
lesser extent Monroe, valued the materials with which they
C2uae into contact, but current methods would insist that
they involve more of the native contexts within which the
works are best placed. In each collector was a spirit of
appreciation for the Indian verbal art, even though this
spirit ceune from differing impulses.
Another feature of Evers and Molina's work which
establishes it as a model is its address to more than one
community of readers. Among other features, the bilingual
song texts mark the book as intended for Yagui and non-Yagui
readers. Evers and Molina explain their intentions:
In all, we work for two goals: for the continuation of
deer songs as a vital part of life in Yaqui communities
and for their appreciation in all communities beyond.
Most of the time these goals coincide. (8)
Again, the intricate relationships eunong differing
communities are constantly present in Evers and Molina's
thinking.
Yaqui Deer Songs is one of many contemporary texts
which attempts to account for non-dominant culture verbal
art in respectful and useful ways. Translation has always
been a highly value-laden enterprise, and the power
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disequilibrium between Indian and non^Indian cultures has
often profoundly influenced the production of "Indian" texts
in English. As Evers amd Molina aurgue, "Unless efforts to
engage native speakers actively in the study of their verbal
arts succeed, it is unlikely that the study of American
Indian oral literatures will advance significantly" (9). The
field of ethnopoetics, which can be defined as the study of
the literature of non-dominant cultures, continues to define
and engage issues related to intercultural translation and
the representation of verbal art in textual form. The work
in this area currently being pursued enables a comparative
analysis of the work done with Indian verbal art materials
by Austin, Curtis, and other writers/collectors/editors who
worked in the earlier period. By comparing their methods
with cvirrent ethnopoetic methods of collection, translation
and textualization, the chapters to follow will determine,
within certain bounds, the extent to which the "Indian"
texts presented as "authentic" to a non-Indian reading
pxiblic are simulations.
Dell Hymes' 1981 -In Vain I Tried to Tell You" contains
some helpful statements of practical ethnopoetic inquiry. Of
pairticular importance is his insistence on a linguistic
foundation for the analysis. Only through this can a
translator account for the text in relation to its
linguistically-determined cultural context:
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Without linguistics as an active part of philology, the
poems themselves disappear behind the veils of
primitivity and preconception, which we [non-culture
beeurers] don to approach them. We approach, indeed, not
the poems at all, but the ethnological translations. It
is these our museum-like anthologies enshrine. There is
little else, for now, they can do. (58)
This study's aim is to investigate the cult\iral context
which generated the non-Indian versions of Native American
verbal art which Hymes here leunents. Some use will be found
for them when they can be exeunined as products not of Indian
but of non-Indian cultures.
Hymes accounts for the complexity of meanings available
for a given, recorded, text even within its own cultural
context;
What is objective, in short, is the native text itself,
where this has been adequately recorded, a text perhaps
subject to multiple interpretations in its own culture.
The translation is an act of scholarship of a certain
time, place, and person, variable in quality and
character, as is all scholarship. (59)
With this statement in mind, the analysis of versions of
"Indian" texts will proceed in the following chapters. Hymes
continues, noting that "Any one translation is like a
spotlight from one angle, highlighting some features, but
shadowing others. A plurality of responsible translations
can illumine more and in greater depth" (59). Because these
precepts unfortunately cannot be applied retroactively, the
texts which form the basis of this study can be termed
little else than "Indianish" simulations created by non-
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Indians. There is li-ttle one can leam about Indiam people,
cultures, emd verbal art from these texts. Nevertheless,
these texts have much to teach about the ways in which
literary and cultural products were created by the art and
piiblishing industries of their period.
Two further examples should solidify this point. In a
1987 essay "Chief Seattle's Speech(es): American Origins and
European Reception," Rudolph Kaiser exeuaines a text version
of an utterance attributed to the historical figure Seeathl
(1786-1866), "a chief of the Suqueuaish and the Duwamish
Indians on the Pacific northwest coast" (502). The text
version, popularly available in recent decades, is found to
have been written by a non-Indian journalist during the
1960s. In a similar case, Raymond OeMaillie's 1984 book The
Sixth Grandfather studies John H. Neihardt's construction of
the co-authored autobiography Black Elk Speeiks. DeMaillie
finds it impossible to attribute the published text to its
presiimed author. Black Elk (Sioux). Rather, he demonstrates
the extent to which it was created by the non-Indian
Neihardt. These texts are important for what they teach
about the ways in which texts eure made. While they are
suspect from a contemporary, ethnopoetically-informed point
of view, they are fascinating artifacts of literary history
and have value on that basis'.
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Medce It New / MeJce It Old:
Connections to Modernist Experimentation
Modernist writers worked through experimental means to
describe and construct new art which stemmed not from the
inherited traditions of Europe as defined by Victorian
society, but instead from other, older, and often more
remote traditions. Clearly when Pound made the Imagist
pronouncement in 1912 that poets must "make it new," he did
so in reference to the received poetic tradition which
valued sentiment, high-flown lancfuage, and metrical
precision. "Newness" involved stylistic directness and
clarity as well as a rejection of the slavish use of poetic
forms. It also involved a search for a broader, more
historically and culturally expansive frame of reference.
Pound, for instance, worked with Renaissance troiibadour
lyrics and Chinese poetry. Eliot followed the Cambridge
anthropologists into the morass of ancient vegetation
rituals, eunong other sources, in his guest of traditions. It
is not surprising, therefore, that Native American peoples
and cultures were mined for their "newness," which, as in
the cases of the other exeunples mentioned, is merely a case
of rediscovered oldness.
In contrast to an ethnopoetic methodology, the turn-ofthe-centviry methodology employed by the subjects of this
study seems to assume that designation of a culture as
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"primitive" allows and/or encovirages non-members of the
cultxire to treat that culture differently than they would
treat a "non-primitive" other culture.

In this way of

looking at intercultxiral presumption, those cultures which
possess a written tradition are in a different category than
those which do not, regardless of whether or not their
verbal art traditions could be compared favorably with those
of cultures without writing. For instance, Chinese and
Sanskrit poetry, with their longstanding written traditions,
receive greater attention and respect from modernist
scholars, poets, and editors of the early twentieth century
than do North American Indian (non-written) verbal arts.
When a group of cultures such as Indians are neuned
"primitive" at least in part because their texts are not
written down, then they fail to attain status in a literary
world which values text.
The tension I wish to identify here is between the
modernist artistic enterprise of revivification of language
and art through an infusion of exotic or "other" materials,
on the one hand, and the effects such an infusion may have
on both the people from whom the "new" materials ceune and
the dominant-culture audience which received the "new," on
the other'. The extraction of materials from other cultural
traditions and placement of them in modernist poems
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resembles -the process of collage begun by Picasso and o1:hers
in Europe (Malamud 95). As Maleunud explains, "Cubis-ts,
Surrealists, Futurists, Dadaist:s, Abstract Impressionists
all performed versions of the seune enterprise—fragmen-ting
conven-ticnal standards of represen-tation" (10). The new
materials, whe-ther images, words, or phrases in foreign
languages, were considered to contain within themselves
meaning sufficient for their use and reuse. Prefigxiring -the
much later developments of the New Criticism, then,
modernist literary experimenta-tion involved the
decontextualization and recon-textualization of fragments
wi-th lit-tle or no regard for their original contexts^". The
pieces had intrinsic meaning which could be determined
withou-t reference to sources. According to Maleuaud:
The tradition in which Eliot writes, [Eliot] believes,
has much room for growth and replenishment through his
brand of intellectual imperialism. And so while -the
vatic Eliot mourns the passage of former grandeur, -the
more opportunistic Eliot scavenges among the ruins of
this gremdeur for shards of foreign language and
traditions -that can bolster his own tradition. (103)
Eliot claimed fragments of other literatures, languages,
cultures, and traditions for his own, and for his own
Culture. He constructed modernist poetry from fragments
capable of representing aspects of his world and time. For
Eliot, "-the poet writes his age" (gtd. in Halamud 122). Yet
Eliot's use of fragments is a very particular and
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disconnected use, one which appropriates the fragments'
power without acknowledging the meems by which that power
was generated. Maleuaud makes cleeur this distinction:
The Eliotic fragment certainly hearkens back by allusion
to a grand monument of the past, but it does not in any
way attempt to recreate or resurrect it. Eliot's
fragments are not like Pound's excisions from the
letters found in the fifteenth-century post-bag of
Sigismundo Malatesta in Canto 9, for which we know the
complete original manuscripts exist. Nor are Eliot's
fragments meant to be read as we read, for example,
Sapphic fragments, with an imaginative fantasy of the
much greater beauty that must once have surrounded the
little that remains. Eliot intends his fragments to
stand on their own, self-sufficient and self-contained.
(82-83)
Thus Halcuaud's charge of imperialism is justified.
The example of Eliot paves the way for the appearance
of decontextualized pieces of Native American verbal art in
literary publications of the modernist period. As the
chapters to follow demonstrate, enthusiasm for "Indian"
materials took several forms, some of which were more
respectful of the materials' cultxiral contexts and
significances than others were. In general, though, it can
be said that the fragments themselves were assumed to
possess inherent meaning and significance which made the
surrounding contexts irrelevant and uninteresting. This is
because the pieces had meaning, new meaning, within the
European-Americem dominant culture context. Emerson, in "The
American Scholar," had occasion to invoke a proverb: "He
that would bring home the wealth of the Indies, must carry
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out the wealth of the Indies." He used it in the context of
support for "creative reading" as an activity as valuable as
"creative writing." In a slightly more imperialist tone,
modernist poets hoped to procure some of the "wealth of the
Indies" for twentieth-century culttire by attaching their own
preconceived ideas to the material they carried out of other
literary traditions. The interests of the dominant cult\ire,
clearly, formed the driving force behind Eliot's practice of
shoring up ruins. This artistic imperative is summed up by
Haleunud: "Eliot asserts . . . that the past cannot simply be
transplanted into the early twentieth century present, or
even cosmetically updated for that generation: it must be
translated" (74).
Here lies the primary trouble for texts and materials
extracted piecemeal from living cultures, as happened with
most of the Native American material which reached print in
English in the early twentieth century. Non-Indian literary
artists who p\iblished "Indian" poems in Poetry magazine, for
instance, were not concerned about whether their
representations of Indian peoples and cultures were accurate
or, even, fair. Harriet Monroe considered poets sufficiently
experienced with Indian materials if they had managed to
travel once or twice to "the West" by train (see chapter 4).
Eliot's type of cultural imperialism was widespread, and the
right of appropriation of non-Western cultural materials by
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dominant culture individuals was a given of modernist
experimentation. It is o\ir late-twentieth centviry
postcolonial perspective and intercultural awareness that
indicates there could be a problem with such uses of Indian
materials. Fxirther, the emerging field of ethnopoetics
informs readings of non-dominant culture texts, insisting on
the pursuit of an indigenous or emic perspective from which
to read, hear, and record. Accounting for non-dominantcultiure featxires of these texts has become the preferred if
not the primary method of study.
For all of Eliot's reputed interest in the power of
fragments, he was not always completely divorced from a
specific tradition when he invoked the past. Indeed, Eliot's
fascination with the studies of non-Western belief systems
is well-documented, particularly his familiarity with Jessie
L. Weston's From Ritual to Romance, which considered nonWestern, pre-Christian sources of the Grail Legend. Yet this
connection to non-Western traditions is tenuous, too,
because it is based upon Victorian methods of ethnography.
While Frazer's 1890 The Golden Bough was highly influential,
it was based upon generalizations which were ethnocentric in
nature and simplistic. Preferring to see human mythology
writ large, Frazer and his followers made few distinctions
among cultures. Myths were seemingly valued for their
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intirinsic rather than their contextual values, as were the
Eliotic fragments.
In his study of the importance of ancient and modern
cities to modernists such as Eliot and Joyce, Richard D.
Lehan identifies the attraction seemingly-timeless mythology
had for the moderns, connecting this impulse to a resistance
to post-Enlightenment rational consciousness (72). This
rejection of commerce, technology, and empiricism reflects a
modernist desire to rewrite the present in new terms.
Frazer's work and similar redactions of ancient and remote
mythologies provided a new, non-Christian grounding for
modernist assertions, one which was not connected to the
received traditions of Exirope but which was, rather, seen as
more elemental, more earth-boxind, more primitive:
The moderns were ready to turn back to the mythic
imagination and to cyclic history emd allow a voice
from the city of the dead to speedc about folly in the
city of the living—a voice that could speak with
wisdom and authority because it had already experienced
such folly at an earlier moment in history—as Eliot's
Tiresias comes from the underworld to foretell it all
from the center of modern London. (Lehan 68)
The key distinction is the revision of Tiresias into
"Eliot's Tiresias." What is found in a tradition (the figure
of the hermaphrodite soothsayer) is reworked so that it fits
into the artist's conception of the current scene. Folklore
and mythology are appropriated by an artist from outside of
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the original culture and rewritten for new functions in a
different context.
In theory, this practice is profoundly generative,
creative, and productive. The force of the poetry and
stories of the past is brought to bear upon the present in
Eliot, Joyce, H.O., and Pound, aunong others. Much modernist
energy and artistic innovation is based upon transformations
such as these. George Sterling and Witter Bynner, for
instance, also participated in this archaeology of texts and
traditions, and even though their work is less-well-known
today than it was when published, it helped establish the
project of modernism. Indeed, in Pound's Canto II the
meteunorphosis of the ship into the bower stands as a high
point in literary influence, reinvigorating the power of the
past at the seune moment that it establishes the power of the
present poet. And yet, "gather[ing] from the air a live
tradition" is not the same thing as reworking texts of the
past.
The fragments foxind and redeployed, or generated, by
Eliot and Pound relate to Native American materials in
English in several ways. Generally, the exeunples of Native
American verbal art discussed here were divorced from their
cultural and performative contexts, and so exist as
fragments of a much larger and complex symbolic system.
Modernist writers, as has been seen, felt less of a need to
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account: for -this original context and more of a need to
claim the fragments within their own, new, symbolic systems.
Thus it would be unusual and perhaps even startling to find
explicit reference to these contexts. As did the modernists,
the purveyors of Indian verse created sets of fragments
which were intended to be read in isolation and which were
assumed to inherently possess sufficient meaning, or to
generate sufficient impressions, so as to medce the original
works smd their contexts obsolete or, at least, iinnecessary
to the non-Indian reader. Reading a "foreign" text within
the assumptions of one's own cultural and literary
traditions, then, was accepted and encouraged, while any
further contextualization was deemed, it appears,
superfluous. Thus the modernist gestures of appropriation
and redaction, while erasing the original artists,
reinvented the old (or ancient, or foreign, or exotic) for
the new century and the new literatures of modern society.
That these same gestiires failed to locate or mention the
original artists and/or contexts in a systematic way
indicates the imperialist and colonizing impetus of
modernists' "rediscoveries" of seemingly neglected
traditions. The culture bearers to whom the works were
familiar and meaningful, ironically, had little to do with
works' eventual meanings in the context of the dominant
cult\ire.
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Eliot:, Pound, and o-thers assumed a grea-t deal about
their presumed readers' knowledge, and have been faulted for
expecting their readers to have read as much as they have.
Thus their approach valued the intellect and academic
training which they expected their readers to possess. Much
resistance to modernist experimentation in poetry, of
course, comes from the esoteric nature of many of the
fragments. In the case of non-Indian writers who presented
"Indian" materials in English, however, the Indianness of
the images, language, themes, etc., is assumed to require
little interpretation by readers. Indeed, in the poems on
Indian motifs published in Poetry, stereotypes of Indians
abound, as will be shown in chapter 4. The "Indian"
qualities of the poetry, such as images of nature, diction
mentioning "braves," and rhythms resembling drximbeats, mark
it as Other. Yet the sense of Otherness which the poetry
creates reflects an emphasis on emotion rather than on
intellect: a romanticized, sentimentalized, and simulated
Indianness obtains, which the non-Indian writers seek to
express to the detriment of the works' meaning within its
own or its original contexts. Simileur appropriations occxir,
for instance, in Pound's Chinoiserie, which were based on
translations of ancient Chinese texts and in which a sense
of some other cultural tradition makes the English versions
of these "translations" exotic to Western readers and
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evocative of a distant emd different system of order and
meaning. Both exsunples are displaced from their soiirces. The
Native American excunples, however, present a more
problematic set of texts, primarily because they are drawn
from living cultures. What happens is that the texts seem to
represent Indian peoples and cultiires, but they in fact
represent the non-Indian writers' ideas about and
idealizations of those peoples and cultures, as do Pound's
(and others') translations. They are ventriloquist versions.
So what has happened to the "real" Indians in this
reshuffling of images and perceptions?
A partial answer may be found in the intersection of
two seemingly unrelated areas of inquiry: the study of oral
traditions and the history of scientific knowledge,
especially archaeological knowledge. For instauice, Heinrich
Schliemann's excavations at Homer's fabled city of Troy in
1870s altered the relationship between myth and science by
connecting what had been construed by Europeans and
Americans as works of imagination (literature) to concrete
reality". Pound describes a similar moment at which oral
traditions were found to have factual referents when he
describes the discovery of the chariot of Dis (in
Schneidau). The mcdern tempereunent desires such groundings
of fable or legend partly because of its inherent anxiety
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and partly because of its inherent need to prove itself. In
contrast^ a postmodernist temperament refuses to insist upon
any exact (or, even, inexact) correspondence between
historical event amd literary product, preferring to let
strong linkages dissolve, whether the linkages are seen as
causal or as resulting from accident. For a postmodernist,
it would perhaps be the linkages themselves, or the presiimed
presence of linkages, or the lack thereof, which would
generate interest and/or delight. Thus if modernists valued
the absolute evidence of Troy's existence dug up by
archaeologists, postmodernists could be said to value the
questions generated by the presence of Xndianish art which
is indeed not "Native" at all, or of Indian-crafted art
which is not pointedly "Native," eunong other possible
combinations of relative "authenticity" and inexplicable
"genuineness.
The oral tradition was alive to Modernist literary
scholars and poets writing after Schliememn, because they
had been assured by his work of Troy's existence. Searches
for correspondence between Homer and the sites under
excavation connected literature to the world in
straightforward, clearly-defined ways. The past could be
present, and the inheritance of European civilization could
be merely one feature of a complex cultural heritage to

which many modernis'ts wished to claim connection. The
Classical training of Pound and Eliot, for example, which
formed a background to much of their work, had been recently
revived by the emergence, after Schliemann, of modern
aurchaeology^.
When the oral tradition is played off against science
and archaeological knowledge, whose tradition counts, after
all? From a European-American intellectual perspective, it
seems likely that a scientific explanation would be valued.
From a Native American perspective, on the other hand, the
cultvural traditions and beliefs documented in the oral
tradition carry more currency. A recent parallel to the
Schliemann controversy involves a non-Indian, Ekkehart
Halotki, working with Hopi language and literature. In the
Hopi/Malotki case, Hopi people asserted their rights to
their own language. But Malotki's bilingual work continues
to be available and offers interesting perspectives on the
interactions between science and the oral tradition. For
instance, in the 1987 Earth Fire: A Hopi Legend of the
Sunset Crater Eruption, a study of Sunset Crater in Northern
Arizona, Malotki and Michael Lomatuway'ma (Hopi) place a
bilingual version of a Hopi legend next to scientific
analyses of the geology and natural history of the area.
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Their co-authors aure non-Indian scientists, and the book is
filled as well with color and black-and-white photographs.
In Earth Fire, the Hopi legend, the photographs, and
the scientific chapters inform each other in st\inning ways.
Malotki's work offers dominant-culture readers a look at the
ways in which a local culture (here, non-dominant Hopi
culture) incorporates the natural event into its cultural
identity. The eruption, encoded into the oral tradition, is
explained as is traditional with the Hopi. Their culture can
be seen meiking sense of an unusual event, working its
history in with their own". The scientific chapters provide
a counterbalance to the oral legend, anchoring the story in
geophysical terms as the legend anchors it in cultural
terms.
Of course, dominant and non-dominant cultures have long
been in contact in the American Southwest. If Schliemann's
excavations at Troy authenticated Homer's texts and
influenced the way in which they were read, then the
presence of the living Indian cultures of this region seemed
to offer a living laboratory to dominant cultxire members who
would seek a simpler, more harmonious exeunple of human
existence. Rushing summarizes some of the effects:
By the late 1880s anthropologists working in the
Southwest were drawing conclusions about the continuity
between present-day Pueblo peoples and the ancient
inhabitants of the archaeological sites they were
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excavating. This living connection to "prehistory" made
the Southwest the premier site for ethnographic study
in the United States and engendered the nation's
infatuation with Puebloan and. other Southwestern Indian
cultures. (4)
Science, in the form of archaeology, was not seen at this
time as investigating possibilities about the relationship
su&ong the veurious prehistoric and historic cultures of the
region. To the general public, scientific inquiry, then and
now, is often viewed as asserting truths when in fact it is
asserting hypotheses. Strictly speaking, the scientific
method is based upon a contingent rather than absolute
conception of knowledge, in which any conclusions are
\inderstood as subject to revision given further evidence. If
the scientific method needed absolute proof of an assertion,
then scientific knowledge would stagnate. The archaeologists
working in the Southwest at around the turn of the century,
for example, based their conclusions on data which could
later be called into (question. The general public, on the
other hand, is much more likely to understand assertions of
scientific discovery as actual rather than partial truths,
particularly when they read of these discoveries through the
popular media or through "popularizing" literature'^.
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Commodifying Modernist: Texts:
Fiddling With the Primitive While the Unreal City Biirns
Recent studies of printing emd publishing at euround the
turn of the nineteenth century indicate a revolution in
print representation of literature was underway. Claire
Hoeltz Badeiracco begins her cultural studies analysis
Trading fi^ords; Poetry, Typography, and Illustrated Books in
the Modem Literary Economy with this statement:
Between 1900 and 1940 the marketplace transformed
literary culture, the web of writing, printing,
promoting, and reading that made it possible for some
people to make a living from words. Ordinary English
and American readers in these years ceune to value all
printing for its ability to speeJc to them, whether it
conveyed a commercial message or poetic image. It was a
change that was revolutionary in its implications. (1)
Tracing the roles of the advertising industry, technological
developments in printing, the changing roles of artists and
readers, and the use of meurketing and other business
strategies by those who worked with words, Badaracco claims
that "[t]he business imagination that drove the marketing of
words, language products, and printed goods in the early
twentieth century transformed the common readers'
intellectual landscape and the artists' grasp of the
ordinary . . . (9). Badaracco's intention is to show how
"trading words moved the business imagination from a period
of romanticism into modernism and how producers engineered
this aesthetic movement via their ideas about how the
audience would respond to what was new" (9). Badaracco's
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work meUces clear the connections eu&ong the literary
marketplace, profitzUsility of literary endeavors, and
aesthetics, often pulling down false gods such as artistic
integrity and replacing them with the more believable idols
of salespersonship and commodification of "the new."
For instance, in a chapter on Imagism called
"Advertising Poetry as a Visual Art, 1912-1922," Badaracco
nsunes Haurriet Monroe a "propagandist" (33) who used
"effective marketing and publicity techniques" (37) and "saw
the marketing potential in creating a regional identity
through the voice of native artists who celebrated their
sense of place" (43), and who used direct-mail strategies to
great advantage (43). Pound and Amy Lowell are similarly
described, and along with Monroe are said to have "employed
marketing techniques to sell modernism in general, imagism
in particular, and their individual literary reputations in
the bargain" (Badaracco 31). Always on the lookout for new
discoveries which would propel her magazine and, possibly,
revolutionize literatiire, Monroe somewhat accidentally fed
into public interest in Native American peoples and cultures
when she published her "aboriginal numbers" of Poetry
magazine in 1915 and 1920, as is detailed in chapter 4.
In contrast to Badaracco's argument, Ian Willison
argues in the 1996 Modernist Writers and the Marketplace
that many modernist experimenters resisted the lures of the
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marketplace. For instance, following the war, modernist
writers "led by Ezra Pound and Ford Maddox Ford—virtually
contracted out of an esteUDlishment literary market that was
now openly hostile to" them (Willison xiv). Willison finds
that "a fully alternative market was built up, consisting
not only ... of little magazines, but also of book
publishing" (xiv). Willison thus prefers to see the small
press literary magazine as an agent of resistance against
rather than as an agent for commercialism in printing,
contrasting the little magazine pxiblisher against the large
p\iblishing house.
While little magazines often took risks, they too
needed to maintain subscriber lists if they were to continue
publishing, a fact of which Monroe was clearly awaure. For
Monroe, art was not separable from solvency. Badairacco
writes: "Much as Monroe looked down on the 'common' quality
of the commercial literature produced in the magazine age—
believing her enterprise to be a cut above—she adapted
publicity techniq[ues suited to mass markets to advance her
"fine" literary cause" (40). Even as she deliberately
marketed her magazine and its poetry, Monroe acted as if she
weren't marketing it. She acted as if she were providing,
from her midwestern locus, new and important art to an artstarved American public. Image is everything. A later
chapter examines Monroe's Poetry: A Magazine of Verse in
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greater detail, focusing on her use of Native American
materials and her role as a woman intellectual.
A related concern is the presentation of the texts
themselves in publications. A recent study of **little
magazines" by Edward Bishop considers how "their formats
affect our reading practices" (287) and argues that "the
physical form [in which poems or other literary works
appear] is in fact crucial in establishing protocols of
reading" (288). Magazine features such as size, color, paper
type, typeface, and so on, create impressions and require
analysis. Bishop draws upon Bourdieu's ideas of "symbolic
capital" in this argument, demonstrating that little
magazines which needed to make money simultaneously needed
to pretend to serve art only (and not the meurketplace), in
order to maintain their reputations. Bishop explains:
For the publisher the aim is to acquire a name for him
or herself, for with that goes the power to
'consecrate' cultural objects, to give them symbolic
value, and thus to appropriate the profits from this.
If one goes commercial then one loses symbolic capital,
loses the power to consecrate, and thus loses real
capital. In other words, if you are publishing little
magazines and you seem to be trying too hard to meUce a
profit, by trading reputation for dollars, you will
lose your reputation — and thus ultimately lose
dollars, or at least the chance of dollars. (290)
Bishop argues that the situation of the poetry texts creates
them as poetry, because "little magazines" are essentially
non-commercial. Symbolic capital is protected if art is
perceived as being sexrved. Yet, while "[l]ittle magazines
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are by definition magazines that do not make money; they are
trying to promote new ideas or forms of art, rather thsm
sales" (287), the printer must be paid and poets must, in
Harriet Monroe's phrase, "pay their shoebills."
When analyzed from this market-oriented perspective,
the texts of modernism may seem to ass\ime the "taint" of
commodification, since Art is often romantically envisioned
as free of such concerns. In fact, the New Criticism in
particular has much invested in separating market concerns
from artistic ones, as it attempts to read texts in
isolation not only from their writers and cultural contexts,
but also from their status as commodities in the literary
marketplace. Further still are we from the original
appearance of the texts in print. Bishop argues that "we
find the ideology inscribed not just in the texts but in the
book [or magazine] itself. This is something that is lost
when the individual works are anthologized . . . and when
they are homogenized in a reprint series ... or when they
are [stripped of] their covers and all bound together in a
lump" (314). Bishop meJces a critically important argument
here for reading the texts of modernism in their original
contexts, in their original textual situations. By doing so,
readers will have a better grasp on what Bishop calls "the
extraordinary network of connections in the field of
production" (311) and of "[t]he extent to which the
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bibliographic environment is a factor [in a text's reception
and interpretation], and is determined by forces in the
cultxiral field beyond the control of the author" (312). This
analysis is clearly pertinent to studies of modernism. It
also calls forth two related principles which inform
readings of the texts modernism called Native American.
First, the textual environment also includes the entire
contents of, say, an individual issue of a magazine. For
instance, what happens to a reader's reading of a prclndian
art article written by Katalie Curtis in The Craftsman
magazine when that eorticle is preceded by an article on
Martha Graham's modern dance (complete with photographs of
Graham's students on the grass in Greek-like attire) and
followed by an article on the splendors of the landscape of
the American West (accompanied by etchings of grand vistas
and cataracts)? Or what happens when "Indian" poetry appears
on the pages of Poetry, which regularly publishes the newest
and greatest poetry in English as well as much which is
forgettable? Does the symbolic capital accumulated by the
magazine itself alter the reception of the "Indian" verbal
art or of the eirticle favoring Indian art? Do assumptions
about authenticity or tremslation quality accrue to these
representations of Indianness merely because of their
appearance in the "right" publication contexts (that is,
arty, radical, etc.)? Indeed, the projects of modernism and
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of modernls-k publication appropriated Indian cultural and
artistic materials as part of a larger project of presenting
"the new," and the publication industry enabled Natalie
Curtis, Mary Austin, emd Harriet Monroe to use
representations of Indian peoples emd cultures in ways which
neglected and erased the presence of the people from whom
the materials originally came. Native North American
cultures provided the raw materials, that is, for the
recastings of tradition which the modernists attempted, and
in the forging of a new American literature and literary
history were bypassed as authors and agents of the verbal
art.
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CHAPTER TWO
INSCRZBIN6 INDIAN VOICES IN SONG:
NATALIE CURTIS AND THE PRESERVATION OF ORAL TRADITIONS

The songs were written down in the light of the
tipi fire or under the glare of the desert s\in; in
adobe houses while women ground the corn, or in
the open ceunp where after some festival or
ceremonial gathering of the people a leader resang
for the book a cheuracteristic song.
-Natalie Cxirtis, 1907
Natalie Curtis, who was born in 1875 and died
tragically in 1921, grew up in a privileged upper-class
family in New York. Trained as a classical musiciem, C\urtis
at one point intended to pursue a career as a concert
pianist (Babcock and Parezo 95). Inspired by the example of
Alice Fletcher to give up her career to collect Indian songs
and folklore (Carr 216), Curtis' life changed when she
visited her brother in Arizona; having come into contact
with Indian people, Curtis determined to collect and
preserve Indian songs and stories (Babcock and Parezo 95).
As she collected material for her book, Curtis travelled
extensively by train and horseback into remote areas. Her
work extended into the public arena when she persuaded
family friend and then-President of the United States
Theodore Roosevelt '*to remove [the] assimilationist ban
prohibiting the singing of native songs" (Babcock and Parezo
95).
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Nearly a decade of travel and fieldwork culminated in
the 1907 publication of The Indians^ Book, a collection of
songs and other verbal art from eighteen different North
American Indian tribes. According to the book's dedication,
Curtis intended to preserve the oral traditions of the
people she met and worked with for the Indians' own use. An
advocate of Indian rights, she portrays herself as a welcome
and valued friend of her Indian informants. Her project was
much lauded once published and received support from thenPresident Theodore Roosevelt and others. The Indians'^ Book
has been reprinted several times, most recently in 1987.
Much of Curtis' work was accomplished in the Southwest, in
particular eunong the Hopi people. Following publication of
The Indiams' Book, Curtis spent the next ten years recording
African-American and African songs and music in a similar
manner. Curtis' tragic accidental death in 1921, at age 46,
ceune at a time when she was about to begin revising The
Indians'^ Book for reissue.
Curtis's book is extremely valuable to scholars for its
representation of the historic moment of the fieldwork,
which was accomplished over several years at the turn of the
centiiry. Recorded by a privileged non-Indian woman who was
musically trained in the European tradition, the text can be
seen as positing an Indian who will either assimilate or
become extinct, one whose culture will disappear. Ignoring
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the possibility of a hybrid or "mixed" cultiiral siirvival,
Burlin's book forecasts assimilation and thereby reinforces
the dominant-cultxire idea of the "vanishing" Indian.
Curtis participated in the widespread, then-current
romanticization of Indian people, cultures, and verbal arts
and represented Indian texts in ways which altered the
verbal aurt to fit dominant culture assumptions about Indian
people and cultures. These assumptions often took the form
of ethnocentric stereotypes of Indian people as primitive
and of Indian language as simplistic and pictxiresque. Both
of these trends diminish the cultural integrity of the
collected materials. They also perpetuate false ideas about
the people and cultures which they are attempting to
preserve and, in some cases, protect. Despite an altruistic
impetus, Curtis' work on the Indian verbal art collected in
The Indians Book remains problematic. This is particularly
cleeu: when varying English-language versions of the verbal
eurt

are recorded.
Curtis' methods of collecting were leibor-intensive. She

recorded songs and verbal art by hand, transcribing with the
help of bilingual speeUcers who were sometimes but not always
members of the cultiires she was studying. While
ethnomusicologist John Greenway claims that "... primitive
music as a siibject of study is inconceivable without the
phonograph," Ciirtis rejected using recording instruments
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following some initial experiments which she considered
unsuccessful^. Curtis was fluent in no Indian languages,
which seems to pose smother problem for the reliability of
her work. Ethnomusicologist Willard Trask notes that
"[t]echnical accomplishments can be properly judged only on
the basis of original texts. Yet even in their absence, some
indications of achievement are possible" (xxviii). There
exists a middle area., in Trask's view, between the
••authentic" Indian text, most properly studied not just
within but from within its cultural context, and the
constructed "outsider" text, which is considered suspect
because of \in]cnown sources and/or improper collection
methods.
This middle area is where Curtis' work rests today.
Unusual by her time's standards for her compassion and
respect for the people with whom she worked and the cultures
within which she was an honored guest (see Clements 160),
Curtis produced English language versions of Indian verbal
art which are peurtly accurate and partly constructed, meant
to be representative of their home cult\ires rather than made
according to Anglo-Eiuropean artistic or literary standards.
At the scuae time, however, current anthropological and
ethnopoetical theories and practices insist that the verbal
art Curtis caused to be published be seen as a product of
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her vision rather thsm as a "pure product" of the cultiires
she visited^. Because of this intermediate nature, Curtis'
work offers a view inside the cultural prediceunent of
"accurate" representation.
Michael Castro, in his 1985 Interpreting the Indian,
notes that

. . it was not until 1907, with the

publication of Natalie Curtis' The Indians'^ Book, that the
ethnological discovery of the rich variety of Indian poetry
was introduced, almost unwittingly, to a popular audience"
(8). The Indians' Book collects Indiam songs, including
words and music, stories, legends, history, and personal
reminiscence. Castro ably describes the book:
[It] is a rich sourcebook of American Indian cultures.
It is arranged in sections containing explanations of
the myths, legends, customs, and traditions of each
tribe followed by texts of songs that are an integral
part of the tribal lore. (10)
In print since its appearance. The Indians' Book is
considered by most ethnomusicologists, in Marcia Herndon's
words, an important "contribution to the field" (39). When
originally published, "The Indians' Book was reviewed widely
and most favorably" (Castro 10). John Greenway includes it
in his 1962 bibliography of ethnomusicology. Bruno Nettl is
somewhat cautious in his praise, saying that "[t]his volume
contains over 100 songs of many tribes transcribed in the
field, with no [musical] analysis or English translations of
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the texts. The transcriptions aure useful, although not
entirely up to standard" (150). His numbers are wrong,
however, and his comments indicate that he did not read
Curtis' book closely, since English translations are offered
for a majority of the songs. Mzurcia Herndon finds these
highlights: "There is information on the cultural context
for some of the songs, and a few comments on the general
characteristics of American Indian music—pulsating voice,
no harmony, and elaborate rhythms" (40). She agrees with
Nettl on the lack of musical analysis (40), and ends her
evaluation by saying "[although] most of the transcriptions
cannot be cross-checked . . . the work is of great value"
(40). Setting the work in its ethnological context, Castro
says:
Following earlier ethnological methods, Curtis presents
the songs within a descriptive and explanatory context
that makes their meaning more intelligible. She
includes transcriptions of each song's melody in
Western musical notation and, following the
ethnological conventions of the time, presents each
song's lyrics in three forms: a phonetic transcription
of its original language, a literal translation into
English, and a free, poetic translation. (10)
Curtis' attention to detail and care in representation are
clear. In a later part of this section, I will closely read
one song and its translations as an exeunple of Curtis
methods. In general, her translations may at times be
attributed as much to Curtis' sense of aesthetics as to the
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relevant Native aesthetics, in spite of her professed
intentions.
Looking more at the book's uses both in the non-Xndian
world and today, Castro argues that:
[Curtis made and reviewers quoted] the first major
statement of the theme that has characterized
twentieth-century writers' interest in the Indian: That
the red man represented in some way the missing aspects
of the American self. Curtis went further, suggesting
that there was something renewing for American art
itself in the indigenous song of the Native American
(11)
While this is one of the points durtis msdces, a careful
reading of her work shows a more complex relationship
between Ciurtis's advocacy of Indian cultural autonomy and
her intended audience. She was, despite the book's effects
and eventual non-Indian audience, more interested in the
lives and futures of Indian people and less interested in
dominant-culture art. Castro sees The Indians^ Book from a
limited perspective, one which fails to take into account
Native viewpoints and the complexities of representation
inherent in such a work. He misconstrues Curtis' versions of
Indian verbal art as intended for non-Indian Americans, an
enterprise of which Curtis stopped short. As detailed below,
Curtis said that she made the book for the Indians
themselves.
A recent study of Curtis' work places her squarely in
the center of controversy, as her methods and intents are
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cpiestioned in relation to current ethnographic practices. In
his 1996 Native American Verbal Art: Texts and Contexts,
William Clements charges Ciirtis with racism due to her
"acceptemce of the theory of unilinear cultural evolution"
(169) and to her patronizing attitudes toward her
informamts. Clements' charges eure fully supportable, even
though her attitudes were hardly remarkable for her time.
Clements finds Curtis' "rescue operation" (159) problematic
primarily because of her insistence upon finding what she
searched for in the texts; in addition to Curtis'
unquestioning acceptance of principles of cultural
evolutionism, he criticizes Curtis' "belief that Native
American musical and verbal arts could provide a foundation
for an indigenous American art heritage, and her endorsement
of antimodernism" (169) as represented in the work of
William Morris, Jonathan Ruskin, and Gustav Stickley (see
Clements 170-175). These factors are seen as creating her
approach, which in effect made it impossible for Curtis to
reproduce accurate texts.
Another study of Curtis appeaurs in Helen Carr's 1996
Inventing the American Primitive: Politics, Gender, and the
Representation of Native American Literary Traditions, 17891936. Carr agrees with Clements on major points regeurding
Curtis' attitudes toward Indian people and cultures. She
finds, as Clements does, that Curtis views United States
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Government policies toward Indians as dangerous and
potentially deunaging to their cultures. Ceurr locates her
analysis in a discussion of non-Indian fascination with
Indiem people and cultures: "Natalie Curtis Burlin'—amd
this again was a repeated pattern—was drawn by her interest
in Native American art into the political battles over
Indian policy. She was one of the eeurly opponents of the
policy of disintegration" (217). Again echoing Clements,
Carr finds racist attitudes in Cxirtis' work, as in this
description: "She went on to collect black music and songs
in Harlem and Africa, and published a book called The Dark
Continent in 1920, whose text is an ec[ually disconcerting
mixture of liberal idealism and unthinking racism" (218).
Carr also identifies a gender factor in Cxirtis' work which
helps to situate The Indians' Book in relation to other
works of "salvage ethnography:
By the late nineteenth century . . . two
scientifically-defined inferiorities [female gender and
non-white race] were widely assumed to be fact. They
were embodied in political practice and underpinned
intellectual life. . . [In spite of the negative
connotations, the gender analogy] could also be a
strategy of identification, as it was for some of the
early women anthropologists. (168)
Carr includes Cxirtis in this group. Through an
identification with the oppressed Other and a sxibsec[uent
championing of the Other's cause, Cxirtis and other women
working outside of their society's prescribed roles were
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able to assert resistance to the dominant cultiire as well as
personal power*.
In spite of these problems, or perhaps because of them,
Curtis' work emerges as a fascinating mix of personal
mythologizing and misguided social activism. More important
is the effect of her work on the non-Indian readers who
enthusiastically and uncritically accepted Cvirtis' work,
especially The Indians' Book. Clements claims: "The
presentation of Natalie Curtis' linguistic texts
(occasionally with enough characterization of expressive
situations to approach ethnographic textualization) in The
Indisms' Book affected the way in which Native American
verbal art has entered the popular consciousness throughout
most of the twentieth century" (177). Carr notes that The
Indians' Book "aroused widespread interest" (215) and that
the "collection marks the beginning of a Western aesthetic
reading of Native American poetry" (216). However mediated
the versions of Indian verbal art, the American reading
public accepted them as part of its cultural heritage; what
the non-Indian public ceune to understand as "Indian" was
partially created by Curtis' work. An investigation into
this construction of Indian identity, then, is valuable in
its own right. For even if the original source is impossible
to reach, even if the Ur-text is impossible to reconstruct,
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the process of image amd identity production initiated by
Curtis' work has much to tell about the dominant culture's
conceptions eind conceptualizations about Indian Others. The
named and presiimably actual informants Curtis documents are
imaginary tesctualizations, romemticized representations of
their cultures, rather than human beings. Clements points
out Curtis' failure to notice the rampant political trouble
occurring at Hopi in the midst of her fieldwork (see
Clements 163-168), factionalism that led to the political
and physical splitting of the First Mesa community. In spite
of these problems. The Indians' Book remains a text worthy
of study because of its naive and un-self-conscious
portrayal of turn-of-the-century attitudes.
Along with Clements, Carr finds value in Curtis' work.
Carr writes: "If Burlin's translations were neither
scholarly nor exact, nor so revealing of the complexity of
the Native Americans as the Bureau [of American Ethnology]
anthropologists' transcriptions, she certainly made them
recognisably poetic to her readers, even if in a rather
faded Victorian way, and argued for their status as art"
(216). Part of her project on behalf of the Indians, as
Clements also details, is the acknowledgement of the
artistic qualities of the songs and verbal art, in contrast
to ethnologists' traditional lack of emphasis on aesthetics.
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Carr goes on to identify two of C\irtis' ideas which have
remained significant:
Firstly, she emphasized the symbolic density of Indian
song, where any one image might need a lengthy English
explanation, a (quality which would be seized with the
advent of the imagist movement. Secondly, she suggests,
albeit tentatively . . . that there are ways in which
Indian artistry could be the basis of a new American
national cultxire. (217)
While this sentiment does little to answer questions about
the texts' relationship to the cultures from which they were
teUcen, it does place Curtis' work in the center of an
analysis of American literary history, and this is the place
where it may most usefully be studied.
The representations of Indian verbal art in The
Indians'^ Book are at best mediated versions of the
originals, at worst well-intentioned misrepresentations.
Critics have exeunined Curtis' interpretations and found that
she took liberties such as adding lines to poems or songs,
changing emphases, or including details which were not a
part of the original cultural of performance context of the
verbal art exeunples (See Bevis, Sands and Sekac[uaptewa, and
Clements). These critics focus on the disjunction between
the Hopi-language and English-language versions of the
texts. Their work is informed by linguistic and cultural
knowledge and highlights differences between the Hopi and
English texts.
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Another way to analyze Curtis' work is to look only at
the various English-language versions available in different
peurts of The Indians^ Book. This method shows which
embellishments Curtis herself made to the original Englishlanguage translations provided by her bilingual translators,
isolating the textual changes Curtis found important and
chose to meike. The various English-language versions Curtis
includes in her book exist because of Curtis' translation
and transcription methods. Curtis knew no Indian languages.
She relied on phonetic representation of verbal performances
in her recordings of the songs and stories. Curtis made some
phonographic recordings, but her usual method was to
transcribe the material in longhand with the help of
bilingual translators whom she chose based on their high
standing in the community. Curtis, therefore, worked from
English glosses of Hopi songs, and the texts she published
2a:e her interpretations of those glosses, which are at
varying distances from the original.
My focus on the English-language versions is
appropriate because Curtis intended her book for non-Indian
as well as Indian audiences. Curtis' work was highly
influential. It ''aweOcened the interest of [non-Indian]
literati and artistes to the aesthetic values of words,
music, and things Indian** (Clements 153). Thus, the versions
which appeared in The Indians' Book caune to represent Indian
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people, cultures, and verbal art to non-Indism readers, even
though they were not necesseurily accurate and certainly
contributed to stereotyping and stylization of "Indianness."
Following the ethnopoetical approach of Dell Hymes, I will
consider the choices Curtis made once the verbal art was
translated into English; Curtis stylized the text in ways
that diminished the spirit and letter of the original.
An exeunple of Ctirtis' interpretation of a Wabane^ci text
shows this. In The Indians' Book, "The Haliseet Love-Song"
appears in the Wabanaki chapter, both in a phonetic
rendition of its Algonq[uin language and in English. The
texts are presented side by side, and are accompanied by
Cxirtis' introduction, which establishes the cultiiral context
for the song. Curtis writes:
The Song Comes From St. John, New Brunswick. It is a
hunter's farewell song. In the autmnn the youth sets
out for the long winter hunt, and parts from his love,
telling her to watch for him at the breaking of ice in
the spring, that she may see him coming down the river
in his canoe.
The Wabanakis have many such songs. They call them
"Songs of Loneliness." (11)
Here is the English-language version (version English-A)
Cxirtis places next to the Wabaneiki (version WabaneUci-A):
(English-A)
Look oft up the river, look oft and oft.
In spring at the breaking of the ice, look oft;
You may see me coming down in my canoe.
Look oft up the river, look anew, anew.
(WabaneUci-A)
Boslciu ta-la-bin
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ElHl na-lamvouik
Elai sluak-lo
Tab«gi-lok-lo
Chipduk kaamlhi
8a]cir«lagir«yan
Ku wm nu d« nu
Ku ir« nu d« Bu
The other versions of this song appear as follows: In the
appendix at the back of the book, it appears in a slightly
different Indian-language version (version Wabanki-B), in an
English gloss of the Indian language (version English-B),
and in a sentence-form paraphrase of the English gloss which
has translated it from poetry into prose (version EnglishC). Versions Wabanaki-B and English-B appear together, as
shown below. Beneath them is version English-C:
(WB)Boski-u
(EB)very often

klabin (sung, "ta-la-bin")
you look up

(WB)elal nlamvouik
(EB)up the river

elai siguak
next spring

(WB)tabegllck
(EB)ice is breaking

chipduk
you might (might: may be)

(WB)knaaihi
(EB)you see me

skwelagvayan
coming down the river

(WB)ku w« nu da nu
(EB)(meaningless vocables)
(English-C) Next spring, when the ice is breaking up,
look often up the river. You may see me coming down the
river ("in my canoe," understood). (Ciirtis 535)
When the various versions are compared, it becomes
clear that Curtis' favored version, the one printed in the
main text chapter, is stylistically c[uite different from the
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gloss of t:he Indian^language version. The direct gloss (EB)
sounds like modernist: or even contemporary poetiry. It is
suggestive rather than directive. It offers a collage of
images rat:her than a narrative. It is evocative of emotion
without being melodreunatic or sentimental. It resembles
early poetry by Ezra Pound, especially his translations from
the Chinese.
In the next English language version, the prose
restatement of the gloss (EC), which also appears in the
appendix, Curtis alters the order of the phrases, inserts a
directive grammatical construction, and divides the song
into two sentences. The most problematic change occurs in
the subordination and adverbialization of the phrase "ice is
breaking" into the phrase "when the ice is brecdcing up." Not
only do these changes alter the relationship among the
elements of the poem in time. They also alter the effective
deictic or "pointing" quality of the phrase "ice is
breeiking." In the original, this phrase focuses the image
clusters of the poem on a moment of sensory awareness
clearly associated with the person the poet addresses.
Instead of evoking an image of someone waiting, the prose
version of the song offers mere instructions.
In the main-text English-language version, presiunably
the one Ciurtis feels is most accurate, even more liberties
have been teiken, as can readily be seen. Briefly, these are
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the insertion of repetition which was not in the original
amd the addition of the phrases "in my canoe" and "look
anew, anew." Most telling, however, is the new rephrasing of
the ice-breedcing segment. In the final version, this phrase
has once again been transformed, this time into a rhythmic
double preposition which is cleaurly evocative of
Longfellow's Hiavratha. Further, this phraseology seems to
indicate that the text's original source could have been a
holophrastic lexeme rather than the descriptive phrase "ice
is breaking" found in the gloss. Both of these effects, in
Curtis' English-language version, make the song soxind more
"Indianish" than does the direct gloss of the original.
In contrast to this method, more recent researchers
have teiken into account more of the linguistic and culttural
contexts of Indian songs and poems. For exeunple, in 1976,
Kathleen Sands and Emory Sekaquaptewa published a study of
fo\ir Hopi lullabies, including a version of "The Beetle
Song," a version of which appeared in The Indians^ Book. In
their linguistic analysis, they establish an interpretation
of the song in its cultural and linguistic context. The
version they study is Helen Sekaquaptewa's, from a tape
recording made in the 1960's. Sands and Emory Sekaquaptewa
note that:
With neither of us under the illusion that languages
eure equivalents, we recognized that the exact
duplication of the poems in English was impossible, but
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we were especially determined to avoid adding to or
manipulating the texts to suit an English-speaking
audience. (197)

Sands and Sekaguaptewa base their translation of the lullaby
on knowledge of the Hopi language and on knowledge of the
"attitudes, practices, and beliefs" of Hopi people. Their
version should be considered definitive, since Sands and
Sekaguaptewa look at the lullaby from a Hopi-centered
perspective. Their work exemplifies cross-culturally-awcure
scholarship and current ethnopoetic practices. (See Bevis
for a critigue of Curtis' version of this lullaby).
On the other hand, as we have seen, not all Indiem
materials are treated in this respectful manner.

Curtis,

knowingly or unknowingly, fails to account for Native points
of view in many of her versions of songs. By extracting
materials from their original performance contexts and
altering them as noted above in the HabaneUci example, Curtis
creates new verbal art rather than establishing English
language versions of actual Indian verbal art. Another brief
example from Curtis' Hopi chapter shows other ways in which
Curtis manipulated the original texts to create versions
unlike the originals in form and intent. This time, though,
Curtis' version sovmds less "Indianish" and more EuropeanAmerican.
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In the Appendix's English'language 9I0SS of the "Anga
Katzina Tawi," Curtis provides a cluster of interrelated
images which evoke movement, point to specific actions and
locations, and demonstrate the connections eunong people,
butterflies, com plants and rain in a collage of specific,
visual references. This version differs from the Hopilanguage version printed in the Hopi chapter in several
ways, but primarily in that it does not include the
representations of laughter and singing of the girls. Curtis
does not paraphrase this gloss into prose as she did for the
previous exeimple. Her final English-language version,
however, is clearly quite different from the impressionistic
gloss which asks the reader to "behold" the concrete scene
Curtis' informant has described. Lahpu, tbe Hopi poet,
reports:
This is the first song I have ever made. I had been a
long time away, and so my heart was happy as I came
through the fields. I saw the Hopi girls playing eunong
the cornplants, chasing one another and singing, and—I
liked it; it was pretty, and I was happy, so I made
this song about it. (483)
Briefly, the final version adds lexical repetition which is
not present in either version of the phonetic text, as seen
in the words "laughing" and "singing." The new version also
alters the subject of the main verb in the original clause
from corn-plants (in the Appendix gloss) to the butterfly
maidens. This focus upon a hximan actor is a characteristic
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feature of Anglo-European poetry; it may or may not
characterize Hopi poetry, but its use is not supported by
the English gloss of the Hopi text. Curtis inserts the
adjective "pretty" into her English version. Although the
poet Lethpu used the word "pretty" in his description of how
he wrote the poem, he applied it to the scene as a whole and
not to the girls. Further alterations occxir in the diction
Curtis chooses for the song. The line "Hither, thither, so"
overpoeticizes the understated Hopi original, as do the
forced-sounding "frolic" and the archaic "'mid." Finally,
the last line in the gloss of the Hopi original ends with a
deictic "all over: there" which again focuses on the entire
place, the entire scene, all of the actors (the rain, corn,
butterflies, girls, movements, and singing). This emphasis
changes in Curtis' version, as the human actors once again
are placed centrally, disrupting the original inclusion of
non-human as well as human actors.
Natalie Ciirtis believed she was preserving vanishing
cultures when she collected and published her materials. The
materials collected and distributed were and are valuable
documents for scholars. Ciurtis, the collector of the work,
sought to educate non-Indians about Indian people, cultures,
and beliefs in an effort to benefit both Indians and nonIndians. Yet verbal material was extracted from its cultural
context and altered. Thus, the book needs to be re-evaluated
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through the lenses of translation theory, ethnopoetics, and
post-colonial studies. In the process of recording and
publication the songs emd stories lose their grounding in
the cult\ires which produced them. Once the stories and songs
are recorded in the English-language text, the works are no
longer read in their original language, the songs are no
longer subject to revision over time, and the moment of
recording portrays the culture in a partial and fragmentary
way which masc[uerades as definitive.
Prior to writing The Indians^ Book, Curtis published
several articles on Indian culttures, people, and music. They
provide a crucial foundation for understanding Curtis's
major work.

Early Publications: Views of Pueblo Worlds
The original population of North America is doomed
to destruction. ... It seems quite impossible to
confer the complete benefits resulting from the
development of cultiire, which has been in progress
many centuries, upon a people who have remained at
their original level. ... If they have not
innate in them the seed and the strength to aspire
to higher things, they cannot obtain them from
without.
-Richard Wallascheck, Primitive Music, 1893
Curtis published her first magazine article on Native
American music and poetry, "An American Indian Composer," in
HarperMonthly Mstqazine in 1903. This early article of
Curtis's is an attempt to aweUcen public consciousness to the
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changes in Indian cultiires brought about by Anglo-European
influences. The article's rhetoric is respectful yet
romantic, appreciative yet somewhat patronizing. On the
whole, however, Curtis' ideas about Indian culture are not
overly condescending. Many later writers have been much less
culturally aware than Curtis. I cite but two exeunples. The
first is replete with ethnocentric generalizations and
focuses on the ethnographer's role, insisting that the
ethnographer should be the one to gain from encounters with
"primitive" others. It is from a 1942 comment by a British
writer living in India:
To the aboriginal, religion is often a nightmare, but
poetry ever consoles and sustains him. Over against the
false interpretations of the magician emd the priest is
the pure vision of the poet. This is true even of the
so-called "primitive" and "savage." To surprise that
vision and to learn from it is the privilege of the
ethnographer. (Elwin qtd. in Trask xix)
The second exaunple was written by a non-specialist, C.M.
Bowra, whose book Primitive Song appeared in 1962. His
comment reflects a stunning lack of respect for non-Western
cultures: "Primitive men may not think on exactly the seune
lines as we do, but that does not mean they are congenitally
stupid" (12). In contrast to these clumsy "appreciations,"
Curtis' article demonstrates both respect and intercultural
awareness, as well as a more complex interaction with her
informant.
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Curtis' article describes her encounter with "An
American-Indian Composer," a Hopi man neuned Koianimptiwa.
The article details Cxirtis's research at this Hopi village
and then focuses on a Kachina song composed by Koianimptiwa
which he chooses to sing privately for Curtis and which he
subsequently teaches to her with great patience. Curtis
writes, "So quickly indeed do the Indians absorb oxir music
that I fear the coming generations will never hear the song
that drifted down the trail to me at evenfall—the poet will
have vanished from the pueblo" (An American 632). This
disappearance is what Curtis hopes to forestall by
permanently recording examples of Indian music and culture.
The song and the composer come to represent Hopi
culture and art for Curtis and her readers; she offers the
narrative of this encounter as a means for introducing Hopi
culture and music and as an occasion for mourning the
potential loss of Native poetry and music. Early in the
article Curtis explains her reasons for collecting Hopi
songs: "I sought the Indian songs solely that I might
reverently record and preserve what I could of an art that
is now fast passing away beneath the influence of the Moody
and Sankey hymn t\ines and patriotic songs taught the Indians
in government schools" (An American 626). Curtis identifies
what she finds to be unique and characteristic of Hopi
culture and eurtistic practice, what she hopes to preserve.
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She notes that "the Hopis' every act seems to be a
ceremonial rite" {S21) , and that infomsuits have told her
the Hopi have "'songs for everything'" (627). In a jump from
observations of cultural practices to a generalization about
Hopi cultiire, she claims that "[the] Hopi sense of rhythm
seems far to surpass ours" (An American 627) and connects
this observation with a statement which reveals her reliance
on evolutionary theories of cultural development:
Rhythm and melody are essential in any music, no matter
how crude; but harmony, being a later development, is
naturally absent in primitive forms of music. (An
American 627)
This statement points out that while Curtis clearly believes
in the value of Hopi music, she sees it as fundamentally
different from Anglo-European music and therefore not to be
judged by the same standards. By accepting its value even as
she distinguishes it from Anglo-Eiiropean music, then, Curtis
seems to be opening the door for an appreciation of Indian
music on its own terms. However, Curtis' free use of terms
like "primitive" meike clear her own prejudice toward Western
musical forms.
C\irtis meUces further evaluative contrasts between
"European" and Indian music, finding the former based on
emotion and "the language of the soul" (An American 627).
The latter, in contrast, is unemotional: ". . .of the
longing of the spirit, of joy, of grief, of love, the Hopi
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has no idea" (An American 628). This s-tatement: seems to
reflect a cultxiral bias which fails to teJce into accoiint
other aspects of Hopi culture which would allow for a
different meuiner of exploring emd expressing emotion; since
such expression does not follow known models, it must be
absent, Curtis seems to be saying. So although her
pioneering work gestures toward full acceptance of other
cultures, Curtis's ability to conceptualize a different and
eq[ual value system is limited. Nonetheless, Curtis's
appreciation of the music and poetry she encountered is
genuine.
Curtis represents Hopi culture with her
cheuracterization of Koianimptiwa. When he comes to her
privately, she notes her surprise at his statement that he
has made a song. Then, in a move which reveals her AngloEiiropean world view (see Herndon), Curtis reports

gazed

at Koianimptiwa in a new light. I had often watched him
hauling wood, but now I wondered that I had never before
thought him a poet" (An American 628). After a long physical
description of Koianimptiwa which notes details about his
clothing, posture, hair, and face, Curtis summarizes: "He
was a study in black and white for an artist" (An American
628). Of course Curtis is unwittingly showing her dependence
upon the aesthetic system of the dominant culture. Regarding
his body, she writes, "His high, broad shoulders, lithe
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frame, and slim, sinewy muscles were sheurply outlined
beneatih a t:ight:-fit-ting black jersey" (An American 628). The
gaze of the one in power, usually assumed to be that of the
male, caresses the body of the usually-female Other here in
a sexualized passage which objectifies Koianimptiwa. Further
reification occurs when Curtis claims "He resembled more a
study by Velasquez than our common idea of an American
Indian" (An American 629).
The Hopi man's body becomes the image of the Hopi
culture and of Anglo-European dominance of it. Curtis's
privileged position relative to the Hopi is revealed here,
as is her unconscious attitudes toward the people whose
music she studied. Later, when Koianimptiwa consents to
translating the song into English, his limited knowledge of
that language causes him to say, "'That is what the song
means, but I cannot say it right [in English]'" (An American
631). Curtis continues her use of Koianimptiwa as
representative of the Hopi Other in response:
I was filled with the poetry of the song, and I looked
at my Indian guest with something like awe. I longed to
know how the creative impulse had stirred his poet
fancy to activity. I longed to know the workings of the
Indian mind when roused by the call of genius. (An
American 631)
Thus while Curtis appreciates the art and artistry of
Koianimptiwa, her characterizations of him reveal her
limited ability to consider him as an individual instead of
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as representative of a type. Perhaps, though, this strategy
was chosen on pvurpose by a woman who felt deeply the
influence of the other cultures she encountered. Perhaps her
cheuracterizations of Koiemiinptiwa were intended to place an
exceptional individual before a reading public which was
itself not ready to acknowledge the full humanity of
Indians. When Curtis writes "It seemed as though the very
spirit of the desert spoke through his voice" (An American
632), she is granting to Koianimptiwa a legacy of power and
genius which her audience, trained to value the individual,
was likely to accept emd esteem.
Curtis published several articles in The Southern
Workman, a journal dedicated to "the undeveloped races"
published by the Hcimpton Institute of Virginia, an
organization which was later to fund Curtis's research on
African-American folk songs. Her first Southern Workman
publication, "The Shepherd Poet; A Bit of Arizona Life,"
appeared in 1904. Much like the eurticle on Koianimptiwa,
this article focuses on an individual Hopi, Taweikwaptiwa.
Rather than emphasizing his artistry, though, this article
emphasizes the cultural changes Curtis finds so disturbing.
Curtis has heard TaweOcwaptiwa sing a song she wishes to
learn. As he sings it for her, Curtis notes his "vivid
gestures. Every movement was alert, glorious, full of
inspiration" (Shepherd 145). The song is about the
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traditional hairstyle of unmarried Hopi women, "who wear
their hair in glistening black wheels on each side of the
head" (Shepherd 146). Cxirtis notes that because of this
hairstyle young Hopi women were called "butterfly maidens."
She includes a photograph of a woman wearing this hairstyle
with the article, along with a photograph of the poet and of
the Hopi village high on the mesa. TaweJcwaptiwa is
chcuracterized further as
. . . indeed a genius, one in whom the joy of life
speurkled like living waters, overflowing in picture,
poetry, and song, spontaneous as a leaping fountain.
And Tawakwaptiwa was a real Hopi, an Indian quick of
spirit, glad of heart, the only natural expression of
Arizona's world of color (Shepherd 148)
While this Hopi poet escapes a sexualizing gaze, he does
carry the biirden of representing the racial characteristics
Curtis ascribes to Hopi people. Curtis uses TaweOcwaptiwa as
a representative "authentic" figxire, "filled with the very
essence of Hopi life and thought" (Shepherd 148).
In contrast, Curtis juxtaposes an image of Hopi
children walking home from the United States government
school. "Not a 'butterfly maiden' was there among them"
(Shepherd 148). She catalogs their Anglo-European-style
clothing, noting its cheapness, uniformity, and lack of
proper fit. Focusing on an image she will retvirn to later in
her writing, Cxartis notes their shoes, which were "illfitting, heavy calf-skin shoes that destroyed the free gait
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children, and made the little feet ache and burn with

sores" (Shepherd 148). Curtis uses her eye for the telling
image to criticize government policies which changed the
day-to-day cultural realities of Hopis. The children are
singing a song they leeumed in school, "Meurching Through
Georgia" as they climb the dusty trail up the mesa.
Curtis extends her critique by re-invoking the figure
of TaweOcwaptiwa. She casts herself as intermediary when she
announces that she began to sing the song she had just
heard, above, on the mesa to the children as they passed.
Her song is echoed by the shepherd poet, who rides down the
mesa trail to water his horses: **[Tawalcwaptiwa's] arms
flapped at his sides like wings in true Indian style; his
loose front locks shook with the gallop; he was a glorious
pictxire of glad, free, life" (Shepherd 148). Ciirtis works
quickly to set the contrast of her images in motion. Her
narrative reports that she stood between Tawsdcwaptiwa and
the children. She writes:
Before me was the coming generation, struggling upweurd,
singing a song they could not understand, weighted in
mind and body with the misfit garments of civilization.
What part had such a dress, what place had such a song
upon the tinted wastes of the Hopis' desert home?
(Shepherd 148)
Curtis's rhetoric clearly critiques the then-current United
States government policies toward Indians, and it does so in
a vivid manner which borders on the melodramatic. Since the
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mission of this journal. The Southern Workman, is much more
clearly political than that of HarperMonthly, it is
perhaps not surprising that Curtis writes to inflsune her
readers' sense of justice. Yet, however effective her chosen
imagery and the structure of her narrative, Cvirtis ends with
a question which clearly indicates that she wishes the Hopi
could remain "pure" and "natural," that is, untainted by
non-Indian influences, a spectacle for outsiders to see: ".
. . which type is the truer to the divine in man, these
children of a so-called progress, or the child of natural
environment . . ?" (Shepherd 148). By casting Tawsdcwaptiwa
as a child, Curtis fails to acknowledge his adulthood and
reinforces the dominant-cultxire idea of Indians as not only
closer to nature but also as simpler, more pure, and somehow
more "natural" than non-Indians. The Hopi are also
represented as objects for tourists to view, even though
some of those tourists have ideas of "the right sort." In
either case, the hiunanity of the Hopi people is disregarded.
Thus, while Curtis attempts to fight for Indian rights and
for the continuation of Indian cultxiral practices, she
remains unable to free her representations of Indians from
the romantic and tragic sense that they and their cultvires
are victims.
Another brief Curtis article appeared in The Southern
Workman in June, 1904, "An Indian Song on a Desert Path."
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Again the setting is Hopi. Curtis tells of a hike she made
to visit a non-Indian friend somewhere in the desert near
the Hopi village where she was staying, led by "[her]
trusted Hopi guide" (Indian 344). A tremendous sandstorm had
ended at stmset and Curtis and her guide plodded through
sand, the road having been blown away. Then Curtis writes,
. .my Hopi lifted his voice in song" (Indian 344). The
song "seemed [to C\irtis] the soul of the wind that had died
at sunset" (Song 345). Curtis recounts how she spontaneously
joined the song which had "Not a soul to hear, not one to
comment or criticize. . . . What freedom," she continues,
"to song one's very soul out into such a vast, wide night!
We lifted our voices to the sky and sang. At the top of our
voices my Hopi sang and I" (Indiam 345). For Curtis, who was
trained as a concert pianist, this sort of singing may
indeed have seemed unusual in its lack of relationship to a
judging audience. Yet Curtis seems to be arguing by
implication that the sort of singing she describes is not
characteristic of non-Indian cultures, a point which is
questionable at best.
Curtis rhapsodizes in her first-person narrative about
the connection she felt to the night, the land, Hopi ways.
Yet her rhetoric is mediated by the presence of the unneuned
non-Indian male friend she visits, who heard the performance
of the song, cataloged it as Hopi, and proceeds as the
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narrative continues to instruct Curtis by leunplight £U30ut
Hopi singing. In this article, Curtis's usual self-assurance
fades due to the presence of this "friend" and his
expertise, indicating on her peurt what may be considered a
lapse into the gender hierarchies of her cultiire. Also
missing from the ending of the article is "Curtis's Hopi."
Curtis herself has accepted, it would seem, the position of
the other in this piece's power dynamic, and the Native
presence is therefore muted.
Curtis initiates a different sort of speaking for
Indians in her August 1904 Southern Workman article, "The
Value of Indian Art." This article praises the Heunpton
Institute, which publishes The Southern Workman: "In its
effort to encourage native art in all its branches, Heunpton
deserves the thanks of the American people. For we sure
losing from our country what can never be replaced" (Value
448), alluding to Indian art. Curtis supports her position
that Indian cultures possess great value for non-Indians;
"In condemning as pagan the life of a people whom we do not
understand and of whose language we know nothing, we often
lose much that we ourselves would find beautiful and
valuable did we but know the meaning" (Value 448). Her aim
is to encourage art training as well as "manual" training at
Indian schools such as Heunpton Institute. Her idea is to
involve Indians in the preservation of their own culture:
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Primitive man expresses his aspirations in his religion
and his art. If we close to him this outlet we crush in
him his life's spirit, and the result must ever be a
degradation of the real man. But if all that is best in
the Indian—his aspiration toward the good, the true,
and the beautiful—be developed along natural lines,
instead of being suppressed; if, as at Hampton, native
art and native industries eure encouraged, not
supplanted, then we shall have gained when the Indian
becomes a citizen and the red men have not lost** (Value
450}
In contrast to other articles, this one seems to accept the
inevitability of cultural change for Indians even as it
requests for Indians a more participatory role as
assimilation and education progress. Curtis holds out hope
here for a limited Indian acculturation, for a gradual
transition for Indians from their traditional cult\iral
practices to new, non-Indian cultxiral practices. Ending on a
nationalistic, broadly inclusive note, Curtis seems here to
meUce the best of a culture loss she earlier decried when she
says "if the striking characteristics of Indian art be
eventually absorbed into the art expression of our country,
we shall have woven into the fabric of our national culture
a strand of color, instead of adding to a monotone of grey"
(Value 450). Again, however, such rhetoric emphasizes the
Indian as a quaint Other, as a decorative rather than as a
human force.
Ciirtis's image of colorless Anglo-European society
contrasting with colorful Indian society reappears in the
opening of her October 1904 article "A Bit of American Folk
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Music: Two Pueblo Grinding Songs," published in Craftsman
magazine. Curtis again uses the successful formula of
situating herself in an Indian landscape emd describing some
aspect of an Indian world to her readers. This time she is
at Laguna Pueblo in New Mexico, where she observes women
returning to their homes following a day spent selling
pottery to tourists near the Santa Fe Railroad line, which
passes close to the pueblo: "It seemed impossible to believe
that this bright bit of pictiuresgue life was America. The
brilliancy, and indeed the whole suggestiveness of the scene
was oriental" (A Bit 35). Surely the invocation of the
exotic brings to mind Babcock's emalysis of the Southwest as
America's Orient as well as Edweurd Said's well-known
arguments regarding Anglo-European cultures' fascination
with the construction of the Oriental as Other.
Curtis leunents the transformation of Pueblo culture,
the "deliberate crushing of every speurk of native pride" (A
Bit 35), as evident in the usual day labor for wages then
becoming current eoaong Laguna men and the production of
tourist pottery by women. According to Curtis, "Art, the
expression of man's joy in his work, as William Morris has
it, is fast fading away, and the natural utterance of a
healthy people, the unconscious burst of song, is almost
stilled" (A Bit 35). Yet Curtis is able to find, deep within
the walls of a Pueblo home, far away from the sight and
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sound of -the railroad, a music "as phan'tom-strange to
unaccust:omed ears as sure, to the eye, the lilac mountainpeaks emd minted desert wastes of New Mexico" (A Bit: 36}.
Cturtis en-ters a scene of sanctuary womb-lilce in its safety,
yet barren. Two women are grinding corn at their stone
metates, singing.
Outside all was blue sky. Within were coolness,
emptiness, bare white-washed walls. . . . [The women]
laughed shyly as I entered and sat down. . . . 'Tell me
what the song means,' X said, turning to the elder
woman, who had been to school and spoke English. (A Bit
36)
Ciirtis tells the women she will write down their songs.
"Then people," she says, "will know that Indian songs are
beautiful and the songs will never be wholly lost, or
forgotten . . ." (A Bit 37).
Casting herself as cultural amanuensis in spite of her
report of the Lagrina woman's literacy, Curtis offers to
prove the worth of the Indian songs to non-Indians. She
fails to mention the songs' value within their own cultural
context, as expressions which have day-to-day use. Invoking
her cultural privilege, Curtis reports exhorting the women
to preserve their songs:
"Do not forget them, I said, "and teach them to
your children!"
But the young woman only gazed before her, dull
and sad.
What use, indeed, in the face of the crushing
present to preserve anything of the past for a
lustreless and alien future? (A Bit 37)
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Cxurtis' characterization of the state of Laguna Pueblo
culture in 1905 may or may not reflect the reality
experienced by the Laguna people. It could be argued that
her presence there created a similar disruptive influence,
peurticularly in view of her reported speech's tragic and
urgent tone. While the recording of Indian songs Curtis
accomplished does indeed provide valuable material for
scholars of Indian music and verbal art, the extent to which
her work has value for Indians themselves is unclear. Curtis
describes this seemingly altruistic goal of her work:
. . . my heart held the hope that these songs,
reverently recorded, might one day be given back to
their original creators by Americans who will find some
beauty in the true life of a people whom we strive to
educate, but never seek to know. (A Bit 37)
This goal will be realized by Curtis herself, of course,
within two years of this article's publication.
As usual, Curtis' attention at the end of her article
reverts to the needs of her particular audience. The
Craftsman, a journal of the Arts and Crafts movement, was
edited by Gustav Stickley, whose architectural and furniture
designs were attracting widespread attention. The magazine
characterized its mission in this statement: **The Craftsman,
an illustrated Monthly Magazine in the interest of Better
Art, Better Work, and a Better eind More Reasonable Way of
Living.•'
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Having previously mentioned the philosophy of Willieun
Morris, another important figiure in the Arts and Crafts
movement, Cuirtis ends her article by appealing to Arts and
Crafts principles yet again:
These songs reflect the thought emd the daily life of a
people, and are thus real follonusic. Their simple
poetry and perfect pxirity are cheuracteristic of all the
Indian songs X know. Their charm is unique, and the
strange, graceful melodies will appeal not only to
those who love music, but to all who rejoice in the
thought that in our country there is still an art born
naturally and simply of "man's joy in his work." (Two
41)
By casting Indians as natural practitioners of Arts and
Crafts principles, Curtis attempts to evoke sympathy for
them from her Arts and Crafts readers. As in her writings
for The Southern Workman, Curtis carefully chooses rhetoric
appropriate to the writing situation, in order to best
please the editors and readers of the journal where her work
appears. Her success at finding an audience for her views
and for the material she collected is evident. It led in
1907 to the publication for which Curtis is certainly bestknown and rightfully praised. The Indians' Book.
Recording and Representing "Vanishing" Voices:
Curtis as "the Pencil in the Hand of the Indian"
It is due to the efforts of early scholars that
there is any record of the music of whole tribes.
Despite the limitations and biases of these
studies, there is much useful and helpful material
within them.
—Marcia Herndon, 1985
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Silent: through the ages has passed beirbaric man. .
. . Of value, then, to the history of the human
race, as well as to the history of America, are
the written utterances of this primitive people.
(IB xxix)
—Natalie Curtis, 1905
When Natalie Curtis wrote these words for the
introduction to her major work of ethnomusicology The
Indians^ Book in 1905, she did so in a spirit of support for
American Indian people. The Indians^ Book is a collection of
Indian songs, including words and music, stories, legends,
history, and personal reminiscence collected by Curtis. She
hoped that her book, based on her extensive fieldwork with
eighteen different tribes, would provide a safe haven for
the verbal and musical wealth of the people she visited. Her
project was remarkable for its time primarily because of
Ctirtis' enlightened attitudes toward the people from whom
she gathered her materials, even though Curtis at times
lapsed into descriptive rhetoric which could be
characterized as ethnocentric.
Ideally, any study of a cultxire must be undertaken
according to conditions which permit that culture to speak
for itself and offer its own self-representations. Native
American ethnomusicologist Marcia Herndon notes that "Native
American music ... is an aspect of behavior in human
society which must be identified in its own terms and viewed
in relation to its own society. Only when this is done can
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broader generalizations be iindertaken" (11). Asstiming that
ethnographers of merit work from at least a basic
xinderstemding of these precepts, it can be said that nearly
any scholarly collection of Indian verbal zurt will provide
some useful and valuable data about the culture from which
it is drawn, particularly if it is accompanied by material
detailing collection and translation methods. However, in
the case of Native North America, Herndon notes that because
of the interference of collectors or other problems with
collecting, "... much of the reality of early twentiethcentury American Indian music was erased from historical
validity" (4). Further, history cannot be forgotten:
The attitude of Indians toweurd ethnographers,
linguists, historians, and other scholars is at best
wary; at worst hostile. The situation is due in part to
past encounters between Indians emd scholars, and in
part to a history of broken promises, broken treaties
and broken trust between Native Americans and Europeanl^ericans. (32)
This section will explore the territory Curtis occupies,
between and among cultures, and argue that her work is
instructive on many levels because of her marginal position
as a European-American woman studying Native American verbal
art.
In her introduction, Curtis notes that "... the book
[was] underteJcen primarily for the Indians" {Indians' Book
xxi). Her intention here is to create a record of Indian
song and oratory for the Indians' own use. Thus, Ciirtis
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wants to position herself as an intercessor for the Indian
people, as an agent who can tremsfer oral culture into
writing so that traditional materials will not be lost or
altered. These exeuaples of Indian verbal art would be a
stay, then, against the encroachment of non-Indian cultxire.
In a further attempt to separate the Indian cult\ires from
the influence of the dominant Anglo-European culture, the
collection was originally meant to be published specifically
for tribal use, even though it was printed, as it had to be,
by the non-Indian pxiblishing industry. Curtis was against
assimilationist policies, as will be made clear below. The
influence of non-Indian culture on the project as a whole is
downplayed by the book itself, as if the materials would be
channelled directly from the print house to the tribal
elders.
While this intention is laudable, the adverb
"primarily" in the first clause of the above quotation form
Curtis begs the question, "What are the other possible uses
for this book?" Publishers of The Indians^ Book were and
continue to be most interested in selling it in the dominant
culture literary marketplace, a practice which made the book
more widely available among non-Indians than to Indians.
Thus, Curtis' work can be seen as a major factor in the
creation and revision of popular, dominant-culture
stereotypes of Indian people, cultures, and verbal art.
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rather than as a repository of tribal knowledge established
for the tribes themselves.
Cxirtis' book has remained in print since it was first
issued and is widely referred to by ethnomusicologists,
musicians, cultural anthropologists, and scholars of both
Native American literature and American poetry. It has, in
this way, become important to the dominant culture. While
Curtis' project of Indian cultural self-preservation is
honorable, the book has had another purpose of informing
non-Indians about Indian cultures. In a non-Indian cultural
context, I will argue, the representations of Indian people
and cultures that maJce up this book offer a limited and
romantic version of North American Indian cultures which was
very much in tune with the popular values of the times.
Castro, on the other hand, notes the radical aspect of the
project;
Curtis' 'noble aim' [of making her book for the Indians
themselves] ran contrsury to the policies of Indian
agents and missionaries who, in their efforts to
acculturate Indian peoples, tended to suppress Indian
languages and traditions. On more than one occasion
Curtis' efforts were frustrated by the refusal of these
masters of the Indians' fate to cooperate. . . . (9)
While The Indians^ Book's essential advocacy of Indian
cultures medces it a valuable reference, Cxirtis' rhetoric
includes some problematic statements. Finally, Curtis failed
to plumb the complex depths of a situation which placed the
Indians' desires for self-definition and cultural autonomy
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in the controlling context of Anglo-E\uropean dominance. The
extent to which Ciirtis was complicit, either consciously or
not, in this I will leave open for the moment.
Before Curtis' comments and collected materials can be
analyzed, the book itself needs to be exaunined as a textual
artifact. Its early pages insulate the text itself in many
layers of authorization and clarification which precede the
first words of Ciirtis. That is, Ciirtis sets up a series of
frames within which she situates her own work, devices which
can be read as corroborating her expressed intention to
remain in the background and let the Indians speeik for
themselves through her. On the other hand, these same
devices can be read as marshalling forces which create an
almost unimpeachable authority for Cxirtis' versions of these
Indian cultural materials. The problem lies in deciding
which or whose agenda is being served by these freunes, which
create the work for the reader even before the work begins.
Briefly, the following framing devices appear in The
Indians^ Book before the text itself. I list these pages to
provide a picture of the succession of freunes which lead to
the major framing device of Curtis' introduction; these
freunes themselves comprise twenty-five pages of the book.
The first page inside the cover gives the title accompanied
by an Indian-made pen-and-ink drawing of a buffalo's head.
The next page reprints paintings of "Things of the Olden
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Time" on the left leaf. The right leaf is translucent,
having a description of the paintings and identification of
the Indian eurtists who made them printed on the over-leaf.
This over-leaf faces the formal title page, designed by
Indian eurtist Angel de Cora, who also designed and lettered
section-heading pages within the text itself.
The Table of Contents follows on page i. Then on pages
iii-iv, there appears a Foreword by Hiamovi of the Cheyennes
and Dakotas. Page v contains a brief note by Curtis
acknowledging the Indians as the book's authors and claiming
for herself the role of recorder. On page vii, titled
"Music," Curtis explains her method of representing the
music and offers general comments about the nature of Indian
music. Page ix lists the songs along with the pages on which
are found the three textual versions: "the printed text or .
. . explanatory description" (which is in the main text of
each chapter), the version in Western musical notation
(which appears at the end of each chapter), and the song's
text with interlinear translations (which is found in the
appendix at the end of the book). These three versions are
available for each of the songs.
Next, on page xv, Curtis describes drawings which
appear throughout the book, offering some interpretative
comments about the cultural significance and symbolic
meaning of the artwork. On page xvii is a list of
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lllus'kra'klons, many of which are photographs taken by
Curtis. Next is a copy of a note from Theodore Roosevelt to
Curtis. Curtis' ten-page Introduction begins on page xxi. It
is followed by a separate page, upon which Curtis writes
"Note" which briefly explains "the present conditions of
Indian life" (1). The six sections of the main text are
broadly divided by culture area (see Table of Contents, page
i). The bulk of Curtis' material is from the Southwestern
United States.
The main text these sections comprise is followed by
the Appendix mentioned above which gives notes on the songs,
phonetic representations of the words/phrases in their
original languages, English glosses of those words/phrases,
and free translations of the songs. Following the Appendix
is a list of contributors, arranged by tribe. On the final
leaf is a quotation (whose so\irce I eun still tracing), and a
graphic symbol (which is a swastika and which I comment upon
in my final section) ends the book.
In a metaphor which appears in the introductory freuning
material (on the "Music" page, vii) and establishes her
project, Curtis likens the book to a Plains Indian parfleche
or carrying bag: "... the cover of the book is in itself a
parfleche to keep these possessions of the Indian which he
must ever carry with him—the songs and legends of his race"
(IB XV). The handcrafted buffalo skin bag, often beaded and
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painted with symbolic designs, is the proper receptacle for
the treasured, sacred lore which represents Indian culture.
Curtis hopes to carry that treasxire into the twentieth
centxiry, to preserve and honor the traditions and knowledge
in danger of being lost to the encroaching non-Indian
cultxure. The changes Curtis feaurs include the loss of
traditional music, but extend to the replacement of an
agricultural economy with a tourist-dependent economy, the
replacement of moccasins with hard leather lace-up shoes,
and the replacement of traditional hairstyles with EuropeanAmerican haircuts, as the previous section made clear.
Curtis' eye takes in the large and small details of Indian
lives as her ear hears the minute and intricately patterned
progressions of rhythm in Hopi songs.
The full title of Curtis's book is: The Indians^ Book:
an offering by the American Indians of Indian lore, musical
and narrative, to form a record of the songs and legends of
their race. Casting herself a scribe rather than as
interpreter, Curtis states in a prefatory note that "the
work of the recorder has been but the collecting, editing,
and arranging of the Indians' contributions" (IB v), while
the material collected is the Indiems' own: "The Indians are
the authors of this volume.

The songs and stories are

theirs; the drawings, cover-design, and title-pages were
made by them" (IB v). The Indians' Book records and
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represents Indian language. It describes rituals and
beliefs. Often, the text represents stories as well as
songs, taking in memy aspects of day-to-day oral tradition
and preserving the nature of and wisdom contained in the
stories. As Castro notes, The Indians' Book is valuable for
aesthetic reasons: "[njot only a work of scrupulous
scholarship, [the book is] artistically packaged and highly
readable. But its most stunning quality [is] the 'poetry' of
the translated songs" (10). Fxirther, the informants Ciirtis
spoke with represent a certain level of authority in their
tribal groups, as she mentions in her Introduction. All
these facts support the argiiment that the work Curtis did in
The Indians' Book does a great service for the people to
whom the book is promised. Curtis' words, however, raise
questions which will meUce the text of The Indians' Book more
complex and which will highlight some of the contradictions
inherent in Curtis' project.
Briefly, the dichotomy of assimilation versus
extinction which seems to guide Curtis's thinking, while
characteristic of the time, is flawed by its own need to
remain "pxire." That is to say that, even though The Indians'
Book is a valuable, often stxinningly beautiful, and
culttirally-rich collection, its attempt to preserve the
vanishing cultures tells its readers that North American
Indian cultures at the time were doomed to certain
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extinction. This attitude evokes pity among Indian
supporters and relief eunong those who prefer the dominant
cultvire to remain unassaileUaly in power. Dominant culture
members are in either case asked to accept the Indians as
peoples without futures.
On a local scale, the voices of the Indian people
themselves, voices which are frozen by the translator's
pencil, are effectively reified and, to a certain extent,
muted. Curtis's careful rendering of the Indian verbal art
into English-language poetry creates what may euaount to
erasure because the English words replace the Indianlanguage words in a manner which seems to ceure less for the
spirit of the piece at hand and more for its "fit" into the
rhythmic pattern of the music. On a larger scale, the
narrative Curtis writes to surrovmd the Indians' work is a
leuaent for a passing people, for a primitive race, lessens
rather than augments any potential Indian political power.
Because they are represented as anachronistic and noncivilized people who are rapidly fading from existence, the
Indians whose verbal art is represented in The Indians* Book
are not allowed to continue to invent themselves and their
cultures beyond the moment of the recording. Although Ciurtis
was perhaps as much a cheunpion of Indians as she could be,
her book must be read with these limitations in mind.
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An Indian voice is represented in the foreword to
Cvirtis's book, a brief two-page essay by Hiamovi (identified
as "High Chief"), "Chief eunong the Cheyennes and DeUcotas"
(IB iii). This foreword precedes any of Cuirtis's words
except her descriptions of the material culture eurtifacts
illustrated opposite the title page. Hieunovi speaks for the
entire cultural complex of North America, invoking a
collective "we" as subject of his essay. His main concern is
to indicate the effect the "strangers" (IB iii) had on
Indian people from contact to the present, and he offers a
hopeful vision of the future.
First, Haimovi alludes to the relative material poverty
of the strangers who came: "None of the things that mzdce
their riches did they bring with them from beyond the Great
Water; all comes from my land, the land the Great Mystery
gave unto the Indian" (iii). He clearly wishes to remind his
readers, both Indian and non-Indian, of the debt which the
Exiropeans colonizers/settlers/invaders owe to the people who
inhabited North America before Exiropean contact. Further, he
insists on the Indians' position as rightful possessors of
this land, sanctioned by divine right and providence. Yet,
in a non-European, non-Western manner, Hiaunovi does not seem
to consider this possession to be in perpetuity. He does not
seem to insist that the Indians have been treated unjustly
by the non-Indians who have stolen their land. Instead, he
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says, "it was meemt by the Great Mystery that the Indian
should give to all peoples." Hieunovi asserts his people's
spiritual and moral equality if not superiority.
He notes that there are "two roads, the white man's
road, and the Indians' road" (iii) which have converged.
This image indicates that the two complete cultviral systems
which ceune into contact, Indian and non-Indian, were in his
view on a par with each other and similar enough to be
compared as equals. Haimovi wants non-Indians to see this
when he states, "may this book help make the Indian truly
known [to the non-Indians] in the time to come" (IB iii).
From his marginalized perspective, the Indian Chief is able
to see, appreciate, and judge the dominant culture which
surrounds him and other Indians. His words indicate that
this ability to see the Other has not been available to nonIndians. He hopes that such reciprocation may be possible.
But his words are also directed to Indians:
I want all Indians and white men to read and learn how
the Indians lived and thought in the olden time, and
may it bring holygood upon the yoimger Indians to know
of their fathers. A little while, and the old Indians
will no longer be, and the young will be even as white
men. When I think I know that it is the mind of the
Great Mystery that white men and Indians who fought
together should now be one people (IB iv).
Hiamovi's assertion of the cultxiral integrity of Indian
people, of their equality with non-Indians, broadens here to
accept the inevitability of assimilation and cultural
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mixing. In the spirit of Curtis's book, Hiaunovi wishes to
preserve the Indian past so that new generations will be
eUsle to leeum of and from it. Hiaunovi accepts the realities
of his peoples' changing world. As a spokesperson for
Indiems, he takes a conciliatory position in relation to
non-Indians when he insists upon the worth of Indian
cultures even as he accepts non-Indian presence and
influence. The essay ends on a tone of reverence and respect
for the Great Mystery which created this situation of
cultures in contact and conflict. The idea of equality and
reciprocity returns in his final image:
. . . in this land where once were only Indians are now
men of every color—white, black, yellow, red—yet all
are people. That this should come to pass was in the
heart of the Great Mystery. It is right thus. And
everywhere there shall be peace (iv).
Hieunovi reasserts Indian precedence even as he accepts the
presence of non-Indians. More important, though, is his
conception of all people as equal. While seeming to abandon
any hopes for Indian autonomy and separateness, which would
be construed by his non-Indian readers as radical and
potentially threatening, Hieunovi nonetheless subtly subverts
and questions the prevailing non-Indian concept of the
inherent superiority of white Europeans.
Hieunovi's words would be echoed in 1963 by Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr., in Washington, D.C. Hiamovi's vision is
extraordinary for 1905, and, not surprisingly, bore little
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fruit. Curtis's choice to include the voice of an Indian
leader with such a vision complicates the message of her
book. Because of his commitment to humem rights, Hizunovi
asserts a position at least as radical Curtis's own. By
allowing Hieuaovi to articulate questions regarding the
political implications of Indian peoples' equality, Curtis
could avoid publicly taking a stand on these issues even
though the issues were raised by her book. They are, after
all, couched in language which supports her preservation
project, accepts white presence (if not dominance), and
invokes the divinely-sanctioned nature of the cultural
intersection. Hieunovi's final message of peace, his vinstated
yet strongly present renunciation of violence by Indians
against non-Indians, surely was welcome in 1905, when the
scars of Wounded Knee were still fresh. In the end, though,
most readers will hear more resignation in Hiaunovi's tone
than resolution to fight for equal rights and treatment. And
it is this mood of conciliation, addressed to non-Indian
culture, which Curtis hopes to cultivate with her work.
Other devices which frame the main text indicate as
much. Haimovi's foreword is followed by a page, quoted
above, on which Ciirtis notes that the Indians are the
••authors" of the book and that she, the "white friend•• (IB
xxi) is merely the recorder. This sentiment is repeated on
the pages describing the drawings/artwork and the music. The
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thoroughness of Cxirtis's work becomes appeurent, as do her
attention to detail emd her willingness to sheire the
spotlight with others. These others support and extend her
project, of course, lending their authority to a book which
bears only Curtis's name as author. The most pivotal
authority, the Great White Father himself, is also given a
place in the book's introductory pages.
On the leaf which precedes Curtis's introduction, a
hand-written letter is represented; the printed address on
the page reads "White House. Washington," and the date is
May 17, 1906. Theodore Roosevelt writes:
These songs cast a wholly new light on the depth and
dignity of Indian thought, the simple beauty and
strange charm—the charm of a vanished elder world—of
Indian poetry. (IB xix)
Roosevelt responds with respect and surprise to the book's
contents, expressing support for a project which will
develop and extend non-Indiem knowledge of Indian cultural
arts. Castro notes, however, that "Roosevelt's support for
The IndiansBook was a benign gesture toward supporting a
positive Indian image and self-concept, and it did enable
Curtis to get on with her project, but it did little to
soften the overall governmental oppressions" (9).
Roosevelt's brief comments indicate that work like Curtis'
was rare, that the art represented is emotionally stirring.
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that: previous assumptions about the lack of "depth and
dignity of Indian thought" need to be reassessed.
Roosevelt does not fail to romanticize the collected
material, though, and he trivializes it through his
characterizations of it as quaint and picturesque. Also
apparent is Roosevelt's belief that Indian cultures are
doomed to extinction. Again, mixed messages aboiind. While he
cannot be said to read representations of Indian verbal art
with eyes freed from his own cultural presuppositions, yet
Roosevelt aligns himself with the Indians at least to the
extent that he recognizes worth and value in their poetry.
Castro notes that;
Roosevelt's public enthusiasm for The Indians' Book and
the attention he called to its inherent poetry helped
spread its popular reputation and encouraged a
curiosity about and a positive attitude toward the
recently conquered Indian population. (10)
The presence of Roosevelt's letter, regardless of its
content, supports Ciirtis's work and the impulses toward
preservation it represents. Attention such as this aided in
Indians' struggles for political rights.
The most important voice in this series of frcimes which
surrounds the collected Indians' material, of course, is
C\urtis's own. She writes a ten-page introduction to the text
which immediately follows President Roosevelt's letter. Her
project is characterized in these terms: "This book reflects
the soul of one of the noblest types of primitive man—the
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North American Indian'* (IB xxi). To Curtis, the concept of
the primitive resonates with spirituality, is deeply
connected to the earth and nature, auid is inherently
creative and aurtistic:
This book reveals the inner life of a primitive race.
The Indian looks out with reverence upon the world of
nature, to him the only world, while deep in his being
thrills the consciousness of a power greater than
natxire, greater than man, yet eternally manifest
throughout all life. This consciousness is so vital to
the Indian that almost his every act is linked with it.
The Indian is at all times prayerful. Sacred to him is
the hour of birth, sacred the hoiur of death; and in
symbol and ceremony he tells his reverence. (Ciirtis
xxiii)
Her descriptions of Indian cultures eure respectful and
celebratory. For the dominant culture reading public, Curtis
uses her influence and abilities to create a more positive
representation of Indian cultures and lives, even if the
versions she presents have limitations. The picture she
draws of Indian life, thought and art works directly against
negative cultxiral stereotypes of Indian people as
uncivilized, barbaric, sub-human "savages." Instead, Curtis
offers a compassionate depiction of colonized people and
bluntly asks for justice:
. . . here, eunong us, down-trodden and by us debauched,
is a people of real creative artistic genius . . . .
And our interests declare that this race should perish?
If The Indians' Book proves that the Indians have
qualities worthy of a place in oiir civilization, may
not the Scune be true of other primitive peoples also?
Would we not do well at least to find out what the
people really are before we declare that the natural
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law of the siirvival of the fittest pronoiinces for our
progress their doom? (xxx)
Curtis establishes here (and in other places, as well) her
political stance as activist for Indian rights, and thus
insists that The Indians^ Book be read as more than a mere
exeuaple of exotica or alteimative aesthetics. She places the
people and the realities of their lives at the center of her
focus. Curtis felt this material was in danger of
disappearing partly because of the tremendous changes
undergone by American Indian cultures in the late nineteenth
century. In this regard her project reflects the best hopes
of preservation. In this and other ways her work has
certain, irreplaceable value.
Nonetheless, while a 1990s reader might wish for such
characterizations to be coupled with a full acceptance of
Indian rights to autonomy and self-determination, the work
Curtis does remains an artifact of its time, and our reading
of it must account for its limitations as well as for its
strengths. For instance, Curtis is often guilty of making
enormous generalizations about Indian people, such as: "With
the Indian a sense of form and color is inborn" (xxix);
"[t]he Indian is artistic by natxire" (xxix); and ". . . the
Indian can so imitate the call of a bird or the howl of the
wolf as to be entirely deceptive" (xxvii). Individual Indian
people are not taken into accoiint by these descriptions.
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In another exeumple, Curtis assumes that Indian art,
being based in nature, would no longer be the same, and
would therefore be less valuable, if Indians were to
assimilate even partially to European-American cultural
settings which are at least partially urbanized:
Teike the Indian from nature, or natiire from the Indiem,
and the Indian's art, if it survive, must undergo the
change of supplying from within that which was
unconsciously received from without. It must embody the
lost natureworld. Thus ever in the growth of
civilization are the influences of nature absorbed into
the creations of art. (xxvi)
That is, Indian art is only valuable and aesthetically
pleasing when it looks like Indian art, which must always be
based in nature.
In similar fashion, Curtis injects her cultxire's
presumption of the need to preserve aspects of culture for
posterity, and asks Indian people to accept the project.
Curtis never reports a request for collection coming from an
Indian person. In the introduction, Curtis neunes herself
"the white friend" (xxi), and narrates the approach she took
when doing her fieldwork. When she arrived at the village or
settlement where she hoped to collect songs, she reports
having asked:
Would [a chief] and his people join in the me^cing of a
book to be the Indians' own—a book which should keep
for all time the songs and stories of their race? The
olden days were gone; the buffalo had vanished from the
plains; even so would there soon be lost forever the
songs and stories of the Indian, (xxi)
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The statement indicaties Cuirtis' understemding of the liminal
space which many Indians occupied circa the t:um of the
cen'tury. Her project reflects a sense of urgency even as it
accepts the inevitable cultxiral change looming before
Indians. Ciurtis is uneUale to conceive of a mediated or
syncretic cul-tural adap'ta'tion which "the Indians themselves
could be able to control and manage. Her rhetoric echoes
Kipling's sense of "The White Han's Biirden" when she writes:
If all things Indian must, indeed, pass away under the
white man's ban as being "pagan" and "uncivilized,"
then will be lost to the red man not only his whole
unwritten language, but also, and sadder still, the
realm wherein his soul aspires. For t:o the primitive
man of another race, no creed wholly alien to his
thought and environment ever can replace his own entire
spiritual world, which is the heritage of his past and
the natiiral expression of his soul, (xxiv).
Ciurtis' generalizatiions seemed designed to evoke pity from
sympathetic readers, and her aim seems to be to enlist other
activists in her cause of Indian rights. Yet her words
diminish the Indian people with their patronizing tone of
despair.
Curtis notes in her introduction that her work
proceeded "in the hope that this their own volume, when
placed in the hands of the children, might help to revive
for the younger generation that sense of the dignity and
worth of their race which is the Indians' birthright ..."
(IB xxi). Curtis here indicates her conception of the
cultural crisis North American Indian people faced at the
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turn of the century. According to Curtis, Indian peoples'
"dignity" is eroding, as is pride in and knowledge of their
heritage. Her task is to preserve elements of the cultures
and educate the "younger generation," which is in danger of
losing touch with its "birthright," a laudable mission. This
noble task is underte^cen for leurger goals, however. The
sentence's final clause reads this way; "and without which
no people can progress" (IB xxi). Curtis indicates several
key points here. First, it is imperative for the Indians to
regain that which they have lost, their cultiiral identities.
Second, once the yovinger generation can accept "the dignity
and worth of their race," then they will be in a position to
become a better people, a better culture. This is because
the ability of a "people" to "progress" is inherent and
their development toward a different sort of cultural values
is relentless if traditions are left intact. Would Curtis
have it both ways? Can a colonized, invaded culture be
expected to shcUce off the influences, escape the pressiires
of the settler nation which created the cultural crisis it
faces?
Curtis seems here to ignore the complexity of the postcolonial situation North American Indians faced at the turn
of the century. Indian people had long been in contact with
non-Indian culture, and their cultures have been influenced
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since contact originated. Not only that, but, as Herndon
notes:
Shortly after contact in the 1540's . . . the Pueblos
beceuae unfriendly to all "Anglos" and most other
Indiems. . . . Puebloam suspicions of others have a
long history, and the 2u::rival of an ethnomusicologist—
whether Indian or not--would not instantly euneliorate
hostility. (33)
Further, their traditions, regardless of European contact,
were, with notable exceptions, subject to change over time.
The preservation Curtis hopes to do would overlook these two
facts. By privileging the cultural context of the
1890s/1900s, The Indians^ Book limits knowledge of these
cultures to knowledge representing the culture during this
time period. A slice of history and culture seems here to be
meant to stand for the entire culture in time, an impossible
task. While her self-effacing presence guides the book in a
way which seems to privilege the viewpoints of the Indians,
they continue to be seen through the lens and language of
the dominant culture. Curtis' eeurlier stated intention of
publishing this book for the Indians themselves gives way in
the Introduction to the actual aim, to drum up support for
preservation:
Can we afford to lose from our country any sincere and
spontaneous art impulse, however, crude? The
undeveloped talents native to the aboriginal American
ar& precisely those in which the Anglo-Saxon is
deficient, (xxx)
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This preservation project is revealed as serving the
dominant culture. It is not limited to the Indians
themselves. In fact, the arts auid skills of the Indians are
to be appropriated for use by the European-Americans to
strengthen their own hold on their empire. Curtislapse
into denigration of Indian arts is notable in this passage
also. Another statement about the uses of Indian art
follows:
He who can offer most to the development of humanity is
now deemed the fittest to survive. The primitive races
are child races. Who can tell what may be their
contribution to humanity when they eure grown? And have
they not even now something to give? (xxx)
Underlying Cxirtis' rhetoric is the concept of humanity as
one unit, as all part of a whole. Or, this concept could be
interpreted as humanity reduced to its least common
denominator, that defined by the dominant culture as
valuable. In either case, the individual Indian cultures
face the greatest potential loss.
In another place in the text, however, Curtis seems
aware of the dangers of imperialism, since she seems to
support self-determination for the Indian cultures: "The
whole civilized world to-day faces the question: Is
primitive man to retain his God-given right to evolution, or
is he to be swept from off the earth before the imperious
needs of civilized powers?" (IB xxx). However, Ciirtis,
through her presumptions regarding the potential "evolution"
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the Indian "race," clearly aligns herself with the social

Deirwinist belief that the diversity eunong htunan cultures can
be accounted for by placing them upon a continuum or scale
of "civilization." White European-American culture occupies
the "highest" level of this evolution. While Curtis is
clearly an advocate of Indian people, and while she clearly
respects and seems to understand aspects of Indian culture,
she remains \inable to accept Indians as equally human to
herself.
This position prescribes a Western-style cultural
evolution which fails to te^ce the native point of view into
account. Perhaps, that is, Indian people have their own
ideas about what their cultural destiny should be. And
perhaps those ideas differ from the dominant culture's. Of
course, Curtis cannot be held fully accountable for her
approaches and methods; her culture taught her how to do the
work she did. Yet it essential for contemporary readers to
note Herndon's reservations about ethnomusicological
research on Native American materials and cultures:
When the scholarly world attempts to focus on Native
American music, that music becomes very elusive. . .
[because] [f]irst, the questions deemed appropriate to
one time, place and culture may be thought inane by
another. Second, that which is essential or sacred to a
group's belief system will actively resist both change
and damaging disclosure, both from inside and outside
the group. . . . Third, while some kinds of music may
be available to thee researcher, the levels of meaning
involved—as well as the symbolism—may not be easily
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apprehended, even by members of the socie-ty in
question. (187-8)
For Cxirtis, finally, the Native point of view meant less
than did her desire to prove the usefulness of Indian songs
to her non-Indian American readers. Describing The Indians^
Book, Curtis says, "[h]ere we may look into the mind of a
race utterly unlike any other in the world. Indian thought
presents material absolutely unique. What other nation has
in its midst a like opportunity for inspiration?" (xxix).
The end result of Curtis' research and work will be
appropriated by non-Indians with her blessings.

Herndon's

eibove points are not considered important in the end.
Nationalism, on the other hand, is. Cxirtis writes:
[Indian music] springs from our own cont^inent and is
thus, of all music, distinctively American. If Indian
song be encouraged with Indians, and recognition of it
aweUcened eunong our own people, America may one day
contribute a unique music to the world of art. (xxviii)
Curtis is forgetting, of course, that Indian music is such a
contribution. More important to her, however, is a stronger
European-American art form which could result from Indian
music's inspiration. Curtis writes, "... the stimulus to
the creative mind through contact with this native art
should give to America a new and vigorous ar^ impulse"
(xxviii). The primitive represented by Indian music thus
becomes a fetish for culturally- and artisticallyimpoverished European-Americans to use for inspiration and
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sustenance rather than an axt form to be understood and
respected on its own terms.

Aesthetic Encounters:
Ethnomusicologists Define the Primitive
In this section, I exeunine the ethnomusicological
context within which Curtis worked, particularly in
regard to its definitions and uses of "the primitive."
Ethnomusicology, which can be defined as the study of
music in its cultural contexts, has had a long and
varied existence which in many ways peurallels the
histories of exploration and conc[uest which have made
up human history. In his 1966 collection The Unwritten
Song: Poetry of the Primitive and Traditional Peoples
of the World, ethnomusicologist Willard Trask claims
that "[i]t was the curiosity of the Renaissance which
first thought it worth putting into writing poems of
what were called 'savage' peoples" (vii). According to
Trask, in 1558 Andr6 Thevet published a translation of
a northeastern-South American "Indian fightingman's
songs of defiance to his captors" (vii). The high irony
of this conquest situation is not commented upon. Also
noted by Trask are an 1815 German retranslation of a
1673 Latin translation of a Lapp poem, which was known
to Longfellow and traces of which are discernible in
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Longfellow's poetry (Trask viii). Trask claims that his
own 1966 work is but the third general emthology of
"primitive and traditional" poetry, following an 1897
Italian volume by G. Ragusa Moleti called La Poeslk dei
Selvaggi and a 1935 Germem voliime by Eckart von Sydow
called Duchtungen der Naturvolker: religiose, magische
und profane Lyrik (Trask viii). As the titles of these
works indicate, it has been the creation of art outside
the pale of civilization which has captivated many
students of non-Western music. When Exiropeans or
European-Americans have studied the music of other
cultures, they have found it useful to designate some
of those cultures as "primitive." This section
considers what effect these assvunptions and operating
principles have or have had on the people whose music
is iinder scrutiny.
Unfortunately, much work in ethnomusicology before
the 1950s consisted of "comments of missionaries and
amateurs," according to contemporary Indian
ethnomusicologist Marcia Herndon, whose 1980 book
Native American Music siirveys and analyzes Native
American music and the history of ethnomusicology as
experienced by North American Indian people. In North
America, the verbal art of Indian peoples beceune a
serious siibject of study in the late 1800s, although
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some approaches popular then would be highly suspect
today. When Alice Cunningham Fletcher and John C.
Fillmore studied the Omaha and Pawnee, for instance,
'*the idea was that the evolved state of Western art
music could be added to the monophonic OmeOia and Pawnee
music to produce the real intention of those tribes"
(Herndon 34). This excunple serves to illustrate
attempts to "prove the then current unilinear
evolutionary model of human development through use of
musical data" (Herndon 37). It would take imtil
recently for many ethnomusicologists to move beyond
such models to more enlightened approaches developed in
the wake of structuralism and the New Ethnography.
Herndon notes that:
In the 1970s, emphasis [in ethnomusicology] shifted
decidedly; no longer was simple description and
speculation adequate. Rather, careful recording on
tape, film, in notebooks, in dance notation or other
script of the details of music and dance and the
docximentation of cultxiral context became—instead of
the exception—the norm. Fxinctional, structural,
comparative and generative studies increased.
Distributional studies as well as theoretical and
methodological statements grew in number. (52)
Natalie Curtis' work at the turn of the century is aihead of
its time according to this description because of Curtis'
careful and voluminous note-teOcing, her use of a standard
notational system, and her appreciation of the value of the
cultxires she encountered and the people she came to know.
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Much non-Wes'tem music has been and continues to be
leUselled ''primitive" by Eiirocentric ethnomusicolegists, an
idea which this essay will consider in a later section. For
the moment, let it be assvimed that this label is usually
applied to Native American music at the turn of the
nineteenth century. For the purposes of emalysis here, X
will note some general characteristics of non-EuropeanAmerican music which are observable in Curtis' discussion.
These observations range from descriptive statements to
pronouncements about aesthetic systems and the practical
and/or efficacious uses of music. An non-Indian 1893 writer
concerned with "the physical and psychical influence of
music" claims:
Savages are highly susceptible to music, which excites
them in the highest imaginable degree. Their songs
sometimes even lead to war. In some cases music causes
physical pain, and makes men sick and unfitted for work
for days together. Savages know this power of sounds,
and apply it—as they think—with success in cases of
illness. (Wallaschek 293}
John Greenway claims in 1962 that "... universally music
is associated with ritual" (Primitive 30) and is seconded by
Herndon, who states that it "is reurely performed for its own
sake" (27). Non-Indian Trask writes that "this poetry is
incomparably more a part of life them poetry is eu&ong us.
Its occasions are innumerable" (x). Wallaschek finds that
music an "organizing power . . . which enables the tribe to
act as one body" (294) .
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Non-Indian Bowra claims that "[i]f all poetry has a
practical end insofeur as it seeks to capture and hold the
consciousness, primitive song normally aims at something
more precise in that it wishes to bring about a change not
merely in men but in the supernatural powers about them"
(277). Here again Herndon agrees, stating, "[the fact that]
music is a power of some kind—magical, personal or other—
is a notion often found eunong Native Americans" (18). More
specifically, she states that:
The efficacy of music, and its place in human affairs,
are much more significant to Indians than its mode of
construction of technical character. Even the potential
of music as a means of conveying personal expression or
emotional meaning is sxibordinated to its efficacy. (12)
Nettl (6) also concurs on this point.
Regarding aesthetics, Nettl claims that "[t]he concept
of music as 'beautiful' seems to be generally undeveloped in
primitive cultures. Informants speak of songs being 'good'"
(20). Herndon supports this (19). Trask laments that
"[t]here is no formulated literary criticism cunong primitive
and traditional peoples. ... It would be of the utmost
interest if it were possible to grade poems by indigenous
standards" (xviii). Clearly, Trask has further to look. A
start toward an understanding of the meanings verbal art can
have for North American Indians is found in this statement
by Herndon:
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The world view of the Native American has been
primeurily conditioned by a historical experience based
upon Indians being held hostage in their own land,
patronized, systematically deprived of human rights,
and treated as less thsm human. More recently, they
have risen to a human status which is embarrassing to
the VThite majority, although it remains marginal to
contemporary American society. (59)
Again Curtis' views do not align her with the prejudiced and
discriminatory statements of some ethnomusicologists. Curtis
may romanticize, yet her writings indicate her awareness of
the political situation which Indians endure. In this, she
is eOiead of her time.
Ethnomusicology ceune into its own as a scholarly field
in the 1950s (Herndon 47), and even more recently began to
teUce the Native voice into account in its studies of Native
verbal sort. Herndon warns against the tendency to see the
aesthetic systems of others through the filtration of one's
own system (54). Instead, she assumes the position of Native
ethnomusicologist. "[T]he 'savage informant' has become the
'informant' and later, the 'collaborator'" (Herndon 55), and
finally the observer, recorder, and analyst. Curtis
sometimes seemed to see her informants as collaborators, and
her description of The Indians' Book itself indicates her
willingness to place Indian people and verbal art at center
stage. In this, also, Curtis was eOiead of her time.
Since many twentieth-century ethnomusicologists study
anthropology as well as music, it is not surprising to find
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that their definitions reflect fundamental concepts of
cultviral anthropology, such as distinctions made according
to the manner in which the people make their livings.
Ethnomusicologist Bruno Nettl stated in his 1956 Music in
Primitive Culture that one cannot study [a] music in
isolation from its intercultural context (142-3). Nettl uses
a spatial model to distinguish "cultivated music" from folk
and primitive, accounting for proximity and contact among
the groups responsible for each; he bases his distinctions
upon musical data, neuaely variations in tonal organization
of the music (141). He suggests that "folk" music is related
to and develops alongside of cultivated music, emd that
"primitive" music, while often occurring in isolated
settings (141), has always been in "direct or indirect
contact with styles of cultivated music" (Nettl 142). Also,
Nettl claims that "primitive music has played a large part
in the history of all music, in both remote and recent
times" (142). He suggests here, then, that his distinctions
are descriptive rather than hierarchical. Simileurly, for
Willard Trask, the distinction of verbal as opposed to
written art (i.e., literature) is most important, since it
creates the potential for commonalities eunong widely
distributed and unrelated cultures.
Many ethnomusicologists of recent times are aware of
the ethnocentric biases of many of their predecessors as
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well as the stereotypes and prejudices associated with terms
such as "primitive." Trask in 1966 makes his distinction,
based on level of technology, as follows:
Thevet emd Montaigne and even Herder [eeurly students of
"primitive" music] could innocently refer to their
exotic peoples as 'baurbeurians,' 'camnibals,' and
'savages.'These terms too—amd very rightly—have
become 'dirty words.' Among the many proposed
substitutes, I have thought it best to stay with
'primitive' and 'traditional.' The first is applied to
peoples whose material culture remains essentially that
of the Stone Age. The second is applied to peoples who,
though their cultures eure more eleUaorate, hand them on
orally. They may or may not be in close contact with
'literate' peoples and, in the former case, may or may
not be influenced by their cultures, (ix-x)
In his 1976 monograph Ethnomuslcology, anthropologist
John Greenway describes his designation: "My deliberate use
of one word—primitive—by which I mean, without any
invidious connotations, a cultxire that has not achieved
cereal agricultxire, will offend some . . ." (3). His
reservations regarding the possible negative connotations
attached by some to the term "primitive" are echoed by Trask
who says, somewhat defensively, that "When a gallery
announces an exhibition of 'primitive art,' one knows that
if one goes to it one will find tribal sculptures from
Africa, New Guinea, Polynesia, and so on. I do not see why
'primitive poetry' should not be equally indicative and
equally inoffensive" (ix). There are two problems here. The
first is acknowledged by these ethnomusicologists and
addressed directly: E\iropeans and Exiropean Americans often
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harbor stereotypes about other cultiires based on a
persistent faith in social Darwinism which leads them to
believe that so-called "more advanced** cultiires are in some
way *'superior" to other cultures. Their candor on this issue
is meant to diffuse it, although it is difficult to tell
whether or not their efforts are effective. The second
problem stems from their own inability to acknowledge their
own cultural biases regarding differences eunong cultures.
For instance, Trask draws his art gallery example from
a European-American cultural tradition which assiimes a
European-American audience and fails to consider the
cultural context of the displayed works of art. Greenway
reveals his European-American assumptions in the following
definition from a 1962 publication Primitive Musia
. . . cultures that have not progressed beyond a
hunting-gathering or horticultural subsistence; though
such cultures are not entirely homogeneous, their
restrictive subsistence method limits the development
of such luxuries as music . . . (29)
First, Greenway clearly accepts the cultxiral evolution
model; second, he imposes a concept of music as a **liixury*<
item, which may or may not be an accurate representation of
the place of music in a given "primitive" culture.
Self-acknowledged amateur ethnomusicolegist C.M. Bowra
uses a similar technology-based set of criteria for his
definition of "primitive" in his 1962 book Primitive Song.
His designation is somewhat freer of bias than Greenway's,
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although he ignores the problems of translations and is
unfamilieur with field ethnography. His "primitive"
corresponds to the Old World Late Paleo-Lithic, whose
subsistence methods and technological accomplishments
roughly correspond to those of some of the New World Indians
at contact.
Another type of primitive is the romanticized version,
which occurs frec[uently. This version posits a vanishing
Indian, one whose culture and existence eure limited and,
even, balancing on the brink of annihilation. Writing in
1893, Richard Wallaschek intones the f2uniliar social
Darwinist theme:
The original population of North America is doomed to
destruction ... It seems quite impossible to confer
the complete benefits resulting from the development of
culture, which has been in progress during many
centuries, upon a people who have remained at their
original level. If they have not innate in them the
seed and the strength to aspire to higher things, they
cannot obtain them from without. (44)
Of course this rhetoric is characteristic of latenineteenth-centxiry thinking regarding non-Western cultures,
but the idealized Indian stereotype persists into the
present. In his 1962 Primitive Song, for instance, C.M.
Bowra leunents the passing of piire and authentic Indian
culture when he says that "it is still possible that the
Eskimos may escape the horrors of American civilization"
(24-25). An exeunple from a 1968 publication indicates the
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con'tinued popularity of this type of "primitive." Richard
Lewis edited a book called Out of the Earth I Sing: Poetry
and Songs of Primitive Peoples of the World which is "a
collection of songs from primitive peoples of the world, who
. . . must hunt in order to live, emd in living must sing"
(Lewis xix). Lewis casts the book as a leunen't for lost and
conquered cultures as well as an appreciation of the beauty
of their verbal artistry. Drawn from previously-published
English language material from a wide range of cultures and
time periods, the book insists upon the homogeneity of the
poetry and cultures it intends to represent:
[It tells the story of] a people who are able to
survive with the simplest of means—a people, outwardly
having few possessions, but whose imaginations hold
beliefs rich in the meaning of the steurs, the moon, the
sun, the earth. . . . It is the story of a way of life
lived close to the earth where the wind and the rain,
darkness and light, are precious threads in the fabric
of each day . . . (xix)
Lewis assiimes that there is one story to tell of "primitive"
people. He assumes further that their story is disappearing
(XX).

Finally, he writes in the present tense, in a manner

sometimes known as the "ethnographic present," as if they
and their culture(s) are graspable and definable, as if they
magically continue to exist in a fixed state. Lewis claims
that "primitive peoples" possess secrets about living which
European-American cultvire needs (xx) and that
. . . they have not broken their hold on the rhythms of
the earth—they live with and alongside the ever-

s
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Changing weather, they are sensitive to the ways of
animals and creatiires, they understamd the solemnity of
ritual—they are alive to the nat\iral world in a way
that we, over the centuries, have lost, (xx-xxi)
For Lewis, then, the hope of our future rests with some sort
of retxirn to these seemingly alien yet so attractive values.
The actual people who made the songs, cultiires which
developed and produced the verbal art, and occasions for the
performance and use of the songs and poetry in Lewis'
collection are ignored and erased by his monolithic and
suffocating romanticizing. It seems easier to forgive
Natalie Curtis for similar sentiments for a few reasons.
First, she actually knew the people about whom she wrote.
Second, she believed in the value and viability of the
specific cultures which she studied. Third, she carefully
made distinctions among the various cultures whose music and
poetry she studied, acknowledging as she did so their
cult\iral integrity in a way which refuses to accept blanket
definitions and designations such as "primitive."
Of course, the romanticized "primitive" is not the only
"primitive." Herndon notes that in the late 1800s "the usual
descriptive emphasis [of ethnomusicolegists and
anthropologists] was rife with ethnocentrism and personal
bias. The music of Native Americans was described as loud,
monotonous, wild, fierce, and full of howls, grunts, whines,
and blood-curdling yells" (36). Wallascheck notes in 1893
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that, "the Indiems have no great reputations as musicians,
and several travellers have declared that they are ignoramt
of both harmony and melody" (45), although they possess
"remarkeUsle imitative talent" (45), which seems to
Wallaschek an innate ability although it is undoiibtedly a
feature of their oral culture.
Unfortiinately, bias and prejudice were not wiped out by
recent theoretical and social changes. A contemporary
ethnomusicologist demonstrates his inability to see the
music of a cultiire from the culture's viewpoint when he
maintains that "North American Indian music was of a
remarkably uniform quality—it was everywhere excreble. Only
among occasional tribes—notably the Naveiho—were words both
meaningful and elevated in literary quality; almost nowhere
was there any musicology by anyone's standards" (Greenway
Primitive 112). Not surprisingly, Greenway relates that in
his opinion "... the Indian was not much impressed by our
ideas of advanced musicology" (113). This statement clearly
implicates Greenway as an ethnocentric researcher, emd there
is an almost pleasing symmetry to his reference to the
nineteenth-centiury curmudgeon Maurk Twain, with whom Greenway
clearly ceimps:
Regrettably, we must agree that for most of the poetry
of the American Indian, Mark Twain was close to the
truth when he said, "There is nothing figxirative, or
moonshiny, or sentimental about his language. It is
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very simple and unostentatious, emd consists of plain,
straightforward lies. (Primitive 115)
Other ethnomusicologists, of course, use more scholarly
definitional criteria.
Herndon explains why ethnomusicology in general and the
study of Native North American music in paurticular cam be
challenging to non-Indian researchers, noting Native
American music's "frequent and powerful ties to the
ceremonial and to the sacred" (187). Castro explains that
the "motive [behind Indian music] is magical" rather than
aesthetic (11), and that "the word is understood and used as
an instr\iment of power" (12). Equally important to
understanding, appreciation and interpretation is the
performance context: "The word in Indian songs is also, more
often than not, combined with meaningful gestures, music,
pictorial or plastic arts (for example, sand painting,
masks), or dance. Its contexts are essentially mimetic,
dreunatic, and ceremonial" (12).
Curtis echoes these ideas in her introduction to The
Indians^ Book. Particularly important to understanding her
project is awareness that:
Wellnigh impossible is it for civilized man to conceive
of the importance of song in the life of the Indian.
To the Indian, song is the breath of the spirit that
consecrates the acts of life. Not all songs are
religious, but there is scarcely a task, light or
grave,scarcely an event, great or small, but has its
fitting song. (IB xxiv).
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Cxurtis offers various exzunples of characteristics of the
••primitive" music she studied, notin? that •'. . . rhythm is
in the eeurliest consciousness of mem. It is in the throb of
the pulses, the beat of the horse-hoofs, the break of waves.
All life is rhythmic, for life is vibration, mot ion•• (IB
XXV).

She states that the poetry she collected is

'•impressionistic, and many may be the interpretations of the
same song given by different singers^^ (IB xxv). She also
notes the holophrastic nature of Indian languages (IB xxv)
and explains the limitations inherent in her translation
attempts:
Indians feel that, in
verse, justice is not
given only a bare and
symbolic word instead
meaning. (IB xxv)

the English rendering of their
done to the poetry when there is
literal tremslation of the
of a full expression of its

Curtis explains the approach she took to her collected
materials in order to account for these limitations:
The translations are as literal as possible, yet the
chief desire has been that the real meaning should
truthfully flash through the English words, and that
the translation should retain the fragreuice, the color,
and, above all, the spirit of the original. (IB xxv).
Cxirtis here asserts her belief that a "real" meaning does
exist and that it can be extracted, a particularly
Western/scientific perspective. In the next chapter, the
question of adec[uate translation will again be raised.
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The Indians^ Book's Publication History
When Natalie Curtis's book appeeured in 1907, Oirtis had
two stated aims as she introduced the book, as shown in the
previous section. First, if not primarily, the book was to
be for the Xndiems' use. Second, and perhaps more
importantly, the book was meant to educate the dominant
culture about Indian cultures. In the final paragraph of her
introduction, Curtis sums up her intent:
If The Indians^ Book can help to a recognition of
primitive men as men of latent capabilities; if it can
help in ever so small a degree to herald the day when
adult races wisely shall guide child races, and
civilization nourish the genius of every people, then
will this utterance of the North American Indians be
not for the race alone, but for all humanity. (IB xxxi)
As the previous discussion has shown, the humanitarian
project of recording material for Indians to use conflicts
at several points with the book's rhetoric of colonization.
A further complication appears when we look at the re
publications of The Indians' Book. Curtis's frames for the
book, as described in the previous section, are refreoned in
the book's subsequent editions. The outermost layer of
introductoiry material in later editions focuses on Curtis
herself, causing "the recorder" to become a subject.
Analysis of these new frames in the context of The Indians'
Book's republication history will show that while the book
continues to have value for scholars, the colonizing
rhetoric apparent in Curtis's introduction is presented
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without critique as recently as 1987. While Curtis is
certainly worthy of respect, she must also stand critique.
Curtis's rhetoric may be analyzed in the context of her time
and understood as being at least partially a product of its
cultural context. Nevertheless, the cultiiral and
intellectual context has chemged in this ninety years since
the book was first published. This fact must be brought to
bear upon the text.
The Indians' Book's first republication was in 1923,
shortly after Oirtis's untimely death. According to its
editor Bridgheun Curtis, who wrote the 1923 preface, Curtis
had planned in 1921 "to teUce up the preparation of a re
issue of The Indiems' Book, to which task she would have
brought an even greater knowledge of the Indian and an even
deeper insight into the art of primitive man" (IB 1923 v).
Here I want to look at the ways in which Curtis beccuae known
to the reading pviblic which encountered her book in its
1923, 1935, 1950, and 1968 editions. All four of these
reprints contain the original 1907 text in its untouched
entirety. Some photos were replaced and two appendices
containing songs and stories published between 1907 and 1923
were added. These reprints also contain the 1923 preface,
appended in front of the original introductory material
discussed above. The only noteworthy distinction aunong these
editions that I am aware of is a new pictorial cover and
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back-jacket blurb on the 1968 Dover edition. The 1987
edition is different for several reasons, as will be seen
below.
The 1923 ThB Indians' Book maJces Curtis the text's
first focal point, a development which the writer herself
would not likely have wished for, given her 1907 statements
effacing her presence and agency. The preface, indeed,
begins with this statement:
Natalie Curtis (Mrs. Paul Burlin) died in Paris,
October 23, 1921, almost immediately after having been
struck by a motor car while crossing a street. (IB 1923
V)

The 1923 edition is cleeurly in part a tribute to a woman
whose career was emerging at full strength when she died.
Such a tribute to her "many years of unselfish effort" (IB
1923 V)

is fitting. The preface summarizes The Indians'^

Book's success:
Widely reviewed both here and abroad, it won instant
recognition not only for the amazing accuracy of the
musical transcriptions, but for the revelation of the
Indian's artistic genius and for the light which it
shed on the inner thoughts and aspirations of primitive
man. (v)
The preface provides further information of crucial
importance to an understanding of C\irtis's work. Reminding
readers of the United States Government's policies in force
at the time of Cxirtis's field work (ca. 1903-1905), Bridgheun
Curtis notes that then "Native songs were absolutely
forbidden in the government schools . . . [and] the wealth
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of indigenous music, poetry, and legend was not only
neglected, but was being rapidly obliterated by the steady
pressiire of the government's effort to crush the Indian as
rapidly as possible into the white man's mold" (IB 1923 vi).
Curtis's work, of course, called these practices into
question. The preface next notes Theodore Roosevelt's
influence and support, and mention is made of "enlightened"
policy changes and reforms "which Miss Curtis advocated" (IB
1923 vii). The preface here places Curtis centrally in the
cause of Indian rights, showing her to have been influential
both personally and through her published work. Curtis
emerges as a scholar, a teacher, an advocate, a hero. Her
influence, the preface notes, led to a reintroduction of
Indian songs and arts into United States Indian schools'
curricula. Bridgheun Curtis emphasizes the urgency and
importance of Curtis's work:
That this change in policy ceuae too late to benefit the
older generation of Indians or to preserve their
distinctive qualities of character in the younger, was
a matter of regret to Miss Curtis; but she was happy in
the knowledge that the leJaor of compiling the book was
completed just in time before much of the material held
only in the memory of the older Indians should with
their death be forever lost to the world. (IB 1923 vii)
This crisis rhetoric both adds to Cuirtis's reputation and
offers an alarmist interpretation of the possible futures
available for Indian peoples at the turn of the centtiry.
Because this statement and others like it remained appended
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-to ThB Indians' Book without editorial comment from the 1923
edition to the 1968 edition, the idea of the "vanishing"
Indian has been allowed to remain current as well. In a
simileu: fashion, related ideas characteristic of the period
remain in circulation. These include the idea that Native
arts could and would enrich dominant cultiire arts and the
idea that in the post-World Wear One years more people were
coming to believe in "the right of each people to racial
self-expression" (IB 1923 vii). While it is true that ideas
and beliefs such as these have enlarged some people's views
of Native American peoples and cultures, the preface remains
centered in the question of what Indians can and should do
for the dominant culture. The focus never returns to the
Indians themselves. Further, the preface never talks about
how and whether C\artis's stated project of returning the
material to the Indians themselves was realized.
What happens with such rhetoric is a fetishization of
Indian peoples and culttires. This effect is still largely
apparent in the 1968 edition of The Indians' Book. As
mentioned above, the 1935 and 1950 editions of The Indians'
Book were identical with the 1923 edition. In 1968 the book
was again reissued in "an unabridged and unaltered
republication of the second edition" (IB 1968 back cover).
The color plates were issued in black-and-white. This
paperback's cover is bright blue with a graphic
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representa'tion of three kachina dancers. It is an eye
catching cover which may be designed to appeal to the 1960's
cultiiral interest in ethnic aurts. On the cover, a new
subtitle is added: **Songs and Legends of the American
Indiems." Gone is the connection back to the Indian cultiires
themselves. The back-cover blurb characterizes this book for
its 1968 readers: "A book created wholly by the American
Indian. . . ." The book itself was of course designed
externally and produced by non-Indians. The blurb continues:
"Its musical and folk material derives directly from the
Indian oral tradition and is presented exactly as Hiss
Curtis recorded it." This factual statement is nonetheless
problematic since it seems to say that Curtis's work is
fully accurate in its representations, when in fact it is
possible that some meaning could have been lost or changed
during transcription or translation. The Dover edition
emphasizes the authenticity of the collected materials and
praises Curtis's preservation of the Indian arts.
Absent from the analysis here is an indication that it
is usual for (at least some) songs, music, poetry, stories,
and myths to change over time in response to various stimuli
including technological innovation, acculturation and/or
transculturation^. The Indians are in the Dover editions
treated as a collective, undifferentiated whole, and are
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caught in tine. Their poetry is preserved for non-Indian
posterity while their cultures are assumed to languish, if
they indeed are thought to exist any more at all. At the
late date of 1968, these concepts, stereotypes, and myths
about Indian peoples and cultures indicate that public
perceptions of Indians changed little in sixty years. Note
the use of phrasing such as "animal stories of unusual
charm" and "treasury of lore" in the back-cover blurb. Such
phrasing removes Indian cultures from contemporary reality
and casts them into a romantic, timeless past.
The most recent, 1987, edition of The Indians'^ Book
dispenses with the 1923 preface and appendices and returns
to the 1907 edition's format and content, fully replicating
the original text. The plates appear in color. The two
editorial additions are a foreword, by Robert J.
Schwendinger, and an editorial note on the book's final
page. Schwendinger takes on the task of biographer. He
characterizes Cxirtis as "one of the few pioneers to defy an
intolerant bureaucracy and [who] helped to pave the way for
scholarly efforts at study and preservation of the culture
of the Native Americans in the years that followed" (IB 1987
xi). Curtis made "an unexpected turn" from her training as a
concert pianist when she first visited the Southwest and
heard Indian songs at age twenty-five, Schwendinger notes.
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Fuirther, he characterizes The Indians' Book as "the fruits
of a moniimental odyssey of patient and loving interviews
. . . [which recorded] an oral history that was in constemt
danger of being lost forever" (IB 1987 xi).
Clearly Schwendinger's rhetoric is laudatory, yet it
may go too far in praise. While Schwendinger works
diligently to marshall evidence of Curtis's exceptional
talent and fortitude, he is himself guilty of expressing
dated and culturally insensitive sentiments about Indian
peoples and cultxires, perhaps to the point of creating a
caricature of Curtis emd her work. This is evident when he
describes Indian cultures in the singular, as if all Native
groups are emd were culturally alike. Schwendinger along
with Curtis accepts a limited seunple of the cultxiral wealth
when he acknowledges the primacy of the elders to whom
Cxirtis talked and ignores the other members of the tribal
population. Feminist anthropologist Sally Slocum wrote
"Woman the Gatherer" in 1975 and contributed to a rethinking
of ethnographic methodology along lines that included and
focused on gender differences as at least partially
determinative of cultural views. She and others argued that
women's points of view and experiences were at least as
important to ethnographic research as were men's^. These
developments were of course not considered pertinent in
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Cxirtis's time, but Schwendinger could easily have taken
their basic inclusive rather than exclusive premise into
account in his analysis. Unfortunately, Curtis's work has
yet to be read within a contemporary ethnographic context.
Such a reading is attempted here. However, it should be
stated that Schwendinger was the first Indians^ Book editor
to include a note on Th& Indians^ Book's final page, where a
swastika emblem occupies a prominent position, having, it
would seem, the last word. He correctly identifies the
ancient symbol and includes a gloss from the Sanskrit for
"swastika": well-being or benediction. Neither the 1950 nor
the 1968 editions offer editorial comment on this symbol.
When Schwendinger claims that "[Curtis's] openness,
simplicity of approach, conscience, and deep sense of
responsibility induced even the most reticent to sing to her
and explain the mysteries of their legends" (IB 1987 xii),
he fails to consider the many Indians who did not
participate. It is easy to assume that the ssunple of songs
collected is representative of the culture, or at least of
the most salient features of the culture. Yet the new
ethnography teaches us that the informants may deliberately
mislead or misinform ethnographers. While Schwendinger
characterizes Curtis's work as "seminal [sic], ... an
inspiration to many poets, artists, writers and composers"
(IB 1987 xii-xiii), it must be noted that the picture her
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work gives of even the particular Instant of recording does
not represent the culture In emythlng like a definitive way.
Yet The Indians'^ Book has come to stamd for just such an
Idea. The main problem with Schwendlnger's well-lntentloned
remeurks is that they (apparently unwittingly) participate in
a continuing colonization of Indians and their cultures by
neuning them as vanishing, by assuming that a small collected
sample represents the whole of the culture, and by failing
to see that Curtis's rhetoric is dated and, in places,
troubling for the attitudes it reflects.
In terms of its value as a collection of material which
would have been lost to scholars and general readers,
though. The Indians^ Book is a treasure which deserves to
remain available. Its strengths lie in the careful recording
performed by Curtis and in the temporally narrow yet
culturally rich glimpses the material gives into the lives
of North American Indians at a moment of great change. The
turn of the century was in many ways a threshold for Indian
cultures, and while Curtis' ideas of the Indians' possible
futures were somewhat off the mark, her works provide
Insight into the problems Indian people faced and the
possibilities they imagined. In reading Ciirtis' work, I have
attempted to look over her shoulder with a 1996 sensibility
which she can in no way have been expected to have
anticipated. By approaching Curtis' work through a reading
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of Ciurtis as she reads the Indians, I hope to have
illuminated both her passion amd her eUsilities as a writer,
thinker, ethnomusicologist, and activist. I also hope to
have offered some useful analysis of her work's legacy by
placing it in cultural and academic contexts.
Curtis' work has been praised by ethnographers and
embraced by poets, and the latter have found inspiration in
The Indians^ Book and other books which collect Indian
verbal art. Castro notes that "[d]espite the richness of its
Indian materials and Curtis' accurate commentary on its
ethnomusicological dimension. The Indians' Book beceune best
known as a collection of Indian poetry" (11). As will be
seen in the next chapter, students of Indian verbal art who
came after Curtis have demonstrated less careful attention
to informants as individuals and to the cultxiral contexts
surrounding collected works of verbal art, particularly when
the Indian materials were looked at for their "poetic"
content. It should be clear that "[e]thnologists like Ciirtis
were careful to describe the circumstances and the
'accompanying acts' of each poem or song and to mzike clear
that it was not originally intended, as poetry is, for
contemplation by a silent reader" (Castro 12). Assumptions
such as these indicate a cultiiral chauvinism and diminish
the Indian verbal art when they do not teUce the verbal art's
cultural contexts into consideration. When the verbal art is
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appropriated by non-Indians and "re-expressed," in Mary
Austin's terminology, as English lemguage poetry, an
entirely new set of questions and problems become apparent.
An inquiry into these is the project of the next chapter.
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CHAPTER THREE
MARY AUSTIN'S PRIMITIVES
AND THE FUTURE OF AMERICAN POETRY
I know of no task so salutary [as interpreting
Indian poetry] to the poet who would, first of
all, put himself in touch with the resident
genius of his own land.
Maury Austin, Introduction to
The Path on the Rainbow, 1917
In her turn-of-the-century wanderings in the California
desezrks, Mary Austin encountered first-hand some of the
Indian verbal art which inspired her 1923 book The American
Rhythm. Throughout her writings, Austin tells stories of
what led her to regard Indian verbal art and Indian cultures
with respect and esteem. Her stories converge in the pages
of The American Rhythm, where Austin distills and presents
her ideas on American and "Amerind" poetry. In this text,
Austin casts herself as the channel through which Indian
spiritual and poetic material will reach the Anglo-American
reading public, as an intercessor between the literary world
she encountered in New York and Europe and the Indian world
she encoxintered in California Paiute Indian campoodies (from
a Spanish word for Indian enceunpment)

Balancing loyalty

between these two worlds, journeying repeatedly from one to
the other, Austin theorizes an American poetry which builds
upon Native American as well as European sources, one which
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tcUces into account a variety of cultures living in contact
vrith each other, such as she had experienced in the
Southwest. Austin's vision of Americem literature
foregrounds cross-cultural life experiences primarily
because such experiences nourished her own creative,
eurtistic tempereunent.
In the remote deserts and mountains of the American
West, Austin finds a wealth of fresh and vibrant poetic
expression which she claims is as remarkable for its clarity
and power as the work of the Imagists and free-verse poets
who helped create literary modernism. Austin was aware that,
with their innovations and experimentation, American poets
of the early twentieth century changed forever the course of
poetry. Ezra Pound, T.S. Eliot, Hilda Doolittle (H.D.),
Richard Aldington, and other Imagist poets valued clear
language and vibrant imagery in poetry, and are justly
considered to have created new forms of poetic expression
which remain influential today^. Other modernist innovators,
including William Carlos Williams and Vachel Lindsay, broke
with established norms in diction, form, and choice of
subject. Mary Austin also contributed to the great mix of
ideas and cultures from which modernism was generated. Her
work on and with textual representation of North American
Indian verbal art (songs and rituals especially) provided
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the literary reading piiblic with examples of strikingly
beautiful and powerful poetry from cultural traditions
unJcnown, for the most part, to Europeem-American culture at
large. Through her attention to the forms and uses of these
poetries, Austin documented an "other** strand of American
literature which she considered as potentially influential
for and important to this nation's literary future as any
Anglo-European product.
Austin's innovations and discoveries reflect the
revision of artistic standards associated with modernism and
demonstrate the importance of her work to the period as a
whole, roughly 1900 to the late 1920s. While she cannot be
considered one of the leading modernist thinkers because of
the limited scope of her work and the marginal exposiire it
received, Austin's attention to Indian materials anticipates
a twentieth-century-long fascination with Indians by nonIndians. In this way, her writings still resonate, since
**Indianness** continues to be romanticized in the 1990s.
Also, in connection to other early twentieth century
thought, Austin's work reflects a modernist fascination with
what may be termed "the primitive,•• that which is different
in some way from the received Exiropean literary and cultural
traditions. For many American writers and artists, the
Native American Indians have represented this longed-for
Other. Power to re-imagine oneself is one aspect of a
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fascination with the primitive. Power to define America and
American literature is amother. Austin desired both types of
power. In the midst of the revolutions in ideas emd culture
which were part of the early twentieth century litereury
world, Austin's primitives help delineate questions of
power, authority, and authenticity for Indians and nonIndians, in ways which reveal how representation of one
cultvire's art in the context of another, dominant, culture
changes that art.
In fact, Austin claims in The Americeui Rhythm that
Indian poetic rhythms reflect what is developing and what is
to come for non-Indian American ar1:istic expression. She
compares the usual unaccented beat of Indian American
performance with the usual phyrric rhythm of ancient Greek
dance:
. . . to the thousands of Americans who have listened
to the swift patter of its unaccented dub dub, dub dub,
dub dub, dub dub in the plazas of Ziuii and Oraibi it is
the very pulse of emerging American consciousness. (AR
11)
Austin reaches back to the precursors of European cultxire
for her example, rejecting the received literary tradition
as many modernists did. She participates in developing what
Leah Dilworth calls "the social and cultural uses of the
primitive" (Imagining 5), a process whereby
Ci]n the modernist embrace of the primitive, the Indian
came to represent the subconscious of the national
mind, the id to the modern artist's ego, a rich and
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undercultivated region of American cultiire awaiting the
sensitive and yet powerfully transformative touch of
the modern artist. (302)
The problem, according Dilworth, is "finally, that
primitivism may seem to offer a cultural cure, but it will
always fail because of its self^reflexivity" (Imagining 26).
In Dilworth's view, Austin remains always at a remove from
the Indians themselves (see Dilworth Imagining 3 01), and
thereby remains able to work with their verbal and
performance art only in ways which serve her pxirposes and
fail to adec[uately account for the lives and cultxires of the
Indians from whom she gathers her material. Dilworth argues
that in "the assumption of an Indian narrative voice in [her
poetry], the Indian existed as a set of attributes
appropriated by nonlndians" (Imagining 11). I, too, see
Austin as participating in appropriation to some extent.
However, in the context of American literary history, Austin
demonstrates her awareness of cultural differences and her
respect for actual Indian cultures in ways which set her
work apart from that of other European-American writers who
have claimed inspiration from Native American sources.
Austin occupies a middle position, being in but not of the
two worlds she travels between, the European-American
literary and the Native American "primitive." Her work on
Indian materials demonstrates her attempts to account for
both of these powerful influences.
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Austin's broad survey, in The American Rhythm, of
various types of Indian verbal art often does include
reference to the pertinent cultural context and provides
information on cultural values as well as on eortistic
expertise^. Descriptions of Indian spiritual beliefs, for
instance, occasionally appear in Austin's introductory essay
on rhythm, providing a context for the collection of songs
and chants which makes up the rest of the book. By
juxtaposing Anglo-Eiiropean and North American Indian
poetries, Austin creates a multi-faceted work within which
and against which the "Amerindian songs" (AR 67) may be
read. Where Ezra Pound calls upon writers who wish to be
modern to "make it new," Austin wants the new American poets
of the twentieth century to look at the indigenous
literature of North America and, as it were, "msUce it old."
Austin finds the communal expression of verbal art common
among tribal people of North America more compelling and
emotionally evocative than the usual fare of traditionally
canonical poetry United States literary scholars encountered
in schools and colleges^. Many of Austin's translations or
"re-expressions" of Indian material are spare and clean
pieces which indicate no loyalty to the popular and widelyread magazine poetry of the day, which often featured ornate
language, traditional metrics and rhyme schemes, and
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Classical and Romantic allusions. Austin wants American
poetry to be allied with the landscape of North America, to
be connected to the lives of the people, and, even, to be a
medium for spiritual expression and growth. For this to
happen, Austin maintains, the poets must connect themselves
to the verbal eurt of the aboriginal Americans.
One of Austin's main points in The American Rhythm
concerns the democratic nature of Native American societies.
Austin felt the Indian cultures were fundamentally
democratic in strxicture and that their ideas of democracy
were more closely related to those of the Ancient Greeks
than to Evuropean civilization. She believed they thus
provided a potentially liberating example for EuropeanAmerican society, which seemed to Austin to be poised on the
verge of redefining itself in contradistinction to its
European roots. She saw an America which needed to connect
itself to its own landmass and native peoples in order to
define its own art. Austin writes of a deeply-rooted sense
of "group-mindedness" (AR 16 and ff) which pervades Native
American society. She mentions Whitman as a poet who
attempted and failed to achieve representation of "the
democratic experience," and then chairacterizes Indian verbal
art as succeeding where the Anglo-European poet fell short:
All this time there was an American race singing in
tune with the beloved environment, to the measures of
life-sustaining gestures, tadcing the material of their
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songs out of "the democra-tic experience and the profound
desire of man to assimilate himself to the Allness as
it is displayed to him in all the peacock splendor of
the Americcui continent. (AR 19)
Austin's in-tent is -to offer "the Indian example as em
artistic and cultural outcome which European-Americans
should seek. However, her portrayals of Indian cultvure at
times romanticize "Indianness" and reduce the diversity and
complexity of North American Indian cultures to a general
category, a straw man which is faced off against dominant
culture aesthetics. With this rhetorical move, Austin
succeeds in calling her culture's values into question. Here
she seems to ally herself with those modernists who wanted
to recreate the dominant culture by finding new sources of
inspiration. However, she misrepresents Native American art
and cultures with her broad, general statements, which
collapse all Indian peoples and cultures into a single
category. This move colonizes Indians because it represents
them as undifferentiated others. As Dilworth explains.
Artists, anthropologists, promoters of tourism, and
writers followed in the weUce of the political conquest
of Native Americans and established an essentially
colonial relationship with them. All the people engaged
in medcing representations of Indians used Indian
cultiures as a kind of raw material that they turned
into art, scientific data, or dollars. (Imagining 10)
Thus Austin's was not a radical approach. It participated
with the dominant European-American cultxire in changing
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forever the lives sund cultures of Indian people with little
regard for self-determination on their parts.
The newness Pound and other modernist expatriots sought
in Europe bec2une availeible to Austin when she encountered
the West. A first-generation native of Illinois, Austin
found herself on the California desert homesteading frontier
before she txirned twenty, and she spent sixteen years living
in that remote and challenging land. There she met and
talked with everyone from sheepherders to gold miners,
spending time around Ccunpfires listening to stories. Austin
knew many Indian people and spent time listening to their
stories as well. The cross-cultural experience of living
close by and in friendly connection with Indians, Basque
shepherds, Mexican ranchers, and others provided for Austin
a means of separating from the middle-class propriety of
small-town Illinois in which she had not fit. Her eclectic
background included training in Methodism, wide reading,
scientific study at Blackburn College where she earned a
Bachelor's degree, mystical experiences which began at the
age of six, and apparent psychological isolation. These are
some of the features of Austin's background which were to be
filtered through her new experiences in the west and either
overcome or transformed. Melody Graulich describes how
Austin's particular journey to the frontier resonates with
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larger, cultural ideas about westering in the nineteenth
cent\iry;
In associating the movement west, literal and
metaphorical, with imaginative vision, spiritual
wholeness, psychological liberation, and creative
power, Austin identified the central pattern of her
life with the best spirit of the American dream. (18)
The desire for wholeness and power Austin felt pushed her to
apply what she had learned in the Midwest to a new land.
Mary Austin's life changed when she went West,
primarily because once there she established confidence in
her art and her writing. In her autobiography Earth Horizon,
Austin credits the influence of "Indians who could teach her
[Austin] something of the inner meaning of art (Earth 69)^.
In particular, Austin claims her association with some
Paiute people honed her artistic talents and inspired her.
Austin claims to owe h.er artistic aweOcening to the Paiutes'
influence (Graulich 8). For Austin, contact with cultures so
different from her own served as a catalyst to her personal
drive to succeed as a writer. Through her experiences with
Indian people and lifeways, in particular, Austin became
able to stand outside the somewhat narrow confines of her
upbringing and recreate herself on the frontier in a
patently American way. Her friendships with Indians fueled
this development. But the guestion remains, was Austin's
artistic development accomplished at the expense of the
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American Indian cultiires which she seems -to have valued so
highly? What might Austin's interest mean for the Paiute
people with whom she sheared stories and daily tasks? When
Austin leaves the California deserts and enters upon her
career as a writer first in San Francisco and Carmel,
California, and later in New York and Santa Fe, how might
her relationship to the Indian materials she obtained in
California have changed?

These questions fuel my analysis

of Austin's The American Rhythm.
In The American Rhythm, Austin attempts to theorize a
democratic, communal, and geographically detenained North
American poetry which can be based on excunples of Native
American verbal art. She hopes to revive non-Indian Americeui
literature with these efforts. But her claims go further.
Austin writes in detail about the fundsunental sources of all
poetry, which she claims are found in rhythmic movement and
song, communal ritual, personal religious and spiritual
practices, and the land in which and with which the poet
lives. For her, Indian verbal art provides a local. North
American example of poetry which differs from that based on
the "rhythms of privilege" (AR 13) which drive elite,
academic Etiropean-American poetry studied in universities
(AR 15). Austin's purpose in teaching about Indian verbal
art is to strengthen and enliven the work of non-Indian
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poets by exposing them to the craft and effectiveness of
this art.
Only secondarily does Austin wish to present Indian
verbal eurt as valuable on its own terms, in its own cultural
contexts. There is the implication in her work that what a
European-American writer would produce in response to the
environment would necessarily differ from the aboriginal
product she sets up as an exeunple. For instance, Austin's
discussion of Sandburg's use of technological and industrial
imagery in The American Rhythm reads his work as an
interpretation of a particular version of the American
environment or landscape. Austin's emphasis displaces the
Indian verbal art, detaching it from its cultural,
performance, and ritual contexts. It alters the material
because it renders a filtered version of the original, a
version based upon Austin's particular situation as an
outsider and her positions as a woman and as a member of the
dominant culture. In preparing Indian materials for nonIndian readers, Austin attempts to transfer the spirit of
the powerful poetry she has found to non-Indian poetry in a
manner which sometimes threatens to displace the original
uses of the work. Michael Castro notes that "... the
nonverbal components of a given work [are] inseparable from
the verbal ones and , . . they [are] crucial to the song's
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overall power" (12). In a f\urther point: which is directed at
Austin and others, he remairks that:
Unlike the ethnographers, . . . poets reinterpreting
Indian poetry rarely resorted to explanatory
commentaries. Instead, they tended to exercise
considerable freedom as treunslators, seeking to capture
in their interpretations the hidden meanings and spirit
of the originals. That is, they often tried to build
into the words the nonverbal components of meaning,
converting chants to lyrics. Often, . . . the intent
and meaning of the original were ultimately distorted
or lost in the translation. (12)
Thus while The American Rhythm presents a truly
valuable contribution to the history of American literature,
it must be read with caution. It is not an ethnography. It
is an impression of a series of encounters with various
cultiires and with various, isolated performances of verbal
art. If Austin's large project, her genuinely sunbitious
theory, proposes exciting ideas about the future of American
poetry, it does so even as it tends to overgeneralize about
Indians and Indian cultures. By setting up the Indians as a
^yp^/ by medcing general statements about Indian culture and
beliefs, Austin diminishes the individual Indians with whom
she spoke and serves ill the widely diverse peoples whose
verbal art she gathered and re>expressed. Yet Austin cannot
be entirely bleuned for her insensitivity, since her time and
culture expected nothing more and indeed had little idea
that Indian cult\ire and art could offer artistic
inspiration. Austin's naive enthusiasm does at times border
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on appropriation, in emy event, emd must be analyzed from
this standpoint.
For Austin, poetry possess great social and spiritual
significance and cannot be contained on an academic shelf,
as can much Exiropean-American poetry. In this, Austin agrees
with the modernist innovators Pound and Wyndam Lewis,
although Austin's position tends not to be as extreme as
that represented in Lewis' BLASTS. Austin's vision is not a
revolution. Instead, she sees poetry as a means for
connecting with what she calls "the Allness," with
revelatory experience and heightened sensation, and, more
importantly, with community. Austin pursues an American
poetry she sees as springing from a creative, vibrant mind
on a quest for transcendent experience'. Austin herself
explains that:
[the effect of my sixteen years of living near Indians
in the West] was to convince me . . . that the earliest
suffusing flush of human consciousness under a sense of
its relation to the Allness is immensely more important
to our social solutions than our far-derived culture of
the universities has permitted us to realize. (AR 40)
The metaphysical connection Austin hoped to achieve for
herself and open for others determined her devotion to
Indian materials^.
Austin draws upon field experiences with Indian
cultures to create her text. This is a fairly direct method
of collection, although in it inhere some problems such as
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transcription, tremslation, amd verification of translated
texts. In addition, she gathers Indian verbal art from
soxirces further removed from Indians: these include
ethnographic texts, primarily those published by the Bureau
of American Ethnolocfy since the 1880s. Austin's The American
Rhythm thus does emerge as a window on Indian life and art,
but one which provides a limited perspective. The book does
not see or present Indian life and cultures in their
entireties, and the view which is presented has been
filtered.
Austin and the Modernist Innovators:
A Close Reading of her Re-Expressions
While Austin is not currently recognized as a modernist
(and would likely reject the title if consulted), much of
her work is iconoclastic in form or intent. Her work in The
American Rhythm demonstrates her commitment to innovation in
literary form. In contrast to both the usual magazine filler
verse and that of well-established, traditional poets such
as Longfellow, Austin's Indian-inspired verse contains
features which clearly qualify as modern. Further, Austin
claims precedent over the "free-versifiers [who in 1914]
burst upon the world with loud cries of self-discovery" (AR
65). Austin had completed and published most of her reexpressions of Indian verbal reprinted in The American
Rhythm "by 1910 and much of it was published by 1914" (AR
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65) in various magazines. She wanted this acknowledged, and
The American Rhythm is her attempt at asserting what she
felt were her revolutionary poetics. Leaving aside for now
the question of whether she is claiming this precedence for
herself as a translator/poet or for the Indians as
originators, it must be acknowledged that Austin's examples
share textual and stylistic features with a wide variety of
modernist poems.
In the discussion which follows, I refer to the works
not as Indian but as Austin's. This is because of the vague
manner in which she recorded her poems' "sources" and
because of Austin's method of re-expression, which involved
inspired and creative translation and took little account of
the verbal art's original context. By looking at the texts
themselves, at the feat\ires which Austin chose for her reexpressions, I will delineate the various modern aspects of
her "Indian" poetry and point out relevant comparisons with
then-c\u:rent published poems. Also, I leave for another time
the poetry of Austin's which does not directly claim Indian
sources, since my argument focuses on the "re-expressed"
materials. Fmrther, here I concentrate on the re-expressions
of the 1923 edition, since these are the ones Austin claims
to have published prior to 1912.
Cadenced or free verse is the theoretical backdrop for
Austin's idea of the landscape line as developed in The
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American Rhythm, This discussion appears near the end of her
essay. Austin has been aurguing that because of the
fundamentally democratic nature of both Native American
culture and European-American culture and because of both
cultures' experience of the North American continent, the
two cultures should show a "tendency" to produce poetry in
similar forms (54). These forms are of course not related to
the traditional metric structures of E\iropean or American
verse particular especially to England. Instead, they are
freer and conform to "the landscape line, the line shaped by
its own inner necessities" (54). Here Austin echoes
discussions of organic form as opposed to prescribed form
which surround the free verse controversy. Austin provides
this description of free verse's organizational structure:
Mold or rhyme-pattern, so far as it exists for the
aboriginal exists only as a point of rest for the verse
to flow into and out of as a mountain stream flows in
and out of ripple-linked pools. It is this leap of the
running streeun of poetic inspiration from level to
level, whose course cannot be determined by anything
except the natiire of the ground traversed, which I have
called the landscape line. The length of the leaps, and
the sequence of pattern rectirrences will be conditioned
by the subjectively coordinated motor rhythms
associated with the particular emotional flow. (56)
The "ground traversed" in this passage is of course
figurative rather than literal, although many readers
overlook Austin's use of metaphorical arguments. A free
verse structure does not dismiss order. It instills an other
order. An exeunple is found in Austin's use of repetition of
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the phrase "oh, long, long" in "The Grass on the Mountain"
(70), which creates a structiiral pattern of organization.
The phrase opens the poem and repeats exactly halfway
through the poem, emphasizing the longing the people feel
for spring. Another example from Austin is found in the use
of some end rhyme in "Neither Spirit Nor Bird." Nine of the
poem's twenty-three lines rhyme, ending with the hard
consonant combination "rd":
Neither spirit nor bird;
That was my flute you heard
Last night by the river
When you caune with yoxir wicker jar
Where the river drags the willows.
That was my flute you heard . . . (91)
Both these exeunples of principles of free verse can be
compared to effects T.S. Eliot achieves in his free verse
poem "The Love-Song of J. Alfred Prufrock";
Let us go then, you and I,
When the evening is spread out against the sky
Like a patient etherized upon a table;
Let us go, through certain half-deserted streets . . .
(3)
Eliot's urban landscape certainly flows along its own
landscape line, as do the thoughts of Prufrock. The poems
repeating phrases are the pools into which Prufrock sinks
and eventually drowns: "In the room the women come and
go/talking of Michelangelo" (4).
Unlike Eliot's, Austin's texts and her speedcers are
generally free of irony. This is where Austin's texts most
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clearly peurallel Whitman's. Whitman was said to "[have
taken] himself with immense seriousness" (Walt Whitman's
Career 800). On the other hand, the "primitive" figure which
Austin's texts seek to evoke was not the jaded modern, the
weetry cosmopolitan, the depressed clerk. In reaching for a
"deeper" spiritual significance, Austin rejected certain
versions of the modern pose. The "Indian" voices Austin
represents sound naive when placed next to the edgy
uncertainties of Eliot's speakers.
Straightforweurd grief is expressed in Austin's "Lament
of a Man For His Son," the last lines of which read:
But I, here, I sun the stalk that the seed-gatherers
Descrying empty, afar, left standing.
Son, my son!
What is life to me, now you are departed? (84)
The image clearly resembles Eliot's 1925 "Hollow Men":
We are the hollow men
We are the stuffed men
Leaning together
Headpiece filled with straw. Alas! . . . (56)
Eliot or Pound (or even Harriet Monroe) might well have
suggested to Austin that she cut the final two lines from
her poem to strengthen its emotional effect through
compression of the image and avoidance of sentimentality.
Such is the nattire of modernist experimentation in verse.
Pound's well-known dicta that poets use "absolutely no word
which does not contribute to the presentation" would be the
guideline which Austin failed to follow here.
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The two poems which open Austin's collection echo some
early Poiind poems, particulaurly his treuislations form the
Chinese. Austin's "Heeurt's Friend" sets up a two-part
comparison between the speeJcer's beloved and aspects of the
night sky which in similaur in tone to Pound's "A virginal,"
though less lyrical and thereby more imagistic. **Heeart's
Friend's" spare form is evocative of subtly expressed
longing, as is the brief, compact Pound poem "The Jewel
Stairs' Grievance," in which the speeJcer awaits a taurdy
lover at night. Pound appends a detailed footnote explaining
the significance of his poem's imagery. The note cleurifies
the injured nature of the speaker by providing (what seems
to be) a reliable analysis of the context for readers who
may not be familiar with the culture and time from which the
poem is brought. Austin, in her poem, leaves the reader to
infer a similar sense of loss. Her poem indicates longing
indirectly as well, through its repetition of similar
stanzas. The first stanza takes place "at day's end" while
the second notes that the moon has passed "to the sky's
end," indicating that the lover has waited through the
night, as Pound's spezUcer waited. In Austin's poem, the
repetition of the three lines "But she is fairer, / And she
is dearer, / She, my heart's friend I" (69) at the end of
each stanza sets up a contrast. The night's passing has
clearly been presented, and the repeated lines evoke sorrow.
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Austin's "The Grass On the Mountain,** which she
identifies as being *'from the Paiute,'* expresses longing for
change, longing for spring to come. Austin fills the poem
with concrete images of euiimals, meals, and the waiting
people, who are '*wearied of our huts / and the smolcy smell
of our garments** (70). In its compact structxire emd plain
expression of desire, it in similar to Pound's •*The River
Merchant's Wife: A Letter.** In Pound's poem, the speaker
states:
If you are coming down through the narrows of the river
Kiang,
Please let me know beforehand.
And I will come out to meet you
As far as Cho-fu-Sa. (Selected 53)
The setting here, exotic to Eiiropean-American readers yet
specific enough to create an effect of verisimilitude, is
similar to Austin's evocation of the tents, the snow, and
the grass. Both poets use a setting and spesUcer which are
unfeuniliar enough to compel interest, letting the cultural
differences between the original (Chinese and American
Indian) poets and the readers work as background material
for expressions of universal hiiman emotions. Both poets
understate rather than overstate. They allow the imagery to
carry the poem's meaning in a spare, modern manner.
Other parallels present themselves in Austin's third
**Glyph*' from the Washoe-Paiute and Pound's "The Retxirn."
Both poems again rely on concrete imagery to express
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emotion. Pound's poem pays attention to the "slow feet" and
xineven pace of those returning, and to the hounds that
accompemied them. They return in defeat, in disorder, in
despair, as is clean: in the poem's final line: "Slow on the
leash, \ pallid the leash-men!" (Selected 24). In Austin's
poem, it is the buzzeurds who represent the speeJcers'
despair:
Truly buzzards
Around my sky are circling I
For my soul festers.
And an odor of corruption
Betrays me to disaster.
Meanness, betrayal and spite
Come flockwise.
To maOce me aware
Of sickness and death within me.
My sky is full of the dreadful sound
Of the wings of unsuccesses. (Selected 90}
In comparison to Pound's clarity and restraint, however,
Austin's style here is overblown and borders on the
melodramatic. Were the final and longest stanza cut,
however, Austin's poem would approach the level of
compaction which is characteristic of much Imagist poetry.
Austin says too much here to qualify as an imagist. Instead,
her expressiveness echoes Romantic poetry in its overt
angst.
There are places where Austin does write imagist poems.
The best of these compare favorably with early poems by H.D.
For instemce, Austin's two "Papago Love Songs" (88) are
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similar to H.D.'s '*Sea Poppies." In these poems, the setting
2md the thing described work together to express the
iinstated emotion. In Austin:
On Papago Mountain
The dying quarry
Looked at me with my love's eyes. (88)
In H.D.:
Beautiful, wide-spread,
fire upon leaf,
what meadow yields
so fragrant a leaf
as your bright leaf? (1462)
Other similarities exist between some of Austin's work and
H.O.'s later pieces. Both writers create strong women
speedcers who question the compromised positions in which
patriarchal society has placed them in. For Austin, this is
expressed in "Song of the Mateless Woman," (100) and for
H.D. it is expressed in "Eurydice" (1462-1465).
Austin's re-expressions are rarely read closely and
even more rarely are they read next to poems of which they
are contemporaries. The brief remarks I have made so far
begin to delineate those aspects of Austin's work which
parallel in certain ways certain features of modern poetry.
I will continue by briefly outlining further
correspondences, leaving the close reading of the poems I
mention for another time.
There is attention to local, everyday detail in
Austin's work which is also present in William Ceurlos
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Williams' work. Again Austin lacks the sense of modernist
irony seen in much of Willieuos' poetzry. Yet Austin's poems
occasionally pay enough attention to cleurity of detail to
compeure favorably with Willizuns' work. Related to this
imagistic precision is Austin's attempt to do what Willisuns
does when he attempts to represent the language of "the
folk'* in his poetry. Austin's texts at times exhibit what
might be called a stereotypical Indian idiom, one which
reflects cultural presumptions more than it does any
awareness of actual Indian languages. For instance, Austin's
poems "Song for the Newborn" (72) and "Warrior's Song" (73)
use archaic phrasing and stilted grammatical constructions
to represent the voice of an Indian other. These
representations diminish the humanity of the people they are
meant to portray, meUcing them seem ignorant and picturesque.
It is interesting to note that Austin's textual experiments
with this type of representation are much milder than those
of Lew Sarrett, a writer who published poems full of "Ugh**s
and "How"s in Poetry magazine and other places.
There is one example in Austin's 1923 edition of The
American Rhythm which attempts to create a larger
performance context for the poetry, "Young Men's Song" (76).
The poem is not attributed to any particular tribe despite
the fact that Austin would seem to have heard it due to its
presentation on the page. The poem includes performance
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directions, nonsense voc2U3les, and much repetition, which
indicate its source was a live performzmce. The glossable
text (words which may be translated into English) consists
of eleven lines. The remaining nine lines of the poem
represent sounds that, as Austin notes, eure meant "to
attract the attention of War god." This piece may usefully
be read next to some of Vachel Lindsay's poetry. In both,
the poet is invoking more than the reader'^s intellectual and
emotional engagement. Both reach toward a loud, rhythmic,
even visceral and tactile reading. Austin includes no other
such texts in her collection.
In brief, then, it should be clear that Austin's
literary production and experimentation was teJcing place not
in a vacuum but within a very lively and diverse poetic
context. Fxirther, while it not possible to determine the
extent to which the various poets and poetries mentioned
influenced each other, it can be said that the reexpressions Austin made of "Amerindiem" poetry share many
featiires with other modernist works.

Cultural Representations in The American Rhythm
The American Rhythm*s 1923 first edition opens with a
sixty-five page essay proposing Austin's theories on poetry,
rhythm, and landscape. The essay is followed by a collection
of poetry, some of which is noted by the author to have
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Xndizm soiirces and be "re-expressed" in English.
Essentially, the term "re-expression" indicates that the
poems in the book are recastings of Austin's experiences of
Indiem poetry rather than direct translations of Indian
verbal art. To complicate matters, some of the poetry is
Austin's original work. In the second edition of The
American Rhythm, published seven years later in 1930, Austin
includes a nineteen-page addenda to the essay, adds some
more exeunples of her re-expressions of Indian poetry, and
eliminates her own original poetry from the collection. With
this new edition. The American Rhythm appears to become less
a book about or by Austin and more a book about and "by" the
Indians themselves. Since the poems identified as Indian in
both editions eure accompanied by nothing more than a phrase
such as "from the Paiute" or "from the Shoshone," readers
are left to wonder whether or when Austin took out her
notebook to record some version of the poem presented on the
page, from whom and in what language. Her acknowledgements
refer only to her previous publications of the poems
included. And while Austin mentions that she owes much to
the work of anthropologists and ethnographers (AR 65), she
never specifically indicates which poems in her collection
were gleaned from which Bureau of American Ethnography
reports or other sources, which would place them at one
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remove from verbatim or direct recording and open the
possibility of mistranslation.
Such an approach c«m raise questions eUsout Austin's
project, for while Austin's attachment to aind respect for
the Indians she knew and observed is clearly genuine, her
published versions of their verbal eurt can only be
considered to have a problematic relationship to the
'*authentic" versions. While she may have been considered an
expert on things Indian and particularly on Native American
songs and poetry, Austin was trained neither as an
ethnographer nor a linguist. She knew no Indian languages.
Her amateur status may therefore seem to cast dispersions
upon her abilities as translator or creator of reexpressions. How are readers to be certain that her versions
represent an "authentic" Indian poem or song? James Clifford
writes against such objections when he discusses the fictive
nature of ethnography, which creates a situation in which "a
whole structure of expectations about authenticity in art
and cultxire is thrown into doubt" (14). Yet the translations
need to be made, the re-expressions published, because even
though authenticity is constantly in question, truth (and
perhaps poetry) still emerge. According to Clifford,
. . . ethnographic texts are orchestrations of
multivocal exchanges occurring in politically charged
situations. The subjectivities produced in these often
unequal exchanges—whether of "natives" or of visiting
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pazrticipan't-observers—are constructed domains of
truth, serious fictions. (10)
Austin's training and methodology may be less important than
in-depth knowledge of Native American cultures and lifeways
and her firsthand experience. These set her apart from the
great majority of Americans and from most Eiiropean-American
literary figures who wrote at the time about Native American
literature. Further, her sympathetic perspective may be the
most telling feature of her expertise. Following Clifford, I
will consider her re-expressions "serious fictions" and read
them as reflecting "the condition of offcenteredness" he
associates with ethnography, with being in "a state of[one's
own] culture while looking at [another] cultiare" (94).
For instance, to be fair to the Indians who provided
the original source material for the re-expressions found in
Austin's book, it must be said that Austin to a certain
extent appropriated their poetic expression and
remanufactiired it to serve her own purposes. Her failvire to
name the performers, speeUcers, or poets whose work she used
is at odds with current field recording practices'. Austin's
work similarly reveals little about the cultural or
performance contexts of the verbal art she re-presents.
Austin appears to find the specific, local cultural contexts
less important than her own perceptions of Indian lifeways
and the surrounding environment. Yet, this difficulty of
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inter-cultxiral translation is ignored in Austin's essay, and
the poems as re-expressed by Austin come to stand for Indiem
verbal art and Indians (see Dilworth Imagining 12).
Fvirther complications exist in the project of assessing
Austin's ideas about Indian verbal art and her presentation
of it to the reading public. For one thing, while her time
spent among Indians provides her with a basically
sympathetic perspective, Austin's ideas remain aligned with
nineteenth-century notions of race and evolutionaury theory'".
Austin is not "in" the cultures she writes so movingly
about, even to the extent of being a participant-observer
who attempts and "emic" approach, one in which the culture
is studied from the perspective of its own belief systems to
the extent that this is possible for an outsider. Such an
approach demands an ironic sense of self (see Clifford), and
Austin is unable to stop tadcing herself and her culture
seriously. She is no cultural relativist, nor would she be
expected to be in the early twentieth century. Her vision of
Native American life remains an outsider's, at least partly
because she is too much of a Victorian to feel otherwise.
Austin is given to invoking, in the manner of nineteenthcentury social Darwinists, a progressive scale of cultures.
For instance, in The American Rhythm Austin alludes to a
"scale" of social and cultural development ranging from
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••primitive" to "civilized," and names a group of people (the
Boto-Cudos) as being "low on the scale" (AR 194 n 3}. She
also states her presumption that "the major state of the
primitive mind [is] one of uncomplicated awareness" (AR 153
n 10), as if Native American people possess, by nature, a
different sort of mind, brain, or awareness than their more
"civilized" neighbors, the European-Americans.
Even in her own time, Austin's attitudes toward
"others" were remarked upon. In a recent article, Charles
Scruggs notes that Austin was critiqued in print in 1920 for
her anti-Semitic views. The charges of racial prejudice
appeared in the socialist daily the Call, a New York
publication. In the October 10, 1920 Call, Jean Toomer
argues that Austin's emphasis on race and racial
characteristics is a key factor in an article Austin wrote
for the Nation called "New York; Dictator of American
Criticism." As Toomer sums up his view of Austin's article:
It thus appears to me that what was nominally a valid
protest against the one-sided development of the
American intellect degenerates into a force misdirected
against the intellect vested in a single race [namely,
Jewish piiblishers in New York]. Desiring the inevitable
aunalgeunation and consequent cultural iinity. Miss
Austin's article has given new cause for old race
consciousness. Aiming at a community of cultured
differences, she serves the cause of disunion. (126)
Scruggs notes that Toomer "shows a subtle understanding of
how American prejudice spilled over lines of race or class
identity or political party or regional affiliation" (105).
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When she cheunpions the West as a viable alternative to the
Eastern center of cultiire, Austin reveals her own racial
provincialism. Contemporary readers might think her crosscultiiral experiences would have prepared her to endorse a
call for equality, but Toomer's critique indicates
otherwise.
In places in her writing, Austin patronizes rather than
respects the Indians she discusses, and by doing so she
helps to sustain if not create the myths of "noble,"
"vanishing" Indians prevalent in non-Indian cultiire. For
instance, in Austin's children's book The BasketmakBr, a
Paiute woman character teaches a young Eviropean-American boy
that her tribes lives have improved since European contact,
even though their cultiire is shown to have been uprooted and
fundeuaentally altered. Likewise, Austin shows
ethnocentricity when she misteikenly assumes that her
translations transparently render the Indian verbal art into
English even though the pieces appear outside of their
cultural contexts. In this blindness to the position she
occupies, Austin replicates the work of some other E\iropeanAmerican ethnographers and collectors of Indian materials
and fails to consider her own self-reflexivity. For
instance, in her 1933 ethnographic biography Papago Woman,
Ruth Underbill meOces some automatic assumptions about
women's roles in Papago cultxire (91). These assumptions are
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based in the contesct of Underbill's own feminism and do not
necessarily apply to the people with whom she worked.
On the other hand, and at least partially in her
defense, Austin herself does not claim to represent Indian
cultiires scientifically or systematically. Her method is to
get to the heart and emotion of the verbal eurt. Austin
explains that, for her, poetry is an emotional rather than
an intellectual medium. She begins her description of her
method of creating the re-expressions with a traditional
apologia in which she denies being either "an authority on
things Indian," a translator, or a poet. Since the
collection of verbal art in poetic form in The American
Rhythm is, admittedly, some sort of translation, Austin must
explain this claim. She defines her work in contrast to
traditional anthropological translation, by which she means
transliteration or word-by-word transcription:
My method has been, by preference, to saturate myself
in the poem, in the life that produced it emd the
environment that cradled that life, so that when the
point of crystallization is reached, I myself gave
forth a poem which bears, I hope, a genetic resemblance
to the Amerind song that was my point of contact. (AR
38)
In this metaphorical act of reproduction, Austin seems to
take on the role of surrogate mother of the poem, carrying
it through its development/gestation to the point of its
maturity ("crystallization"), and on through its delivery
into printed form in English. All the while she is concerned
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to maintain the poem's authenticity as Indian, its "genetic
resemblance" to its original version. The original;
poem/song ("point of contact") remains an ancestor of parent
(a father?) to the new and hybrid text. Austin claims and
even celebrates her own agency in the textual production,
acknowledging that she herself formed and shaped the text
based upon her knowledge of the people, culture, and
landscape from which it ceune. Austin meikes clear that the
language represented in the piece and the form the piece
teikes within its own cultural context are less important to
her than the impulse, emotion, or ideas found there^^.
Also of secondary concern is the poem's aesthetic
dimension. Austin offers this fxirther clarification of her
method: "In my own interpretations I have been feeling
rather for a full expression of Indian thought, than for
mere lyric quality" (Introduction xxvii). Her use of the
word "mere" may be a hedge against traditionalists who might
find her spare re-expressions too modern. On the other hand,
this word may indicate Austin's ambivalence about her role
as poet. By claiming to work for accuracy of one sort or
another, she could insulate herself against charges of
mediocrity as a poet. In either case, Austin emerges as the
artist who created and transmitted the piece of verbal art.
Even though Austin carefully continues to refer to her work
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as "interpretation" and "re-expression," it nonetheless is
more hers them the Indians'.
In the scune short, central section of The American
Rhythm where she describes her method, Austin describes her
background and her acc[uaintance with native American
cultures. A close look at this section reveals many of
Austin's assumptions and some of her stereotypes about
Indian people, and will serve to characterize the eunbivalent
and sometimes self-contradictory attitudes Austin expresses
regeurding Indian culture, verbal art, and people. In her own
words, she "lapped up Indians as a part of a novelist's
tormented and unremitting search for adequate concepts of
life and society, and throve upon them" (AR 38). Her hunger
for intellectual life while living in the southern
California deserts sent her travelling on horseback, alone
or with guides. These excursions included various brief
visits to Indian encsunpments where she says she "lived
sincerely among Indians"(40).
Austin found moments of connection to Indian life and
culture in experiential relation to individuals occupied
with day-to-day life. She found her way into Indian
campoodies (enceunpments) and stayed, learning how to make
baskets, listening to stories and gossip, experiencing the
rhythm of daily tasks. In a vivid and memorable passage,
Austin explains her method: she claims to have "a mimetic
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temperamen-t which drives [her] toward t:he understanding of
life by living it" (AR 40). Apparently, Austin sat down,
listened, and learned. The passage conjures em image of
Austin on the ground, barefoot with her hair loose, working
at a basket. She is looking for a connection to "the
Allness,** so she sings with the Indian women and finds that
connection. Escaping for a while the constraints of her own
culture, Austin finds access to "the collective mind" which
puts her in touch with a transcendent state of
"superconsciousness." Here Austin finds that what she has
learned from the Indians enables her to experience "moments
of community"with them. Based on this and similar
experiences, Austin claims to have, at times, been an
Indian'^. In the notably qualified passage in question, she
states:
. . . when I say that I eua not, have never been, nor
offered myself, as an authority on things Amerindian, I
do not wish to have it understood that I may not, at
times, have succeeded in being an Indian. (AR 41}
Five negatives appear in this brief passage. The passage
intends, grammatically, to state that Austin did in fact
succeed at times in being an Indian. Since she does not meJce
her claim directly, readers are left to wonder what caused
the passage's convolutions. Austin's indirection may
indicate self-effacement; perhaps she didn't wish to appear
to make claims which would require either greater talent or
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greater experience than she can offer. Through her use of
negatives, however, what Austin defers is the status of
"expert"'^. She wishes to claiia an indeterminate sense of
Xndianness, which became available to her through her
associations with Indian people and cultures. Austin would
rather seem to "be" an Indian than profess to know about
them, at least in these pellucid moments of selftranscendence. Austin the seeker finds herself grounded, at
home, if only temporarily, and wishes to abandon her
analytic, European-American, scientifically trained self.
This reported moment of illumination is similar to her
reported childhood mystical experiences. Austin's
appreciation of Indian culture becomes a potential source of
psychic healing as well as a powerful rhetorical device.
Austin's experience of living at least momentarily in
concert with members of a different culture anchors the text
of The American Rhythm's essay and seems intended to
establish Austin's authority as interpreter of Indian poetic
texts. Austin comes across as sympathetic to the Indian
people with whom she sat, and to what she seems to know
about their cultures. Her choice of a first-person
intrusion, in this passage, into an essay whose style is
otherwise detached and scholarly indicates her level of
personal involvement with Indian issues. It is also a clever
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rhe-torical device in tha-t it moves tihe reader into close
contact with Indians. By presenting herself as having
briefly "been" an Indian^ Austin breeUcs through cultural
stereotyping and, again momentarily, places the Indian
cultures on a par with her (and her reader's) own.
The narrative voice in this passage echoes a narrative
voice found in Austin's highly effective short fiction,
especially the collection Lost Borders. The storyteller
there and here is seemingly authoritative, knowledgeable yet
unwilling beyond a certain point to proselytize. She is an
observer who partially presents a world to readers then
slips away into the shadows, leaving the audience to draw
its own conclusions. The effect of this narrator's presence
in the fiction is one of verisimilitude and authority. When
the narrator mentions that the stories she is reporting have
come directly to her, readers accept the partial and oddsounding explanations she offers more readily than they
might accept the same stories told by a third-person
narrator or an omniscient narrative voice. Here, in The
American Rhythm, the effect is much the saune. Austin's
authority to re-create Indian verbal art in English is
established by her reported proximity to and intimacy with
the people creating the art.
There are other ways in which Austin enabled herself to
claim authority in the field of American Indian art and
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cultxire. Austin lived in the midst of a European-Americem
litereury coinmunity which was busy defining and redefining
itself. Her experiences in the California deserts and in the
cause of Indian rights enabled her to enter this
revolutionary conversation about American literatiire. Austin
travelled extensively lectiiring on vaurious subjects central
to her writing. Her topics frequently centered on Indian
dance, ritual, and verbal art. Her contribution on
"aboriginal" American literature in 1921 to the Cambridge
History of American Literature establishes her as an
authority in the field. These contributions of Austin's have
long been overlooked. Larry Evers points out that Austin's
statements on poetics may offer the greatest potential for
further study of her work (Evers xxiii). Austin finds in
Indian cultures and literatures characteristics which she
feels will renew, save, and even redeem Western literature
if not Western culture. According to Austin, Native American
literary, poetic, and dramatic exeunples would repair and
replace worn out European ones, ones which immigrants from
Europe, the new Americans, had set out to escape in the
first place'^.
Writing as she did at a time of literary and artistic
experimentation, Austin's forthright and didactic tone, her
assumption of authority regarding her material, is not
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siirprising'^. Austin was one of many writers of her time
concerned with Native American materials. Some of her
associates, both eeurly and late in her career, were deeply
involved in the collection, preservation, and publication of
Indian and Hispanic arts and literature. These include
Charles Lummis, Austin's eaurly mentor; Mabel Dodge Luhan;
Alice Corbin Henderson; and many others. This awareness of
traditions other than the Anglo-European sets Austin and
these others apart from the expatriots, such as Pound, who
rejected American culture and its particular literary
future. It also sets Austin and these apart from the
populist, Midwestern branch of modernist innovation
represented by Carl Sandburg, Vachel Lindsay, Edgar Lee
Masters, and others. This group was championed by Chicagoan
Harriet Monroe in Poetry magazine. (See chapter 4 for a
discussion of Monroe). Again Austin is an outsider, a
dweller along the margins.
Austin's intentions as expressed in The American Rhythm
were supportive of Native American arts and cultures even if
they were focused more for a European-American readership
than for the people who created the verbal art in question.
The liberties teiken by Austin in terms of collection and
translation were taken with respect for Indian cultxires and
literature even though they reflect attitudes which are
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dated euid racially-oriented. Austin's work, then is a mix of
evolutionist argument and true, poetic appreciation. It
opens Indian literature for Eiiropean-American readers of the
time. At the same time, it closes the possibility of Indian
persistence and survival. By acknowledging zmd supporting
the expressed desire of European-Americans to create a new
society on this continent, Austin accepts the premise that
Indian cultures will give way before European-American ones.
Melody Graulich notes that **[f]rom the landscape and the
Native American cultures of the Southwest, Austin learned
her art" (Introduction 2). This statement reflects Austin's
project: her own work and success as an artist were ever
central to her interest in Indians. Austin's altruism was
limited. To her, as to many of her contemporaries, the
Indian presence was temporary and doomed to fade. Her task
is to salvage some Native American eurtistry before this
happens, to attempt to shore up remnants of cultures she
personally values^^. Because she does not see the possibility
of a continued Indian culture in the United States, she
wishes for American literature to learn what it can from the
Indians before they and their lifeways disappear. Thus her
work remains valuable on its own terms only if readers are
careful to read it as her work, not as Indian verbal art. I
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would like to allow Austin's narrator her hubris while
recognizing her presumptions of omniscience.

Expressing the American Rhythm
Whether or not Indians eure disappeeoring, the leindmass
of North America will remain. Austin anchors her discussion
of the future of American poetry in her ideas of the
landscape line, a theory James Ruppert calls "geographic
deterainism" (Mary Austin 378). Austin finds it inevitable
that a European civilization cannot be directly transplanted
onto the "new" North American continent. Rather, she claims
that a melding of cultures must, at least to some extent,
tedce place. The European-American cannot help but be
influenced by the land, people, and lifeways encountered
here (see Kolodny for an argument along these lines). For
Austin, the land is the predominant shaping force for an
individual, a society, a culture". It is a sometimes
sentient entity to which people must adapt as it adapts to
them and their influences. When she enters this discussion,
Austin effectively leaves the Indians behind, for her work
here assumes a landmass which is, if not empty and awaiting
inscription, then erasable. Indian influence, as mentioned
above, is disappearing.
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Among others, Austin's friend the poet Witter Bynner
doubted her "success as to establishing an Indian rhythm as
[being] basically important to the rhythm of American art"
(231). Bynner piiblished poetry widely in magazines and lived
much of his adult life in the artists and writers commiinity
in Santa Fe, New Mexico. He is noted as a translator,
especially from the Chinese, and as an advocate of the
preservation of Indian and Hispanic cultures. He finds
Eiiropean-American art far too deeply embedded in Eiiropean
models and traditions to be easily revised. On the other
hand, he states that, "I consider [Indian rhythm] immensely
important relative to American life" (231). Bynner is able
to separate art from life while Austin is attempting to join
the two together. In fact, her entire project is based on
blurring the distinctions between "high" and "low" culture:
[for native Americans] the language of literature was
the common vehicle of daily life. . . . [which] made
for a state of things for which we are now vaguely
striving in America, in which all the literature will
be the possession of all the people, and the
distinction between 'popular' and real literature will
cease to exist. (Aboriginal 610)
Bynner also objected to her focus on only the natural
landscape in her formulations of the American rhythm. He
says:
But I think you could relate it much better to
Broadway, to haberdashery advertisements, to electric
signs, to Ziegfield ballets, to night clubs, and even
to clairvoyant parlors up and down Manhattan Island,
than to the quintessence of our life as exhibited.
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however badly, in [Carl] Sandburg, or you, or myself.
(232)
Bynner is of a more pragmatic txim than Austin. Her need for
Indians was a deeper need than he seemed to understand. For
her, the psychic connection to them, albeit a romemticized
and remote one, was necessary for her existence as am
artist. She satisfied a spiritual and a mystical hunger
through her experience of Indian art and cultures, not an
intellectual or even aesthetic one. Bynner is one of the
many who failed to see the roots of her interest in and
devotion to ideas about Native Americans.
Austin's style may be to blaune for much misreading of
her work, especially her ideas on rhythm and landscape. As
Ruppert carefully shows in his discussion of The American
Rhythm, she often leaves arguments incomplete and fails to
provide examples which illustrate the points she does meUce
(Mary Austin 388). Ruppert cogently summarizes his view of
the difficulties of reading the book:
Unfortunately, in explaining the landscape line, Austin
is never clear enough to make the concept readily
accessible to her readers and critics. Almost certainly
she is not specifying a new analytical tool, but
voicing an insight created on a personal, intuitive
level. Readers are asked to follow with common sense,
trust her prophetic realization, and validate the
concept of the landscape line in their own study. . . .
[She] has not shown us the path. (Mary Austin 380).
Perhaps this explains why her work has had little critical
attention until recently. Austin's aversion to scholarship
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and her desire for creative rather than analytical
expression do not fit with the usual scholzurly endeavor.
Austin says:
I see myself, primarily, as a creative thinker . . .
which X feel entails a higher obligation than that of
stodgy and meticulous demonstration for the
uninitiated, of what has come to me through the regulau:
channels of scholarly experience, (qtd. in Ruppert,
Mary Austin 389)
Austin herself is the best source for the way in which
The American Rhythm should be read. The book is based on a
series of lectures on what Austin's biographer claims is
"her theory that the so-called 'new' American free verse was
grounded in the ancient rhythmic measures of the American
Indian" (Fink 198-99). However problematic Fink's
formulation of the theory, the fact remains that Austin was
urged to write by some of those who heard the lectures,
including George Bernard Shaw (Fink 199). In a letter to her
friend Douglas T. MacDougal, Austin writes candidly about
her project, then underway in New York:
I don't really care about all this scientific
confirmation [of my theories].. I sua going through the
paces of that merely out of consideration for the
number of people who won't be able to discover what I
am talking about unless I drag them over the rocky road
of laboratory experiment
But I got to that
place on wings of pure delight, (qtd. in Fink 202)
Perhaps here is a clue to the difficult style of Austin's
essay in The American Rhythm,. Austin was writing for an
audience which she expected would not share her poetic and
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mystical approach, and she was not enthusiastic about
attempting to reach them on what she considered their own
terns. Further on in the seune letter she states:
And what X am really interested in isn't the theory of
rhythm, but [in] being able to experience rhythm in all
its varieties. I like to dive into a rhythmic streeun
like a fish in the gulf current and go where it teUces
me. I like to be a sun swinging through space. . . Best
of all X like to flash into the life rhythm of some
other hvunan being, and find myself suddenly knowing all
about what it was, is now and will be. Then X like to
repeat some of these experiences by writing books or
poems about them. (qtd. in Fink 202}
Austin sounds like her creative self here, like that
spiritual and mystic self which she attempted to sc[uelch in
her "theoretical" book.
Another side of Austin is revealed when she speaks of
the financial failure of The American Rhythm after it came
out. She called it "a total failure . . . literally" (qtd.
in Fink 218). There is no market for the book, and Austin is
concerned that its lack of popularity will destroy her
prospects of continued book and magazine contracts, forcing
her into financial ruin (Fink 218). Xn the case of The
American Rhythm, it is possible to say that perhaps Asutin
should have followed her heart and written an untheoretical
book, since the book she wrote was not entirely reflective
of her ideas and since it was not even successful.
Xn her autobiography, Austin mentions the book briefly,
stating that after an early lull the book beceune more
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populeuT, and a new, expanded edition was brought out within
a few years (Earth 345). She mentions the reviewers, many of
whom she felt misread her ideas: "Most of the reviewers took
it for granted that I had said that American poetry was
derived from Indian, and scoffed at the idea" (Earth 345)^'.
The clearest evocation I have read of Austin's American
Rhythm is found in her description of one of Diego Rivera's
murals, which she saw in Mexico:
[We saw] how the artist had worked himself into the
work, how it had grown upon him, filled him out until
it ballooned about him like a cloud. We began to arrive
at patterns of communality; the patterns of the people;
patterns of braided hair and little bare feet sticking
out below benches, and figures drawn into ovals of
rebosas; patterns of activity; the slow ripe movement
of women's bodies; patterns of color and emotion, of
compassion, of gratitude, of relief; beautiful, more
than beautiful. I saw the patterns of machinery;
machines made into elements of design, and the patterns
that ceune out in the people responsively. I began to
fill and overflow with tears. These were patterns I had
long known, the patterns of the American Rhythm. (Earth
365).
What Austin perhaps should have been is a poet. Therein her
soul and many of her talents seem to lie.

But, especially

in this book on the American Rhythm, the teacher and
cultural translator took precedence over the poet, and the
ideas which Austin treasured deeply were left relatively
inaccessible. By prophesying about the proper directions for
the "new" poetry, Austin failed to enact it. Unlike some of
her contemporaries such as Pound and Eliot, who can combine
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theoretical with creative work, Austin remains caught
between two worlds, imperfectly tremslating both, living
passionately with both.
Also, Austin intends to educate and enlighten the
European-American reading public about Indians as she knows
them. She does not work directly in the Indians' interest,
as Natalie Curtis has been seen to have done. Instead,
Austin is invested in living the life of a self-supporting,
working writer in the mainstream of contemporary publishing.
Aside from her Indian connections and perhaps in part
because of them, Mary Austin is far from being a
characteristic representative of the publishing and poetry
industry operating in the early twentieth century in the
United States and in Europe^. Much of her energy was spent
trying to "meOce it" in the literary milieu which spawned the
work of the Imagists and other early modernist writers.
Beyond mere literary fzune, however, was her real need to
support herself through her writing. While she clecurly was
in touch with many of the major ideas of the day, and while
she was considered to know more than most about Indians,
Austin was never recognized as a major writer after her
death, although her writings were reasonably popular during
her lifetime and certainly extensive. Nor was she considered
a fixture in the New York literary scene. Instead, Austin
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exis-ted as a sort: of minor curiosity, one who wrote in a
treeh.ouse wickiup in Carmel, California, who left the hub of
New York for the Southwestern United States, who had her
roots and primeury allegiances always elsewhere. Her position
seems to have been one of intermediaury between the worlds of
the Indians she knew and the literaury scene which provided
for her welfare by being interested in her writing. Thus she
stood as an imperfect translator of Native American literary
culture attempting to assert her expertise to a merely
ciirious literary establishment which refused to make a
commitment to her area of study. Yet, in spite of this
marginalization, Austin's theories of poetics have regained
import:ance today.
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CHAPTER FOUR
PRESENTING THE TEXTS OF MOOERNXSM:
HARRIET MONROE'S NOSTALGIC PRIMITIVES
Poetry called "Indian** yet written by non-Indians was
published in mainstream American popular magazines from the
turn of the century on. Much of this work had overt
connections to the modernist movement in literature and was
claimed as new and as authentically American. As Americem
writers and editors asserted an American modernism through
their choices of styles, subjects, and idioms which had not
the cosmopolitan flavor of much European modernist writing,
they attempted to lay claim to an indigenous American
identity which was often mixed up with images of Native
American peoples and cultures. This motif or fetish of the
American Indian as Primitive has been explored in several
recent works'. Especially during the war years, romanticized
images of Indian peoples and cult\ires were placed before the
public in several forms. This chapter explores two
"aboriginal" issues of Poetry magazine and a 1917 anthology
of Native American poetry and attempts to account for their
genesis, their presximed authenticity, and their failvire to
disappear from a map of twentieth-centxary American
literature which initially accorded them extremely marginal
status.
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The first "aboriginal" number originated in a year of
flux and confusion at Poetry magazine. It is the February,
1917, number of Poetry, called an "eUaoriginal number" not
because it contains poetry written by Indian poets, but
because it contains poetry written by non-Indian poets who
received their inspiration from Indian materials.
Contributors included Meury Austin, Frank S. Gordon, Alice
Corbin Henderson, and Constance Lindsay Skinner. Some of the
poets collected Indian verbal art in the field, while some
found written versions of Indian verbal art in printed
matter, usually the work of ethnographers. All took varying
degrees of liberty with the material, especially regarding
"translation" and the citation of sources.
Public interest in the siibject of Indian poetry
continued, as may be inferred from Poetry magazine's second
"aboriginal number" which appeared in January of 1920. There
Austin's work appeared again, along with contributions by
Nelson Antrim Crawford, Emma Hawkridge, Alfred Kreymborg,
and Williiun H. Simpson, none of whom are Indian. A later
section of this chapter will closely exeuaine these watershed
issues of Poetry. Finally, in 1917 the first anthology of
Native American verse or verbal art was published. This book
is currently in a new edition, and its history will
considered. In general, this chapter considers the uses
poets and publishers made of these nominally Indian
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materials. The chapter as a whole aurgues that
representations of Indian peoples, cultures, and verbal art
which appeared in poetry of the period 1900 to 1924 were
instrumental in establishing a new American literary
identity at a time when modernist innovators widely rejected
received European traditions in art and literat\ire.
The chapter further argues that the non-Indians who,
however unwillingly, participated in this popularization and
mythicization of Indian peoples erased, effaced, and in
other ways perpetuated the colonization of Indians. American
literary history has long been entangled and emblazoned with
Indian motifs and images, some of which were created in the
spirit of appreciation for some version of "the primitive"
which was meant to refresh European-American cultural and
literary traditions^. When considered from the perspectives
of post-colonial and post-modern feminist theories, however,
the appropriation of Indian materials by non-Indians serves
ill the originators of the verbal and cultural material. As
I pursue this argument, I will consider theories of the
primitive invoiced by artists and writers of the early
twentieth century as well as recent feminist, cultural
studies and post-colonial studies theories.
The central figure in this chapter is Harriet Monroe,
rightfully feunous originator and editor of the highly-
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influential Poetry: A Magazine of Verse. With the help of
her assistant editor Alice Corbin Henderson and the many
crucial contributions, both editorial and litereiry, of
Poetry's foreign correspondent Ezra Pound, Monroe made her
magazine central to the literary world of 1912 to 1916.
After the gradual yet inevitaUsle breaUcup of this triumvirate
which began in 1916, Poetry lost some of its original spark
even as it established itself as a serious and innovative
vehicle for poetic experiment and excellence. The magazine,
of course, continues today. In its early years, it was
connected to all that was new and controversial in the world
of European-American poetry. That Monroe represented some
versions of nominally-"Indian" poetry or verbal art in her
magazine indicates her awareness of the power this poetry's
images could evoke and of the fascination the piiblic had
(and continues to have) with things Indian. The analysis
which follows explores what the American literary public of
the years 1912 to 1918 experienced as "American Indian
Poetry."

Harriet Monroe as Midwesterner-Tourist:
Encountering the Wild West
Harriet Monroe, a lifelong resident of Chicago and
spokesperson for her city and region, "discovered" the
"West" in the winter of 1899 when she travelled to Phoenix,
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Arizona, for several months of rest and convalescence. A
chapter in Monroe's 1937 autobiography A Poet's Life
describes her encounter with the Sonoran desert landscape
and the Grand Canyon region: "The region, so strange, so
different, lured me to an allegiemce I have never lost. I
yielded to the austere fascination of the magic wonderland X
had entered for the first time" (Poet 165). Voicing here a
romantic figtiration of the West as an exotic, otherworldly
place, Monroe creates a hymn to nature which celebrates the
"xinfamiliar laws" (Poet 165) which govern the harsh desert
and presents a Nature which is "not conciliatory and
charming; she is terrible and magnificent" (Poet 166).
Citing herself as an intruder, Monroe positions herself in
actuality as a spy, a conduit through whom the power of the
desolation she finds will reach her more domesticated
audience, the latter comfortably placed in their armchairs
at home.
Monroe published several articles on the West, and the
Grand Canyon in particular, in magazines such as The
Atlantic prior to establishing Poetry. Monroe reports on
Arizona through the figxire of a personified Nature:
With one stroke of her mighty emn she lays bare the
foundation of the earth, with one hot breath she strips
the soil; and we ventxire into those ultimate primitive
ages—the beginning and the end of things—upon whose
fiindeuaental immensity and antic[uity our boasted
civilization blooms like the flower of a day. It is not
strange, perhaps, that we should quail from this
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unfamiliar and incomprehensible beauty; so remote is it
from all our knowledge and oiir dreaming that we feel
lost for a time in the shock of an emotion too great
for o\ir souls to accept, and often deure not accept or
interpret it. (Poet 166)
Clearly Monroe peorticipates here in the great European
intellectual tradition of the sublime, which seems to have
formed and informed her expressed reaction to the landscapes
of the Southwest. The region becomes for Monroe an
embodiment of some other manner of making sense of the world
and shows her repeatedly that human efforts and
accomplishments are puny in relation to the majesty of
natiire.
Monroe's characterization of time's immensity is based
upon the geological featiires she sees. They are not
apparently subject to human use or even human presence in
her view. Instead, the huge vistas and magnificent lamd
forms are seen as having a super-hximan import, as
representing a frontier of mystery and attraction:
. . .no poet has said an adequate word for these
unexplored sublimities; history hushes before them; no
art has yet achieved them. To them the mind of man must
venture as a pioneer; there he stands face to face with
Nature, with not a human voice or foot to guide him,
measuring intrepidly the stature of his soul. (Poet
167)
Of course Monroe's rhapsody is feuailiar, an easily
recognizable objectification of nature as a powerful other
rather than as a habitable environment or as a partner in
human sxirvival. Monroe insists upon creating an antagonistic
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relationship with Natiire, one from which she hopes the poets
will wrest victory. Her mention of this initial encounter
with the wild of the West prefigiires in certain ways her
subsequent quest, through her editorial choices in Poetry
magazine, to represent what is new, challenging and
unorthodox about the artist's role in the twentieth century.
The poet who can "capture" the essence of this mighty
Western nature can transcend the beauty of Italy and the
accomplishments of the artists of the Renaissance (Monroe
Poet 166). Having recently returned from an 1899 Eiiropean
tour, Monroe juxtaposes Europe's celebrated art and human
history with that of the empty, mighty West and finds the
European lacking. In her subsequent projects, then, Monroe
may be said to build upon the preconceptions expressed in
this chapter: the power and timeless majesty of the barren
West, the artist's need to encounter and conquer this power,
the reporter's need to bring a translation of the primitive
power back home to civilization in order to revitalize a
moribund and predictable art with a "strange and mysterious
message of beauty" (Monroe Poet 166).
Monroe had previously voiced an attitude toward the
American continent and its pre-European-contact inhabitants
in her 1892 "Columbian Ode," which was written for the
opening ceremonies of Chicago's Columbian Exhibition. A
celebration of Columbus and of subsec[uent cultural and
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technological developments on this continent, the "Ode** was
read piiblicly, performed by the actress Seoreth Cowell LeMoyne
emd sung in peurt by 5,000 choral voices, and published in
national newspapers and in small, limited editions (Poet
129, 131). The "Columbian Ode's** third section esteUslishes
Monroe's reading of Anglo-European settlement. The section's
intent, according to Monroe, is to describe "the awcikening
of America—the wilderness, the pioneers battling with harsh
natvire and savage man, and conquering with a song of
triumph" (Poet 120). Thus Monroe expresses the usual
American sense of the wilderness and Indian peoples as
things to be joyfully conquered. When she later seems to
value Indian verbal art, it is from the position of one who
finds the Indians to be safely pacified and, in fact, near
extinction, as will be seen below. At the time of the
Columbian Exhibition, of course, the American public was
well aware of the seemingly imminent demise of all Indian
cultxires, with the recent 1890 Woxinded Knee Massacre
representing only the most recent and newsworthy incident in
a series of victories for the United States Army over the
dangerous "savages." Further, Frederick Jackson Turner first
read his influential essay "The Frontier in American
History" at the 1892 Exhibition, establishing there his
thesis that Indian cultiures were disappearing irrevocably.
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In contrast: to Natalie Curtis and Mary Austin, Harriet
Monroe remained an outsider to the West, a perpetual toiirist
with no interest in estedalishing a more informed
understanding of the land, its peoples, and its cultures.
She preferred to leave the West of her imagination wild, in
the sense that to Monroe, the "West" remained a realm of
imagination coded as exotic, possibly dangerous, uncivilized
and resonant of the sublime. Curtis travelled in the West at
the seune time as Monroe did, but she established friendships
with indigenous people, lived among different groups of
Indians for periods of time, and valued and recorded their
cultures and arts for the greater good, she hoped, of the
people themselves. Curtis transcended the split between
Indian and non-Indian cultures and becau&e a student and
helper of the Indian people whom she came to study. Mary
Austin similarly valued and sought out contacts with
indigenous people, finding in the cultures and lifeways she
encountered a hopeful amd spiritually-rich alternative to
the European artistic tradition from which she had emerged.
Austin lived eunong Indian people with less mediation than
Curtis did, since she cast herself as friend and pupil
rather than as recorder. Her quest was a personal attempt to
iinderstand herself as an eurtist, where Curtis wished to
understand the people with whom she worked. Both women,
however, participated in the lives of Indian people of the
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Wes-t in ways which were not sought by Monroe, who preferred
the romantic idea of thrilling, idealized West to that of a
more realistic West in which people lived and upon which
civilization inexorably encroached. Always at a remove from
the people and land which she found, and seemingly unable to
disengage her consciousness from the received European
intellectual traditions which shaped her, Monroe was the
consiunmate tourist.
In August of 1901, Monroe travelled with her sister via
the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway to Arizona to
witness the SneJce Dance at Hopi. She reports: "The trip to
the 'sky city' of Walpi . . . was perhaps my most authentic
experience of our wildest West" (Poet 170). A common tourist
destination, the Hopi SneUce Dance was marketed by the Fred
Harvey Company to non-Indians who could afford tourism as
just such an attraction^. Barbara A. Babcock argues that
"the Southwest is America's Orient" (Pueblo Women 406),
invoking the postcolonial ideas of Edward Said as she
identifies the cultiiral forces which contributed to Monroe's
trip to the Pueblos*. The capitalist process of tourism
based on the railroad and on the disposable income of
certain citizens enabled Monroe to reach the remote Hopi
Mesas. LeeQi Dilworth points out that "between the turn of
the century and World War I . . . . [t]he Harvey Company in
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its relationship with the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe
Railway was the most powerful agent of tourism in the
[southwest] region" (Discovering 159). Further, the tourist
trips which the Heurvey Company organized were "a kind of
reenactment of the Columbian discovery narrative" (Dilworth
Discovering 159). Monroe bought the role of toiirist whole
cloth, offering no sense of any ironic or reflexive
awareness of herself as a privileged dominant-culture
spectator. And this was entirely in character for Monroe,
who was certainly one of the retainers of "the genteel
tradition" (Homberger 153, 158) of modernism rather than of
the radical.
Dilworth expands her ideas of the uses tourists made
and make of the "spectacle" of living Indian cultxures in the
Southwest:
The cult\iral and economic incorporation of the
Southwest, in which the Harvey Company and the Santa Fe
were primary agents, caused profound disruptions and
changes euaong Native American communities. . . [Yet],
[e]ven as the railroad "conc[uered" the region, it amd
the Harvey Company set about preserving the "vanisliing"
Indian. . . . [These companies] were nostalgic not for
what was actually destroyed but for an Indian that
never existed; in the interest of selling tickets amd
hotel accommodations in the region, the two
corporations constructed a version of Indian life that
reflected American middle-class desires. (Discovering
159)
Thus the Native people and their culture, especially as
viewed from their perspectives, are absent.
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As Monroe describes the Snake Dance, it is '*the most
ancient rite on earth—a strange survival of primitive
animal worship in this age and country of colleges and
automobiles'* (Poet 173). The titillation offered by this
"survival" resonates with the Victorian notion of the
survival itself, indicating that Monroe's embrace of
modernism is mediated by her unself-conscious affiliation
with cultural evolutionism. (The latter is in some ways
similar to that of Mary Austin). What is lost in the
transaction is the Indian people of the Southwest^

As

Babcock concludes, "Ci]n many ways, tourism and a market for
exotic objects has maintained Orientalism and aesthetic
primitivism in a structure of domination more insidious than
religious and military colonization" (Pueblo Cultural Bodies
51). The "exotic object," the product which, a decade later,
Monroe acquires and redistributes in her magazine is a
version of Native American verbal art which has been
stylized and mediated as just such a commodity. It could,
perhaps, be argued that a concern for aesthetics rather than
for capitalism drives these appropriations of poetry, but in
the end Monroe's project is market-driven.
Claire Badeurocco's 1995 Trading Words: Poetry,
Typography, and Illustrated Books in the Modern Literary
Economy, for instance, argues that art and commerce were
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inextricsibly linked in the opening years of the twentieth
century:
Between 1900 and 1940 the meurketplace transformed
literary cult\ire, the web of writing, printing,
promoting, zmd reading that made it possible for some
people to meUce a living from words. Ordinary English
and Americem readers in these yeeurs ceune to value all
printing for its eibility to speeik to them, whether it
conveyed a commercial message or poetic image. It was a
change that was revolutionary in its implications. (1)
Monroe, early on, cast in her lot with those who would meOce
their living "from words." In the process, she and her
associates created systems of images, themes, and poetic
techniques which ccune to be known as modernist. Even in the
writing of her autobiography, there was an "image" to sell.
In this case, the image for sale is Monroe's naive and
ingenuous encounter with "the primitive" as represented for
her and other Anglo-Americans by the Hopi SneOce Dance.
In her descriptions of the Sneike Dance itself, Monroe
exults about the beauty and strangeness of what she
witnesses, calling the morning run of the young men, "[f]ree
and wild and beautiful beyond words" (Poet 172). The people
who participate in the ritual are seldom Monroe's subjects.
Rather, the spectacle as a whole represents for her the
power of the desert landscape:
. . . there, six hundred feet above the plain, it
seemed as if all the arts had united in a symphony of
the desert as authentic, as humanly expressive in its
dramatic beauty and violence, as any great national
festival of any clime or time. (Poet 173)
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Moved by the ritual even though she reports little knowledge
as to its significance for the Hopi, Monroe finds in the
Snake Dance an enco\inter with the immensity of time which
resembles that of her descriptions of the desert. Here her
detached yet raptly attentive attitude echoes a widespread
modernist impulse which seeks to own and interpret texts,
images or artifacts without becoming involved in their
surrounding cultural materials or meanings. Witnessing the
Snake Dance at Hopi is for Monroe an opportunity to create
imaginatively for herself a relationship with a transcendent
past unavailable to her within the confines of her own
cultural experience. While she certainly does not experience
the Snedce Dance in a manner meaningful to Hopi people, she
does use the moment of the spectacle to retread her own
aesthetic sensibilities, and so can be said to appreciate
the ritual's power even as she fails to fathom its
significamce. Monroe writes:
We were living in an earlier day when old Time was
yoxing—this was not our familiaor modern world. Soon it
would be over forever—nothing so perfect, so ancient,
could survive without loss, without change, against the
waves of alien life, against intruders like ourselves.
(Poet 173)
Here Monroe expresses an attitude, common at the time, that
sees Indian people and cultures as vanishing. For instance,
Robert F. Berkhofer claims in his 1978 work The White Man's
Indian that "[b]oth popular and academic historians in the
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last decades of the nineteenth centviry accepted the premises
of Indian inferiority and the necessity for the
disappearance of Native Americans before the westward
movement of White civilization** (108). Perhaps the
prevalence of this attitude explains why Monroe does not
express interest in understanding the cultural context of
the Snake Dance: it is too far removed from her "modern
world" to be considered as having its own system of logic
and/or purpose, or perhaps such an understanding is after
all unnecessary because the Hopi, she felt, would not long
survive as a culture.
In either case, Monroe positions herself as an
"intruder," as one who contributes to the inevitable demise
of the "perfect," "ancient" world, a fragment of which
Monroe witnesses. Monroe participates in a one-sided
encounter with Indian cultxire, for she sees it only from her
own perspective. While this is surely the usual experience
for non-Indian tourists of the time, I would like to argue
that Monroe's experience at Hopi and her earlier experiences
in other parts of Arizona predisposed her to the
romanticized and in other ways suspect versions of Native
American literature which later foiind their way into Poetry
magazine, which will be exeuained below. While these texts
were never central to the magazine, they formed a crucial
part of the text of modernism, and especially American
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literary modernism, which Monroe attempted to delineate in
her magazine. In her representations of versions of Indian
verbal eurt, that is, Monroe constructed a vision of the
"primitive" Indian Other which contributed to the modernist
project of reclaiming a romantic and distant past with which
the recent European past could be replaced^. Fxirther, Monroe
contributed to a reconstruction of this past (these pasts)
in a manner which Herbert Schneidau suggests is
fundeunentally modern in his 1991 Waking Giants:
The enabling act of Modernism may well have been the
treatment of the "chthonic" religion of Greece by the
C2unbridge anthropologists, especially Jane Hsurrison. .
. . [who] treated . . . the obscure local, earthcentered cults [which preceded Classical Greek
religion] more as life-giving soil, without which the
Olympian religion appears merely etiolated. This
embrace of the archaic started many trains of thought,
eventuating in a new fascination with such phenomena
first as "roots," then as objects of interest in their
own right. ... We can now see that the Modernists
made a discovery rivalling that of Columbus: like him,
they found the New by seeking the Old. (24)
As early as 1901, then, Monroe participates in a type of
categorization of the Indian Other as remote and benevolent,
in touch with the earth and with the vast scopes of
geological time, and perishing before her very eyes. Why
would she not wish to preserve whatever vestiges of the
Other's culture she could, acting in a sense as the shorerup of these ruins, as the producer of a text which would
keep ideas of Indianness before the modern, literary reading
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piiblic? Perhaps the answer lies in the manner in which she
failed to recognize the humanity of the people whose rituals
seemed to so move her. In contrast to the work of Harrison
and, arguably, to that of other modernist writers who
seeorched for inspirations beyond the Europeeui tradition, the
work of Monroe and others who encountered Native Americans
needed to deal with living Others whose social, cultural and
political reality threatened to disrupt the fundeunentally
aesthetic or theoretical relationship which the
writers/editors wished to establish with the exotic
"Indians." While, as has been seen, many artists and writers
who encountered Indian peoples and cultiires did become wellintentioned if sometimes misguided advocates of them, Monroe
preferred to keep the "ancient" and the "wild" alive
imaginatively for herself by declining to accept the
Indians' realness. It is as if Monroe read the Sna^ce Dance
as Harrison may have read the religions of Ancient Greece,
as distant and immutable (that is to say, cultvirally "pure")
excunples of different ways of making sense of one's place in
the cosmos.
On their journey to the Snake Dance, Monroe and her
sister encountered various pictxiresgue Others of whom Monroe
writes. This group does not include any Indian individuals,
even though it does include European-Americans whom Monroe
does not consider her social equals. Monroe defines these
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Others according to class and region, revealing her sense of
privilege as she indicates that she and her sister were
entertained by their experiences with these representatives
of local color: drovers, porters, and cowboys, one of whom
is cited as speeUcing "true American richly salted with humor
of a strictly indigenous brand** (Poet 172). By signalling
this accent and speaking style as "true American," Monroe
plays out an assumption common eunong urban, well-to-do
European-Americans of that time and this, that the continent
was empty prior to E\iropean contact and that the descendants
of the original European-American settlers eore to be
considered the indigenous Americans, by virtue of their
having been born on this continent. The anecdote about this
particular drover places his true "Americanness" in contrast
with that of another tourist, Percival Lowell, the
astronomer and member of the aristocratic Boston feuaily.
Monroe asserts her populism by joining forces with the
drover against the overbearing Lowell; she and her sister
prefer the company of the former, particularly for his
stories that create for them a great impression of the
"wild" West. She thereby positions herself as cheunpion of
American folk wit, art and style. Nevertheless, Monroe is
vinable to disentangle herself socially from the other
tourists, even though she has fun at the Boston BreUimin's
expense. She describes the Hopi ritual glowingly, but
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remains enchanted primeurily by the "interesting people
everywhere," (Poet 173), explicitly described as her fellow
Eiiropean-American tourists. Apparently, the Hopi sure not
seen as "people." A decade later, these ideas \inderlie
Monroe's approach to the redefinition of Americanness which
she asserts through the poetry and editorial material
published in her magazine.

Poetry Magazine and Monroe's Search for an Authentic
American Modernism: The First "Aboriginal" Number
Monroe initiated her Poetry: A Magazine of Verse with
the idea that poetry is given short shrift by the arts
establishment (Poet 242)^. As the idea of the magazine
develops, Monroe emphasizes to her financial backers the
need to support innovative and "fresh" (Poet 250) poetry,
searching for "traces of a new vitality in the art" (Poet
250). Along with her well-known intentions to pay her poets
for their work and to publish "serious" poetry, Monroe
expressed this ideal in her 1912 "poet's circular"
(reprinted in Poet 251), which was sent to a group of poets
whose work Monroe had found "interesting" (Poet 251):
. . . we ask the poets to send us their best verse. We
promise to refuse nothing because it is too good,
whatever be the natiire of its excellence. We shall read
with special interest poems of modern significance
. . . (reprinted in Poet 252)
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Monroe reiterated this idea in her editorial in the first
number of Poetry. She describes her project in terms which
indicate that, along with representing all that is new and
of quality, she hopes to create a "refuge" (Poet 289) for
"Beauty" and "Truth," thus establishing her feunous
"catholic" approach or "open door policy."
In the second number of Poetry, Monroe continued her
characterization of her magazine's mission by insisting that
poetry submitted reveal some aspect of "The New Beauty,"
which "must inspire every artist worthy of the age he lives
in" (reprinted in Poet 326). Thus innovation amd
experimentation are valued. Yet Monroe asks that her poets
be aware of their "ancient prophetic office" (reprinted in
Poet 326), for she considers poets the stewards of culture
as well as the "leaders" in the search for beauty. Thus she
establishes her own preference for a connection to wisdom
more ancient than that of the nineteenth century, as well as
to forms more modern*. And usual, Monroe reaches for the
exotic:
It may be that alien hands will uncover the new
treasure, that in this twentieth-centxiry welter of
nations the beauty of the English language must be
rediscovered by some Russian immigrant or some traveler
from Turkestan! (reprinted in Poet 326)
Monroe's search for authentic modern voices and for new,
serious poetry reflects not only a modernist predilection
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for what is startling and innovative. It also indicates her
willingness to accept the voices of previously unrepresented
Others, who are seen as having the potential for
revolutionizing the art of poetry in the new, transnational
century. In this context, her choice to publish an
"aboriginal number," as she did in February 1917, seems
inevitable. As Helen Carr points out:
Poetry stood, in practice, for both, an
internationalist approach to poetry master-minded by
Pound and supported, for the most part, by Monroe, and
for the more nationalist promotion of American poetry,
encouraged by Monroe, in spite of Pound's intexnnittent
suspicion or ire. Both elements played their pairt in
making a new reading of Native American poetry
possible. (222)
Carr's work does not analyze the poetry itself or engage
with issues of collection or translation. My readings, which
follow, place the poems themselves in relation to ideas and
issues of cultxiral appropriation they seem to me to
represent.
Harriet Monroe's influences on the twentieth-century
literature scene are becoming better understood. Up until
the last several years, when she has received more critical
attention, Monroe has stood in the shadow of Ezra Pound.
Writing in 1976, for instance, Eric Homberger characterizes
Poetry and Monroe's role as follows:
Financially supported by a small but influential group
of cultured Chicago bourgeoisie, for a brief period
Poetry was at the forefront of the modernist movement
in America. It was due less to the efforts of Miss
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Monroe, however, than to the labor and good taste of
her foreign editor, Ezra Pound . . . (153-4)
Pound and Monroe worked together best when mediated by Alice
Corbin Henderson, Monroe's assistant editor 1912-1916, and
each needed the other to succeed in their chosen pursuits
dxuring those yeeurs. In her 1995 book FiToinen Editing
Modernism: "Little" Magazines and Literary History, Jane
Marek comments upon the lack of support and critical
attention Harriet Monroe has received: "The denigration and
dismissal of Monroe [in favor of Poimd as the most important
literary innovator associated with Poetry magazine]
throughout much of modem literary history constitutes a
telling example of the fate of many women; reexeuaining her
contributions to that history requires a change of
perspective that allows her to be seen on her own terms"
(25-26). As I examine Monroe's attitudes, as expressed in
her editorials and other writings and as exemplified in her
editorial choices for Poetry magazine, I hope to show that
Monroe did indeed deliberately and definitely shape American
literary history through her work on Poetry magazine,
particularly as regards what is considered "American" about
some of the new American poetry she published. My case in
point will be Monroe's attitudes toward poetry which
incorporated, in some fashion, systems of imagery or other
formal featiures, and/or source materials, which can be
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classified as in some way "Indiem." Of special interest here
are the so-called "aboriginal nvunbers" of Poetry, which
appeared respectively in February 1917 and January 1920.
Poetry magazine was unique in its approach to the thencurrent innovations and experimentations in poetry, helping
to establish regional and non-mainstream works as a part of
the poetry scene. Harek notes that "[i]t is likely that much
fine work in less noticed regions of the country may
ultimately trace its vitality to Poetry's 'open-door
policy,' which refused to neglect Midwestern and other
'regional' poets" (47). It is widely acknowledged that
Monroe attempted to redefine the pareuaeters of American
poetry; Marek elaborates:
Poetry argued for the existence of a distinctly
American poetry and tried to display the range that
such poetry could tedce by suppoirting minor as well as
major poets, regional work and poetry societies, other
little magazines, small-foirmat piiblications, readings,
prizes, and mcuiy other aspects of literary activity
that are now teUcen for granted (58).
She further claims that "some of [Poetry's] greatest
contributions, seen in retrospect, occurred through its
introduction of minority writers and diverse ethnic
traditions" (29). While Marek is right about the importance
of these contributions, her acceptance of the
representations of ethnic literatiures found in Poetry is
problematic, since she seems to assume that such
representations can be made directly. When, in contrast, the
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Native American materials published in Poetry are analyzed,
it is clear that the versions of Indian poetry Monroe
published are. merely versions of an imagineuiry "Indian"
poetry which is created when a non-Indian poet attempts to
represent a Native presence through poetry. It is as if she
believed there were some unmediated, authentic,
generalizable and vague sense of an American Indianness
available in the West and that poets or other non-Indians
who happened to possess an artistic capacity were capable of
rendering that Indianness for the general reading public.
Monroe made the final editorial decisions regarding
poems for her magazine. However, Monroe's choices in the
early years of the magazine were in large part determined by
her first assistant editor, Alice Corbin Henderson.

Corbin

Henderson's contributions to Poetry have leargely been
overlooked (Marek 26), an instance Marek seeks to correct.
According to Marek, Henderson "[was enthusiastic about] the
'cowboy poets,' the Native American, and the Hispanic poets
whose oral literatures drew [her] interest: after her move to
the Southwest" (Marek 28}, since Monroe and Henderson
continued to collaborate after Henderson left Chicago.
"[Henderson's] sponsorship of American ethnic literatures .
. . was an impressive innovation that underscores Poetry* s
importance" (Marek 28). Understanding Henderson's role is
critical to understanding the impact of Poetry magazine; I
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will address this topic in a later chapter devoted to
Henderson. For now, I eua interested in the ways in which
Monroe represented "Indian" poetry to her readers of Poetry
magazine.
Prior to 1917, Monroe had published poems on Indian
themes, noteJsly those of Constance Lindsay Skinner, whose
work appears as well in the 1917 number'. Skinner's West
Coast Indian Songs had in fact won a 1915 hundred-dollar
second prize in the magazine's Levinson Prize, for which
T.S. Eliot's "The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock" was
"passed over" (Williams 158). Further, the 1915 case of
Monroe's revision of Wallace Stevens' "Sunday Morning"
offers a perhaps related clue to the way in which Monroe
conceptualized the relationship between "the primitive" and
"the modern." As Ellen Williauns explains in her 1977 Harriet
Monroe and the Poetry Renaissance, Monroe "asked Stevens to
cut the poem" (157) and to rearrange the stanzas. While
Williams reports that "Stevens showed a detachment about
cutting and criticism of his manuscript that seems almost
superhuman" (158) and he "chose not to be injured by the
cutting of 'Stinday Morning'" (158), Monroe's version of the
poem displays an emphasis different from that of the
original. Specifically, Monroe printed five of the original
eight stanzas, cutting three entire stanzas. She proposed
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the new order of I, VIII, IV, V, and VII. Stevens agreed,
although "he restored the deletions and the original
sequence in subsequent printings" (Baym, et al, 1146 nl).
Among other changes, Monroe's choice of ending the poem with
stanza VII causes a "primitive" image complex to have the
final say".
In a chapter of her autobiography entitled
"Discoveries," Monroe meUces a brief mention of the 1917
aboriginal number in which she neunes the non-Indian poets
whose work fills the number, Mary Austin, Alice Corbin,
Constance Lindsay Skinner, and Frank Gordon. Monroe does not
explain the origin of the idea for her interest in this
poetry. In the chapter Monroe lays claim to various firsts,
discoveries, and innovations made by Poetry magazine, the
aboriginal issue of 1917 seeming to contribute to the mix of
various "new" types of poetry. It is important to note that
Poetry was not the first little magazine to publish such
materials.
Nevertheless, when Poetry did publish its first
"aboriginal number," the repercussions were nearly
immediate. A later section will detail the appearance in
1918 of the first anthology of Native American verbal art.
The Path on the Rainbow (later republished as American
Indian Poetry: An Anthology of Songs and Chants), edited by
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poet George Cronyn, which the first "aUaoriginal" number
inspired. As Carr points out, this anthology "meurked the
beginning of a serious and growing interest in
tremscriptions of that poetry as part of American literary
traditions*' (3). Interest in Indian materials reflected a
modernist trend of valorizing the primitive, as is argued in
chapter one. While it is laudable that Monroe and the poets
whose works she printed in the 1917 "aboriginal number"
seemed to value the Indian materials and the cultures from
which they came, a close look at the poetry itself reveals
several problems. First of all, to what extent can the
material in this number of Poetry be considered Indian? What
are the sources of the material? In what manners were the
poem/songs recorded and translated? What did the Indians
from whom the materials came think of the project, if they
were indeed at all involved in it? Can poems which nonIndian poets constructed give an accurate or even partial
view of what life was actually like for Indian poets or
Indian people, or is the "Indianness" reflected in the
poetry merely a suspect reconstruction based on romantic
ideals and imagination? If the latter is the case, why was
no one interested in finding Indian writers who could
provide material to the non-Indian public?"
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Of course, an easy answer is: the piiblic, the editors,
and the poets all wanted a non-Indian version of Indianness
with which they could be comfortable, so that their idea of
this primitive Other could develop free of the questions of
law, justice, and politics, concerns which might muddy the
ethereal ideals of Poetry in its c[uest to represent art,
rather than life. A more complex emswer would teJce into
account more of the many constraints upon Monroe and more of
the many other projects with which she was occupied in 19161917. Ellen Willieuns suggests that "One can consider 1915
the beginning of the end of Poetry's period of influence"
(158). While Williams may be all too willing to credit the
influence of Pound, who finally disassociated himself from
Poetry in 1917, as a fundamentally important part of the
magazine, it is true that the original editorial group
changed irrevocably between 1915 and 1917, and that some of
the original power of the magazine may have been lost.
Williams notes that:
[Monroe] seems distracted dxiring 1916, and the most
important cause of her distraction was the loss of
Alice Corbin Henderson, who had been her associate
editor from the beginning of Poetry. Mrs. Henderson was
very important to the magazine. She had by custom given
the first reading to all the manuscripts that ceune in
the mails, she was a clever and incisive critic, and
her presence in the office was witty and stimulating.
In the spring of 1916 she was exiled to New Mexico with
tuberculosis. (186)
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Henderson's assistant: editorship fell to Eiuiice Tietjens,
who held that post from July 1916 until June 1917. willisuns
notes that Pound "drifted altogether out of touch with
PoBtry over the winter of 1916-1917" (202), and that
"Harriet Monroe was out of the office for six weeks in the
late winter of 1917, striken with influenza" (203). By the
spring of 1917, Monroe was faced with the fact that "the
original five-year pledges [which supported the magazine]
were to rxin out in the fall of 1917" (Willi£uns 208). These
facts, enumerated by Williams, provide a frame within which
the first aboriginal number of Poetry appeared. Willieuns
does not, however, mention that number in her entire 294page history of the first ten years of PoBtxry.
Nevertheless, the number did appear. Willieuns,
apparently, does not consider the number of interest,
probably because it does not feature any "major" poems or
writers. Yet its influence was considerable. Helen Carr, who
discusses only the first "aboriginal" number of Poetry,
situates that 1917 issue in the larger context of Monroe's
project:
[Poetry] always aimed for what Harriet Monroe called
the "Great Renewal" of American poetry, and it was in
that context that the [first] Indian issue was
published. After that issue, anthologies and articles
followed, contributing to a surge of mixed concern and
admiration for Indian arts. (208)
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This "sxirge" has reappeared from time to time in twentieth
century literary history and is strong today. In terms of
the modernist projects, however, Carr finds no surprise in
this fascination with the Native primitive, because to the
modernists who embraced these figures,
. . . there were true American qualities to be
discovered in the coimtry's cultural roots—which could
include the Indian amd the land itself—qualities which
the eurtist shared, or might share, although they were
absent from American society's mainstreeun. American
artists could claim their own cultural centre, away
from Europe, by reinventing America . . . (213)
Of course, in reinventing America, the artists who picked up
"Indian" imagery and themes did so without awareness that
their appropriation diminished or ignored the Indian people
and cultures with whom the imagery and themes originated. By
representing imaginative and in some cases fanciful images
and themes connected to what is supposed to be Indian
peoples and cultiires, this art and literature failed to
represent actual Indians'^.
Carr argues that a "new artist/poet Indian" was
constructed by non-Indian writers and artists in the years
preceding 1917 and that "that image was both consolidated
and given a new inflection by the way the idea of poetry had
been shaped so powerfully within the magazine [i.e.,
Poetryy (214). This new Indian figure offered a feminized,
comfortable version of Indianness which had broad appeal".
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Carr summarizes the process of non-Indians creating
representations of Indian verbal eurt by placing it in the
context of the imperatives of modernism:
In one sense these [non-Indiem] modernist primitivists
were meiking a radical breeze with nineteenth-century
eurocentrism by ascribing to the native Americans the
ability to produce works of "eurt," that privileged
category held to be the embodiment of the finest emd
highest in the humem spirit. Yet, although they
realised, with admiration, that Indian "art" infused
their social existence in quite a different way from
that of modern society, they repeatedly imposed their
own western reified and commodified notion of art on to
processes which were part of the symbolic life and
cultural dynamic of the Indian groups. (227)
Thus the art was extracted out of its cultural contexts and
used to represent non-Indian ideas about what it meant to be
Indian or, more tellingly, what it meant to be modern. While
Carr emphasizes the agency of Indian artists, the "Indiam"
works by non-Indians represented in Poetry overlook even
this aspect in their impulse to speedc for or impersonate
verbal artists. Monroe's writers create ventriloquized
versions of some imagined Native literature from which
Native people and cultures are absent.
In an editorial in the first "aboriginal number," poet
Carl Sandburg praises ethnologist Frances Densmore's
research on Chippewa music and goes on to make a rightfullyfeunous statement based upon the literal, English-language
transcriptions of song lyrics found in Densmore's work for
the Bxireau of Ethnology:
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Suspicion arises definitely that the Red Man and his
children committed direct plagiarisms on the modern
imagists and vorticists. (255)
Sandburg meJces the connection between representations of
Indian verbal art in English and some of the experimental
verse forms characteristic of modernist poetry. While his
remeurk is ironic in tone and intent, it managed to stir up
controversy both regarding the Indian materials and the
intentions of the experimental poets. Mary Austin took the
remark to heart and argued in her 1923 book The American
Rhythm that her English-language versions of Indian verbal
eurt, which appeared to resemble Imagist poetry such as that
of Ezra Pound and Hilda Doolittle (H.D.), preceded these
more feunous poets in construction and publication. (Please
see the earlier chapter, "Mary Austin's Primitives and the
Future of American Poetry.")
Part of the attraction the Indian materials had for
Monroe may well have been their form in English, which
generally appeared to resemble free verse rather than the
traditional structures of English poetry. That this
resemblance was merely coincidental or was in fact em
accidental feature of the translation process or, further,
was completely irrelevant, did not seem to be ideas which
Monroe or other writers considered. The 1917 "eUaoriginal"
number appeared on the heels of the free verse/imagism
controversy which Poetry magazine had fomented beginning
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with its ezurliest numbers'^.

Modernist experimenters like

Pound preferred a simple, straightforward, compact form.
Ethnographers like Densmore recorded their English language
versions of Indian verbal aurt in that sort of form. So the
connection is clear regarding the appearance of the
poetry/verbal art on the page and its sound when read. But
there is a further and more elusive connection, one related
to the "primitive" nature of the Indian cultures from which
the verbal ceune and which the verbal art, in some complex
ways, was seen to express.
Monroe's comments on this first aboriginal number are
exceedingly brief, although she does draw a comparison to
the "pueblo dances" which she had witnessed:
We emphasized aboriginal cultiires with a special issue
of tribal songs from the Southwest, as interpreted by
Mary Austin, Constance Lindsay Skinner, and especially
Frank S. Gordon, whose "Sa-a-Narai" has a rhythmic
swing and a use of refrain which no one can forget who
has ever watched pueblo dances. (Poet 393)
Although she had a limited experience with Indian song and
dances, Monroe here indicates that that experience affected
her and that she retained a sense of what was different
about Indian verbal art. She has no qualms, however, about
publishing interpretations with what seem today to be little
connection to Indian arts or artists, their cultxiral
contexts, or the aesthetic systems which produced them.
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Monroe does not: discuss the genesis of the idea for the
number. Thus, Monroe's intentions remain obscure.
In emy case, it is Monroe's expressed attitudes which
are important. She goes on in her comment about the
2U3original number to praise the non-Indian poet Lew Sarett,
many of whose works later appeared in Poetry even though he
was not included in this issue. Sarett seems to have
embodied aspects of Indianness which Monroe found
fascinating:
During a lecture trip to the University of Illinois,
whither I was invited by the late Stuart P. Sherman, I
met Lew Sarett and heard him chant a Chippewa corn
dance in the original to a wild piano accompaniment of
tribal music. His rendering was so authentically
dreunatic that I begged him to translate some of these
dance songs into free verse, and was rewarded soon
after by "The Blue Duck" and a delicate Chippewa love
song, also the ironic "Council Talks"; later by "The
Box of God," which still seems to me the most beautiful
and illuminating interpretation of aboriginal religion
to be found in our literature. (Poet 393).
Monroe seems taken by what she terms Sarett's "authentic"
rendering; she does not doubt his ability to transparently
represent a Native reality to a non-Native audience.
Monroe's use of the adjective "wild" indicates her positive
assessment of Sarett's performance, and her subsec[uent
request for translations seems to be based on the "dreunatic"
nature of the performance itself, rather than on any concern
about the how well (or whether) Sarett replicated the
original. Monroe here continues to express interest in the
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spirit of the pieces, in the exotic nature of the dances and
in the emotions they evoke, as if she desires some primitive
transport to a different plane of consciousness to occur as
she experiences the rhythm, drama, and strangeness of the
powerful performances. She goes on to explain Sarett's
expertise and thereby justify her interest in the versions
of Indian verbal art he represents:
Sarett had gained his sympathetic knowledge of the
tribe through working seven summers as a guide for
hunters and fishermen vacationing in the Chippewa
reservation; and of all the poets I have known, this
son of a polyglot un-American ancestry knows and loves
most intimately our wildest West and its oldest human
and four-footed inhabitants" (Poet 393).
Always interested in presenting what is American about
America, Monroe here again positively values the "wild"
aspect of "our wildest West," which for her is intimately
linked with Indians, Indian culture, and Indian art.
By reading the Indian and the "wild West" through the
English language versions of Indian art which were her
closest connection to the Indians, Monroe displaces and
silences the Indians themselves. In their place she creates
simulations of Indians. Instead of using material which
could be said to come in a less mediated fashion from
Indians themselves, Monroe is satisfied with naming certain
non-Indian poets as experts and with publishing their work
as representative of Native American verbal art. This of
course is not surprising, as Pound, via Ernest Fenellosa,
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Witter Bynner, and other modernist poets were tremslating
and publishing materials at the time which originated in
Chinese or in classical languages. The crucial difference,
however, between Pound's tremslations and Sarett's
interpretations is that Pound's were based on written texts.
Further, they did not claim to represent living cultures.
The modernist primitives associated with North American
Indians were constructions and distortions whose
relationship to their original contexts was either assumed
to be non-problematic or was ignored. When Poetry
"emphasized aboriginal cultures,** in effect it created a set
of non-representative images smd associations which
effectively kept the Indians in their "primitive" and
pictviresgue state, as Babcock and Carr would argue. In spite
of these problems, however, the mere appearance of "Indian"
materials in Poetry asserts their importance to modernist
poetry, to the world of art and literature, and to
developing ideas of America's place within the constantlytransforming modern world. The poetry reflects some aspects
of historical reality, and it attempts to articulate an
**other" approach to the business of living and making sense
of the world, whether this approach is actually "Indian" or
not. In the end, however, it is inacciirate and dishonest to
term these experimentations either "Indian" or "aboriginal,"
although "American" would be accurate.
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In the first set of poems in the 1917 aboriginal
number, Frank S. Gordon's "Along the South Steir Trail:
Tribal Songs of the South-west," Indian themes and images
appeeur which indicate the past and future of Indians on this
continent. In the first poem, "The Tom-Tom," a series of ten
stanzas is based upon the repetition of variations of four
opening lines and two closing lines which serve to freune a
series of leunents. The opening lines establish a rhythm with
their insistent trochees:
Drum-beat, beat of drvuns,
Pebble-rattle in the gourd.
Pebble feet on drifting sand . . .
Drxim-beat, beat of dmms— (221)
According to the "Notes" at the back of this number,
presumably written by Monroe with the assistance of the
authors, "In 'The Tom-Tom' an aged warrior is beating out
once more the rhythms of his life—living over his loves,
dreams, battles, and the tragedy of his race" (275). The
first stanza laments the speeJcer's loss of his "wife-made
robe of bearskin" and its attendant power. The speeiker
despairs, in the closing lines, "O robe of mine!—/ O luck
of mine!" (221). The first five stanzas continue in this
vein, mourning in txirn the passing of the buffalo and
tepees, the massacre at Wounded Knee, feunine and loss of
loved ones to starvation, and imminent death. There is a
shift of tone in the sixth stanza, a moment of balance in
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which the speeJcer notes "One half the feather of Tirawa's
bird is white;/ The other black ..." (223), indicating
balance emd perhaps heirmony. The notes indicate that
"'Tirawa' is the name of [the speaker's] deity" (275).
The next stanza pictures a huge herd of buffalo grazing
"In garden—Star of Evening's." The syntax indicates a
presiimed lack of facility with English on the Indian
speaker's part and seems to indicate a vision of some
Heaven-like place. The eighth stanza finds red and white men
dsmcing together "brotherwise" at the site of Wounded Knee,
singing "The Nation's lullaby ..." and ending with these
closing lines, "O race of mine!/ O brothers mine!" (224).
Gordon seems to indicate a change of fortunes here for
Indian people, based upon their acceptance of the presence
and cultural influence of "white men." Peace returns in the
final two stanzas, in which a child who weaves "bead-work at
my door" cares for the aged speaker in a hogan they share,
and, finally, in which the speaker hears "soul-feet in trail
of wind," presumably as he enters the trail of death,
expressing no fear. The poem aptly sums up a desired version
of Indians as defeated, cultiirally bankrupt, sad, and,
finally acquiescent to forces greater than themselves,
willing to accept their diminished lots in life and give up
enmity against non-Indians. Interestingly, the melange of
cultural imagery, including, for instance, dwellings
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cheuracteristic of both Plains (the tepee) emd Southwest
Indian groups (the hogan) goes unremarked. The experience of
generic "Indians" replaces the experiences of various groups
of culturally, linguistically, and otherwise distinct
peoples, indicating that the non-Indian writers and editors
of this number fail to distinguish one group of Indians from
another.
In Gordon's next poem, "Sa-A Naurai," a repetition of
the title, which is not translated, follows each of forty
lines. The lines range in length from four accented beats to
eight, mostly in iambs. The lines contain statements of
advice, commands from "the sitter on the mesa" (226), which
are usually contained greunmatically within one or two lines,
in the style of aphorisms. According to the "Notes" which
c[uote Gordon, this poem "is a chant which aims 'to reflect

fairly accurately the Indian's outlook upon life' and which
is 'characteristic in its opening and close, and in its
rhythm full of repetition'" (275). The poem is framed by an
opening four lines, which place the speeJcer "on the edge of
the mesa" with the dispenser of advice, and by a final line
which reads "So I heard it chanted" (229), which may mean to
replicate a ritual closing of a song or ceremony.
No source is indicated for this poem, or for any other
of Gordon's. Whether Gordon himself received this wisdom, or
whether he heard a report of it, or whether he imaginatively
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constructed the entire setting emd dispensing of knowledge,
as well as the knowledge itself, is unlcnown. But the picture
created by the slight framing devices, the advice full of
"Indian" imagery, and the constant repetition of the
untreuislated "Sa-a Narai," work together to evoke in readers
a sense of being let in on a great mystery, one to which
only a few people, usually Indians, are privy. This sense of
voyeurism on the part of non-Indian readers (or indeed any
readers) creates an image of a mysterious and inscrutable
Indian elder who keeps the oral tradition alive by
instructing neophytes in the proper ways of living. Gordon
poses as this elder, and Monroe dispenses the wisdom to the
reading public in an act of double ventriloquism. A related
problem is Gordon and Monroe's assumption that it is
possible to represent "the Indian outlook upon life."
Apparently they consider Indian cultures homogeneous, Indian
systems of value simple and easily summarized, and Indian
people all to possess and profess beliefs similar to each
other's.
Gordon expresses the widespread popular culture idea of
Indian blood-thirstiness in "On the War-Path," a shouted
prayer for success in battle which celebrates "slay[ing":
"Crouch, spring, run!/ Hey, now go, gather, gather, bleeding
bonnets gather, huh!" (229). As a representation of Indian
values and Indian speech, this poem is somewhat problematic.
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drawing as it does on two of the more prevalent stereotypes
of Indianness, savagery and lack of coherent language.
Gordon's final poem is a tightly structiired and rhymed love
poem which offers vague and ineffectual glimpses of
"Indieuiness** in some of its diction, but which seems to have
no connection to Indieui verbal airt.
Frank S. Gordon, a physiciam by profession, is reported
in the "Notes" of this aboriginal number to have "lived much
in our Southwest and in Mexico . . ." (275). The "Notes"
further report Gordon's attitude toward his project of
writing "aboriginal" verse: "I want to do my little bit for
a vanishing and noble race" (gtd. in Poetry IX:V 275). As
the "Notes" indicate, the poets represented here are assumed
to be able to speadc for Indian people and to accurately
represent their cultures by virtue of their having been near
them, at least to the extent of having lived in "the West:"
All but one of the poets represented in this number
live, or have lived, in the wilder West of the United
States of British Coliimbia. They have derived their
interpretations of tribal folk-poetry either from
direct contact with the tribes themselves, or from love
of their art, their rhythms, and sympathy with their
ideas. (274)
Presumably, the one poet with no experience of the West is
Edward Eastaway, who does not write on Indian subjects but
is included so that Monroe will have the privilege of
publishing his work before her British competitor, Georgian
Verse (Notes 275).
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On the whole, it is difficult to determine from the
evidence in this •* aboriginal nvunber'* the extent to which the
poets based their work on Indism materials. The power of the
artistic imagination is apparently considered sufficient.
This is not surprising, however, since Monroe clearly values
the impression of aboriginalness more than she values
acciirate or even informed representations of the seune. In
the editorial which appears in this number, Monroe notes
that these poems are "from American-Indian motives"
(Aboriginal 251). The poems are to be valued for their
"folk-lore" content. In the editorial, Monroe provides a
summary of some of the ethnographic work which has been
accomplished in an effort to preserve this material, noting
the contributions of Charles Alexander Eastman, Natalie
Curtis, Frank Heunilton Cushing, the United States Bureau of
Ethnology, and so on. She includes a fairly comprehensive
list of collections of Indian folklore and verbal airt
available at the time, although she does not discriminate
between the scientific and the artistic "approach[es] to
this literatiire," (Aboriginal 251), since she finds that
these two methods "overlap" (Aboriginal 251).
Monroe also laments the inaccessibility of some of the
Bureau of Ethnology materials, stating that "it is a
reproach to our civilization that no publisher has yet dug
it out for all to see" (Aboriginal 253-4). Monroe, in her
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democra'tic spirit of inclusiveness, fails to consider the
differences eunong the types of materials. For instance, she
Itimps together the scientific collection, transcription, and
translation of Indieui verbal art made by trained scholars
and ethnographers, whose aims are generally to study the
materials and cultures for their intrinsic worth, with the
impressionistic, subjective interpretation of Indian verbal
art made by poets and other artists whose aims aure generally
to recreate expressive versions of the poetry which serve
the poet/artists' own interests.
Monroe clearly states that the poems are "not
translations, but interpretations," (Aboriginal 251) and
offers no apology for this editorial choice; her assiunptions
seems to be that it is possible to rather directly re
present this verbal art and that non-Indian poets can easily
determine and reinscribe the spirit and meaning of the
Indian verbal art. Her desire is to publish poems which
express a sense of the exotic, primitive and therefore
simple and seemingly "authentic" Indianness so that her
reader can experience for themselves the attraction of these
subjects:
Vivid as such work is in its suggestion of racial
feeling and rhythm, it gives merely a hint of the
deeper resources—it is a mere outcropping of the mine.
But, although the mine exists with its stores of
treasure, the danger is that the tribes, in the process
of so-called civilization, will lose all trace of it;
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that their beautiful primitive poetry will perish among
the ruins of obliterated states. (Aboriginal 251)
This sentiment echoes Natalie Curtis' earlier worX, The
Indians'^ Book, which also sought to preserve aspects of
Indiem verbal and performemce culture. It indicates that
Monroe considers Indian art not to be vieUale on its own
terms but potentially useful to non-Indians as a source for
poetic inspiration. In this, Monroe's ideas resemble those
expressed by Mary Austin in The American Rhythm.
But Monroe is at a much fvirther remove from the Indians
themselves than were Austin or Curtis. Her position as
editor of Poetry placed her in contact with an exceptionally
wide array of poets, writers, artists, and intellectuals,
but she had no direct experience of Indian cultures other
than her brief visit to Hopi as a tourist. So her interest
in the materials differs from that of the poets she
publishes and of the ethnographers and researchers she
mentions in her editorial. Yet she must, in this aboriginal
number, place herself in the Indian world by mentioning her
experience in the "wild West" and indicating her desire to
have made poems based on Indian materials:
I myself saw the Sneike-dance of the Hopis, in the lofty
"sky-city" of Walpi; and I longed to be able to
transcribe and translate those ancient chants which
rose out of the desert as fitly as the mesa or the
sunrise. (Aboriginal 253)
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Monroe here asserts her own connection to the aboriginal
poetry and repeats her earlier-stated idea that the Indians
themselves are no more important to the expression of these
chants than is the lemdscape within which the Indians live.
She manages to value the spirit and inspired natiire of the
poetry without acknowledging the hximan component of its
creation. Perhaps this explains why she fails to imderstand
or express an understanding of the problems of collection,
transcription, and translation with which so many other
advocates of Indian verbal art work.
Alice Corbin Henderson also writes in the editorial
section of this number, describing the origin of her own
poetry on Indian topics. She notes, in a rejoinder to
Monroe's argument, that "the ethnologists, who might have
done good service in this respect, have overlooked the
literary significance of the Indian songs; and the tendency
of others has been to Europeanize both sentiment and form"
(Aboriginal 265). Henderson claims to do neither, but rather
to teJce the middle ground in her "Indiem Songs," neither
adding to the originals or betraying the spirit of them:
. . . I have tcUcen t h e Indian key-note—which i s often
not more than a phrase, a single image, with variations
of musical inflection and repetition—and expanded it
very slightly. The Indiem song often means more than it
says; it is content to give the image and not to talk
about it . . . I eua indebted for my key-notes to the
literal translations accompanying Miss [Frances]
Densmore's notations of Indian music. (Aboriginal 265)
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Henderson here iden'tifies her soxirce material as the Biireau
of Ethnology Bulletins in which Densmore published her
reseeurch on Chippewa songs, games, and dances. Her method
mediates between the strictly scientific and the strictly
imaginative methods of representation of Indian verbal art,
but unlike Curtis' and Austin's, involves no reported
fieldwork.
Alice Corbin Henderson's poetry in this number appears
\inder the name "Alice Corbin." One long poem of five
stanzas, "In the Desert," precedes a selection of seven
"Indian Songs," each of which has its own subtitle. The long
poem apparently has no Indian source or connection;
Henderson writes in her editorial only of the "Indian
Songs," and the poem "In the Desert" contains references to
cultural and aesthetic assiimptions of the non-Indian world
which would seem to eliminate it from the category of
"Indian," which depends upon a stylization and simulation of
the seune. This is not to say, of course, that an Indian's
poem might not contain similar references, but to emphasize
instead that the "Indian" poetry which Poetry published
generally falls into these two categories: first, material
which has presumed Indian roots, and second, materials which
has been inspired by ideas of "the West" and "Indianness"
but which has no discernable connection, however tenuous, to
Indian verbal art.
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Henderson's poem "In the Desert** establishes the poet's
relationship with the majestic laoidscape of the desert
Southwest in much the same manner as Monroe's
autobiographical reports of her encounters with this '*wild**
region. The first stanza addresses *'the king of the dead,
more beautiful than sunlight,** who simultaneously attracts
and repels the speaker. A sexualized figure, the king of the
dead is '*dark,** "a dark lover,** and the speaker successfully
resists the temptation he represents:
My knees trembled, and X knew
That no other joy would be like this.
But the warm field, and the sunlight.
And the few years of my girlhood
Ceune before me and I cried.
Not yet!
Wot yet, O dark lover J (232)
The presence of death in the desert seems to echo the
anxiety associated with Henderson's removal to New Mexico,
which the diagnosis of tuberculosis necessitated (see Marek
48). The **Notes" at the end of the 1917 aboriginal number
indicate that Henderson "is now staying for a time in New
Mexico** (275). Stanza II places images of wind in the
Southwest riverbottom cottonwoods next to images of Venice's
camals and '*beautiful old houses/ Sinking quietly into
decay,** indicating that nature, as represented by sunlight's
**eternal gold** will outlast human creations. Again, this
idea resembles Monroe's in its intent to present the image
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complex of Wes't/Nattire/eternity as superior to that of
Europe/culture/temporality.
Stanza XII undercuts the previously stated faith in the
natural world, as a personified Earth is shown to possess
the power of agency and experience a nightly "moment of
indecision," as to whether to keep on turning for another
day. The effect of this hesitation focuses attention on the
minute, the daily, the eternal present, collapsing the
earlier sense of "everlasting" and eternity associated with
the desert west. The use of "arroyo" establishes setting of
this stanza. Functioning as the poem's hinge, then, the
third stanza introduces doubt about the romanticized figxire
of the west, opening the poem to a more complicated reading
of the entire metaphoric complex.
Stanza IV continues to explore the west/east dichotomy
by contrasting the "streeun of money . . . flowing down Fifth
Avenue" with "uninterrupted sky and blown sand." The stanza
reaches the conclusion that the desert, rather than the
city, contains "intense life." The poem's final stanza is an
imagistic cluster of Southwestern references: trees,
mountains, adobes, valley streeuns, bare hillsides, which
ends with a glimpse from the lush valley into the hills:
. . . bleached white paths
Give foothold to the burros.
To the black-shawled Mexican girls
Who go for water. (235)
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Here the hiunan figures of the exotic girls fiinction
metonymically to establish a sense of dailiness, safety, and
peaceful interrelationship with the desert environment. The
threat of the "king of the dead" has been reduced to a
picturesque, domesticated and even pastoral scene. Henderson
has found a seemingly peaceful means of entering the
previously threatening landscape: she finds human presences
which cultivate the land and prosper there. Yet by valuing
the "black-shawled Mexican girls" and the aspects of
primitive civilization which they as Others represent,
Henderson remains at at least one remove from even the
domesticated desert. She observes rather than peurticipates
in a productive human relationship with the unfamiliaur
landscape. She presents the Southwest as alternately
threatening and bucolic and thereby creates an unrealistic
stereotype of the region which objectifies its inhabitants
and ascribes undue human agency to its climate and physical
features.
These effects demonstrate Henderson's attitudes toward
the region which she came to call home, and this poem's
appearance in Poetry perpetuates the idea that the West is
often wild, can be provisionally domesticated but not fully
civilized, and is distinctly different from the Eastern
United States and Europe. That is, the Mexican
agriculturalists are not to be construed as representing and
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civilized cult:ure, since "Mexicanness** is clearly read at
tihis period by dominant culture readers as dark, silent and
Other. The West's primitive otherness is f\irther represented
in the verbal art. of its inhabitants, which Henderson
presents next.
Henderson's first "Indian Song," entitled "Listening,"
associates men with gods, indicating that "on the prairie"
the two can be mistaken for each other. The next poem,
"Buffalo Dance," directly addresses the buffalo, invoking
the animals' power and the presumably-Indian speedcers'
dependence upon and reverence for them. The diectic "now"
functions to provide a sense of urgency to the speeUcer's
invocation and also a sense of the performative nature of
the verbal axrt text in what may be imagined as its original
context, probably as an invocation preceding a buffalo h\int.
But this latter supposition is completely left to the
reader. No information about the sources of any of these
"Indian Songs" appears, no identification of which tribe
they are supposed to represent, of the means by which they
were collected, or of the manner in which they were
"translated" or placed into English. Of course, Henderson's
brief comment in the "Notes" at the end of the number offer
a glimpse of this information, but none is specifically
associated with the songs themselves.
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That is not to say that the poems in emd of themselves
are not effective. The third song, "Where the Fight Was,"
eerily and imagistically evokes the grief of women vho
"gather the wounded . . . [and] pick up the dead" following
a battle. The poem uses repetition, a fundamental
characteristic of much verbal art, to indicate an "Indian"
theme and source. But the poem transcends an "Indian" theme
and, with pathos, echoes the then-ciirrent laments over
weurtime losses in Europe. Two other "Indian Songs," "Fear"
2Uid "Parting" taUce up similar themes. In the first, a single
speziker expresses doubt about his ability to face "the odor
of death/ Before me," (237) tsJcing courage from thoughts of
his wife who "would weep for me." In "Parting," the
departing speeOcer knows he will die but reassures the woman
he leaves behind that "We shall both lie down/ At the foot
of the hill, and sleep" (238). A similar expression of
devotion occurs in "Courtship", where the speeUcer catalogues
the items he will present to his bride, stating that "When I
go I will give you siirely/ What you will wear if you go with
me" (237). The tone of these poems is understated, the
diction is plain, and the language is both direct and
specific. They appear in free verse form, depending more for
structure on repetition and rhythm than they do on rhyme
scheme and strict meter. Thus, the poems Henderson offers as
"Indian Songs" exemplify many of the valued characteristics
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new, modern verse, as do Henderson's other poems.

Apparently, the sxibjects here eure sufficiently exotic, the
experiences or texts which generated the poems sufficiently
"aboriginal" to merit their inclusion in this number. The
question remains: what exactly is attractive about these
themes and images? What is being valued when the
"aboriginal" is so emphatically invoked?
The two examples from Mary Austin in this number mark
her first appearance in Po&try, The number's "Notes" state
that Austin's "prose places her among the most sympathetic
interpreters of our western country, with its varied and
picturesque life" (275); here Monroe again emphasizes the
paternalistic attitude she herself often expresses toward
the West. And although Monroe does not state the extent of
Austin's publication list, which at that time included many
full-length works and numerous articles, she does mention
that Austin "has published only one book in verse . . . a
play" (275). Thus the notes seem to reflect either Monroe's
ignorance of Austin's work or an attempt on Monroe's peurt to
de-emphasize Austin's prominence.
The poems by Austin are the only in the number which
identify their sources by neuning the tribes from which they
originated. While, as argued above, there are certain
problems associated with Austin's methods of collection,
translation, and re-expression of Indian materials, these
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examples at least retain a nominal connection to their
original sources. The first, "Neither Spirit Nor Bird," is
subtitled "Shoshone Love Song." Its three stanzas follow a
loose pattern of rhyme and repetition in which the lover
attempts to attract the beloved by playing a flute, waiting
hidden in the willows along a riverbank at night. "In the
ambush of my desire," the speeiker claims, "That was no beast
that stirred—/ That was my heart you heard . . . Leaping
under the willows" (239). The natural-world setting and the
repeated neune "Wacoba" (which is left untranslated, so we
2u:e unable to determine to what or whom it refers) mark the
poem as "Indian." The connection between romantic love and
the clandestine meeting is provocative and seems to
participate in the association of "Indianness" and
primitivity with sexual expressiveness and free love, due to
its uncomplicated expression of desire: neither guilt nor
fear nor doubt is expressed in this context, and therefore
the non-Christian primitive state of sexual freedom
associated with "pagans" seems clearly invoked here.
The second Austin poem, "Prayer to the Mountain
Spirit," is sxibtitled "From the Navajo." Its rhythms are
non-Western and chant-like as it invokes the Moxintain
Spirit's help. It has a highly "Indian" sound which
resembles "Hiawatha" in its formalized diction and its
"Indian" phrasing, which creates a sense of its being a
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literal translation. Some phrases which seem to be
holophrastic in Navajo appeeur in English here as "Lord of
the small rain/ That restores the earth in newness** (240),
"Clear my feet of slothness" (240), and "Keeper of the
strong rocks" (241). This prayer also evokes Biblical
associations through its expressed desire that the Moiintain
Spirit correct the specdcer's behavior and manner of
thinking. The main images of the poem are centered in the
natural world, in the rocks, mountains and rain which meJce
up the Spirit's home. This poem, of all those included in
this aboriginal number, comes closest to resembling an
actual translation of Indian material, even though its
source and its original ritual context remain obscure.
These two poems of Austin's precede two by Constance
Lindsay Skinner, a poet who was primarily known for her
"Indian" poetry. The "Notes" at the end of this number are
brief: "Miss Constance Lindsay Skinner has appeared several
times in Poetry with poems on aboriginal motives. Her
inspiration was derived in youth during much travel among
the tribes of British Columbia." For Monroe, the fact of
inspiration, coupled with some eunount of actual contact with
Indian people, qualifies Skinner to write in this manner.
The poems eure lovely and evocative, each placing a single
speeiker in an attitude from which he or she addresses a
mighty power or spirit.
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The first poem "Spring to the Earth-Witch" is subtitled
"Pai-iya to Kwenewesals" and represents em address by the
former, personified as a passionate lover, to the latter,
the Earth Goddess. Imagery of the natural world combines in
this poem with details such as "goat-hills behind thy
village" and "the harbor of a thousand wondering ships" to
create a pastoral rather than a wilderness setting. Skinner
seems bent on connecting the Indian context with the Ancient
Greek, but to an academic translation of the Ancient Greek
rather than to a new interpretation of the same. The diction
at times also indicates a closer association to Victorian
poetic practices than to modernism, with its heavy use of
words like "thy," "whence," and "thou." Phrasing such as
"scarlet girdle" also evokes European antecedents rather
than Indian ones. Little other than certain aspects of the
poem's imagery mark it as "Indian." This is not surprising,
however, since for Monroe and Poetry the fact of Indian
inspiration is sufficient for a poem's qualifying as
"aboriginal." Yet Skinner's skill is considerable, and she
manages in many instances to write in a modern idiom
reminiscent of Yeats:
What is this warmth stealing to my height
Like footsteps of a stremge desire?
Wave on wave of pink and gold breeiks over the white;
The petals open, chirring.
As if they were feathers on the Song-bird's swelling
throat.
My wolves, with heads hanging and fangs covered, slowly
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moving, moving.
Huddle in the valley like sky-shadows before rain.
Whose steps flow and ripple over the dark moss.
Parting the green wall of cedars.
Blossoming eunong my mating flocks?
Whence this unraveling of fleune blown loose across the
air? (243)
The wilderness is teuned in a mediated manner; the wolves
still patrol, but under the gueurd of Spring. The pastoral
setting is safe and fecund, and the ache of desire a
momentary lack earth will assuage with inevitable bloom.
In Skinner's second poem, a political statement
accompanies her lyricism. "Chief Capilano Greets His
Namesake at Dawn'* is accompanied by a footnote which
identifies Chief Capilano as "the aged chief of the tribe
inhabiting the foot" of the mountain in Vancouver, British
Columbia, of the same name. The poem records Capilano's
daily prayer to his namesake, giving thanks and praising the
moiintains' generous support of the people. This paean tiirns
to lament, however, in a late section which is separated
from the stanzas before and after it by lines of asterisks
which may indicate editing occurred. The lines which are set
off read:
Here was I chief ere the coming of the white man;
Now is his village spread from this sea beyond my
sight.
His canoes are floating villages;
They go by with a great noise and a black smoke.
His deeds are mighty; they leap with roaring clouds and
thunder-fires
Into the blue-quiet morning and the white moon-sky.
(246)
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Thus t±ie final "aboriginal" poem in Poetry's first
"aboriginal number" repeats the attitudes expressed in the
first: the Indian people are vanishing, are disappeeuring in
the face of European-Americaoi expansion and technology.
Poetry seems interested in documenting this demise as well
as in expressing an attitude of sympathy for what is rapidly
being lost. On the other hand, Monroe is unable to
understand the persistence of Indian cultures and to imagine
their survival into the twentieth century, let alone the
twenty-first. So the first "aboriginal number" can be seen
as an attempt by Monroe to acknowledge that Indian materials
and subjects are in some way important to what is new in
poetry on this continent, even though the poetry is divorced
from its original contexts, seemingly inevitably. What the
number acknowledges as well is the potential inspiration
located in "our west," whether Indian or not, which Monroe
and by extension Henderson feel deserves a place in the
annals of modern literature.
Of course, colonizers have always teJcen from those they
have colonized, and artistic colonization is only one of the
less violent forms of cultural appropriation. For Moruroe,
Indian people are unimportant, even invisible. The poetry
that is inspired in their presence, or even when the poet
merely comes into contact with the landscape of "our wildest
west," remains the sole artifact worth keeping. Monroe began
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emd ended as a tourist eunong things Indian, and her first
"aJsoriginal number" is a testament to her limited
understanding of the cultural, political and historical
pressures Indian people of the time faced and resisted. On
the other hand, that the number reached print indicates a
certain attitude of acceptance toweurd images of Indian
people, cultural practices, and beliefs and values, however
misinterpreted by eunateurs or misrepresented by wellwishers. This attitude of acceptance, whether or not it is
accompanied by a sense of loss and nostalgia, has continued
to appear in American poetry and to be reflected in American
consciousness throughout the twentieth century.

Reading Two Anthologies:
1917's The NBVT Poetry and 1918's The Path On the Rainbow
When a collection of Native American poetry called The
Path on the Rainbow: An Anthology of Songs and Chants from
the Indians of North America was p\iblished in 1918, editor
George W. Cronyn noted in the acknowledgements that "from
Poetry: A Magazine of Verse, ceune the inspiration for this
anthology; the editor is grateful, also, to its generous
contributors for many interpretations." Mary Austin, a
recognized authority on Indian poetry and art, wrote the
introduction. The anthology featured English language
versions of Native American verbal art, including songs.
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chants, prayers, and verbal texts which accompanied rituals.
Centering geographically on the United States' landmass, the
anthology included materials from culture groups identified
as "Eastern Woodlands," "The Southeast," "The Great Plains,"
"The Southwest," "California," "The Northwest Coast," and
"The Far North." It also includes a section called
"Interpretations," which contains poems inspired by rather
than gathered from Native American sources. Two final
sections reprint works collected by the ethnographers Alice
Fletcher and Frances Densmore.
In all, the hundreds of separate songs gathered
together in this volume provide a tangible document of a
wide range of primarily oral poetry. While most of what is
included in Cronyn's anthology was published previously in
small press literary periodicals, mainstreeun magazines such
as the Dial, and in the Rsports of the Bureau of American
Ethnology, its existence as part of this volume argues for
an acknowledgement of the bulk and diversity of Native
American literary and verbal art. Further, the volume
establishes the importance of these materials to nonIndians, containing within its covers endorsements from
well-known non-Indian experts. Cronyn's anthology provides a
gateway from European America to some version of Native
America. It also textually connects previously dispeurate
Native American cultures, setting the stage for futxire
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(mis)representations of Indiem cultures and verbal arts in
European-American literature and popular imagination.
The Path on the Raixibow has recently (1991) been
reissued by Ballantine books in a revised version which
includes a Forward by Kenneth Lincoln. Previously, the book
had appeared in a second edition in 1934, and its copyright
was renewed by George W. Cronyn in 1962. Liveright published
a newly titled edition in 1970, calling the emthology
American Indian Poetry: An Anthology of Songs and Chants,
adding illustrations, and marketing the book as a children's
collection. This new title is retained in the 1991 edition
which claims to have been "originally published in somewhat
different form" (iv). Lincoln notes that "Cronyn's seunpler
of native literary wares was the first major collection to
make headlines" (Forward xvi). Eighty years later, the
anthology continues to be available. Lincoln wonders, "Why
Indians in 1918?" (Forward xvi). This section explores
possible answers to that question, in the context of thencurrent American literary experimentation and innovation. A
fiirther question, "Why Indians in 1998?" will be teUcen up as
well.
Cronyn himself was a minor poet, piiblishing in some
literary and popular magazines of the time, particularly the
short-lived Glebe, which appeared briefly in New York City
in 1913-1914. His comment about the genesis of the Path on
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the Rainbow project refers to a peurticuXar issue of Poetry
magazine, the Februeury 1917 issue discussed above. As a
means of gauging the impact of Cronyn's anthology, I find it
useful to compare its reception and publication history to
that of a 1917 poetry anthology, Heurriet Monroe and Alice
Corbin Henderson's The Ifew Poetryi An Anthology. While the
two anthologies differ in scope and emphasis, each indicates
certain aspects of the literary and cultiiral milieu of the
1910s. Monroe and Henderson's collection of modern poetry
contained work by American and British writers. It was first
published in February, 1917. It went through four subsequent
reprintings in 1917, and was reprinted again in February
1918. Since 1918, the anthology has remained largely out of
print, although it was reissued in 1934.
Currently, however, the anthology languishes on library
shelves and is not used by current scholars of modernism (at
the University of Arizona library, The Nev Poetry can be
found in the basement with other seldom-used works, stored
in compact shelving units as if entombed). This is perhaps
due to the anthology's catholic nature, which is apparent in
the editorial choices of Monroe and Henderson for Poetry
magazine as well as for The New Poetry. The editors included
many poems in the magazine and the anthology which were not
particularly revolutionary and which do not sound modern to
contemporary readers used to the canonized poetry of the
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period which includes that of Pounds Eliot, Willieuns,
Stevens, H.D., and others. However, the anthology represents
the poetry of the 1910s well. In doing so, it includes much
strictly rhymed and metered verse, many Classical and
Romantic allusions, much sentimentalism, and a broad dose of
archaic and stilted diction. The heavy stuff of modernist
innovation can be sifted from the magazine verse chaff, and
was sifted by the canon-makers of the New Criticism, who
made it their work to reduce if not completely eliminate
diversity from the "Cold War" literary canon as Lawrence
Levin and others have recently noted. Yet Konroe and
Henderson's anthology collects the best of what was being
read in the 1910s, not merely what was considered, by Pound
and others who objected to such choices, the best.
Indeed, the anthology was meant as an antidote to a
different anthology, as Williams explains:
Like Pound's Catholic Anthology, Harriet Monroe's
anthology. The New Poetry, was intended to oppose and
correct Amy Lowell's Some Imagist Poets. She suggested
the project to the Macmillan Company, claiming the need
for a "much stronger and more representative
anthology," the month that Amy Lowell's book ceune from
the press. (188)
While the impulse of art may have ruled Monroe's project,
"[t]he editors' professional steikes in The New Poetry were
somewhat different than for the magazine because, as Monroe
put it, the anthologies were the only chance to meOce a
little money" (Marek 48). Apparently, the book was
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immediately successful (MareJc 48, Willieuns 188-89). As
Badarocco points out, "[t]he publication of boo]cs created
the impression of a permanent group [such as the imagists]
in a way that a magazine did not, however well distributed
it may have been** (39). Thus the **new poetry** beceune a
cultural object which was available for adoption in college
and university classrooms. Similarly, Cronyn's anthology
established what was called Native American poetry as a
legitimate presence in the American literary canon.
The book The New Poetry was conceived of as a joint
venture between Monroe and Henderson, but its publication
schedule was interrupted by Henderson's diagnosis and
removal to New Mexico. Thus the process was carried on by
correspondence and later caused a dispute between Monroe and
Henderson over division of the royalties (see Marek 47-57).
Marek argues that both women are responsible for the
anthology's contents and structxire (25, 28, 29), in spite of
reports to the contrary. She notes that "The women worked
together selecting poems, making the paste-up, and
conferring about what should appear in the book's
introduction and bibliography" (49). However, Monroe's name
alone appears as author of the introduction, which
establishes the parameters within which the book was
designed.
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In her nine-page introduction to the anthology, Harriet
Monroe refers to "the new spirit" (v) in poetry associated
with the "remeurkable renascence of poetry in both America
and England, and an equally extraordinary revival of public
interest in the eurt" (v). Monroe notes that the new poetry
distinguishes itself from its precursors "not in mere
details of form [but] . . . strikes through them to
fundeunental integrities" (v). Monroe writes the history of
modern poetry from her own particular perspective as one who
helped create and distribute it to readers, emphasizing the
innovations of the new poets even as she acknowledges their
debts to traditions: "Great poetry has always been written
in the language of contemporary speech, and its theme, even
when legendcory, has always born a direct relation with
contemporary thought, contemporary imaginative and spiritual
life" (vi). Monroe intends to return English language poetry
to this "direct relation." In her discussion of the history
of poetry in English, Monroe establishes the oldness of the
new poetry's newness:
. . . poetry—even English poetry—is older than rhyme,
older than the ieunbic measure, older than all the
metrical patterns which now seem so much a part of it.
If our criticism is to have any value, it must insist
upon the obvious truth that poetry existed before the
English language began to form itself out of the debris
of other tongues, and that it now exists in forms of
great beauty eunong many far-away peoples who never
heard of our special rules, (ix)
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Monroe, of course, did not have to look particularly far
away to find exsunples such as she mentions here, since her
own magazine's "eUDoriginal" niimber was in process.
Interestingly, no poems from the "aboriginal" number appear
in the euithology. Yet, as Monroe continues to discuss the
large topic of the history of poetry in English, she never
once mentions Native American exeunples. Instead, her catalog
of innovative and revolutionary developments in English
language poetry begins with the Irish, William Butler Yeats
and John Millington Synge, whose Celtic renaissance was in
full swing:
These great men, fortified and inspired by the
simplicity and clarity of primitive Celtic song, had
little patience with the 'over-appareled' art of
Tennyson and his imitators. They found it stiffened by
rhetoric, by a too-conscious morality leading to pulpit
eloquence, and by second-hand bookish inspirations; and
its movement they found hampered, thwarted of freedom,
by a too slavish acceptance of ready-made schemes of
meter and rhyme. The siirprises and irregularities,
found in all great art because they are inherent
inhuman feeling, were being zniled out in English
poetry, which consec[uently was stiffening into forms
too fixed and becoming more and more remote from life,
(ix)
Here Monroe provides a useful summary of the traditions
against which many of the new poets were working. The final
sentence in the quotation begins to address the intentions
of the new poets whose work Monroe and Henderson valued
enough to publish. They of course published many things
which they did not personally "like," in accord with
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Poetry's policies. Instead they chose pieces which
represented what was best and new about the poetry of the
time.
Monroe continues her discussion of poetic innovation by
tracing the influence of Whitman and his free verse,
especially for the French. She notes that the "borderland
between poetry and prose is being explored now as never
before in English; except, perhaps in the King James version
of the Bible," (x) an important point. Monroe then invokes
the influence of the orient on "the western aesthetic world"
(xi), mentioning Japanese, Chinese, and Indian Sub-Continent
influences which are visible in English language poetry of
the time. Her summary of this "oriental" influence reveals
Monroe ethnocentricity and indicates her willingness to
generalize about cultural traditions other than her own,
albeit in a flattering way:
This oriental influence is to be welcomed because it
flows from deep original streams of poetic art. We
should not be afraid to leam from it; and in much of
the work of the imagists, and. other radical groups, we
find a more or less conscious, and more or less
effective, yielding to that influence. We find
something of the oriental directness of vision and
simplicity of diction, also now and then a hint of the
unobtrusive oriental perfection of form and delicacy of
feeling, (xi-xii)
Monroe's Poetry published the first poems of Rabinadranath
Tagore in 1913, at Ezra Pound's urging, so Monroe was
fauniliar with these works and with Povmd's and Bynner's
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translations £rom the Chinese. She also knew H.D.'s work,
which often stemmed from Ancient Greek sources, particulaurly
Sappho's fragments. Monroe seems to accept their influence,
to appreciate the differences, the newnesses, of the poems
in English these "oriental'* sources inspire. So why is her
introduction silent about the Native American materials
which she clearly knew about and which were also inspiring
newness and experimentation in American poetry? Answers to
this question remain obscure, even though Monroe at the time
was in the process of constructing the first aboriginal
issue of Poetry.
Perhaps Monroe felt unable to relate directly to Indian
people, as her autobiography, as mentioned above, seems to
indicate. The non-Western traditions which Monroe celebrates
all possessed a written literatxire, and so perhaps for
Monroe the North American aboriginal peoples were of less
interest since their poetry belonged to an oral rather than
a written tradition. Regardless of these speculations,
Monroe remains silent on the subject. But another writer of
the time was always ready to advocate "Indian" poetry of
various types: Mary Austin. As mentioned above, when George
Cronyn put his anthology together, Austin wrote its
introduction.
In her introduction to the Cronyn anthology, Mary
Austin writes that "poetry is valued primarily by the
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eUsoriginal for the reaction it produces within himself
rather than for any effect he is able to produce on others
by means of it" (Introduction xx). The eiboriginal poet is
driven by a set of forces which could be called mystical and
spiritual, closely attimed to his or her locality and
community, concerned with healing and celebration of the
self and its immediate world. The poetry is at once more
alive and more ephemeral than its contemporary Euro-American
verse if such are its uses. Regarding the spiritual uses of
the poetry, Austin says, "by singing, the soul of the singer
is put in harmony with the essential Essence of Things"
(Introduction xxx); this spirit is also known as the Friend
of the Soul of Man, and is central to many of Austin's
musings on life and spirit. According to her.
Poetry is the Path on the Rainbow by which the soul
climbs; it lays hold on the Friend of the Soul of Han.
Such exalted states are held to be protective and
ciirative. (Introduction xxxi i)
The uses, then, of poetry for the Indian are, in some
fashion, transcendent.
In contrast, Austin elsewhere leunents the sad state of
public support for the community of artists (including
herself), for "genius," in an essay which clearly indicates
her view of the artist's outsider role, one in which he or
she is dependent upon the opinions and indulgence of critics
and/or the piiblic:
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The sincere artist is always doubtful of his own work
Sifter it is done, . . For his complete expression of
his potentiality he needs goals, sign posts,
recognition other than his own, of his progress in
authentic directions. And these, precisely, are the
things which eure oftenest lacking in the United States.
(Artist Life 151) (emphasis in original)
This view of challenges faced by non-Indian artists
contrasts starkly with the view of the Native American
artist which Austin develops elsewhere, and it indicates
where she positions herself relative to the American Indian
artists. While Austin celebrates and wishes to popularize
the Native American poetry she knows so well, she is only to
a limited extent a student of its method. Austin wishes to
remain solidly in the Euro-American literary tradition, in
spite of the fact that she wishes to slightly modify that
tradition to include awareness of Indian verbal art. Austin
at least occasionally participates, also, in perpetuating
the view that the Indians and their lifeways are marked for
imminent extinction (Introduction xxxviii). So it would be
unwise to consider Austin an advocate for "going native" in
order to find American literary roots, although some critics
read her that way. (See Ford, and Ruppert's critique of Ford
in "Mary Austin").
Of course, Austin's literary ambitions cannot be said
to stand for those of all contemporary artists, especially
since many of the major voices of literary experimentation
and innovation during her era were concerned with radical
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departiires from the standard, accepted, and traditional
definitions of literary form and style. Pxiblic acclaim and
monetauiry recompense were likely less important to the
leaders of contemporary movements like Imagism and Vorticism
than were their artistic positions known from their
manifestos and work. In this regard, Austin seems once again
to be in a middle position, one which provides for the
public an in-depth view of Native American verbal art and
culture while it leaves her, as an airtist, forever at the
edges of feune, fortune, and revolutionary, innovative
thinking.
In spite of these challenges, Mary Austin wrote
thoughtfully and extensively about Native American poetry.
Her first specific statements on the subject are found in
her introduction to George Cronyn's 1918 anthology of Native
American verse. The Path on the Rainbow. Here Austin begins
with a concern which is later developed into the ** landscape
line" discussion in The American Rhythm, Austin begins her
introduction by claiming that "the poetic faculty is, of all
of men's modes, the most responsive to natural environment,
the most sensitive and truest record of his reactions to its
skyey influences, its floods, forests, and morning colors"
(Introduction xxix). The poetic faculty is seen by Austin as
a pan-human phenomena, apparently regardless of culture and
in tune with environment, one which on this continent will
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respond with a characteristically American poetry, "its
native note" (Introduction xxix), sounded in response to the
American landscape.
Such a view reflects a Jungian orientation in Austin's
thought, for she seems clearly to invoice here a reference to
his collective unconscious. Yet Austin can often be noted as
much for what she does not say as for what she says: there
is the implication in her work that what a Euro-American
writer would produce in response to the environment would
necessarily differ from the aboriginal product she sets up
as example. For instance, her discussion of Sandburg's use
of technological and industrial imagery in The Americeui
Rhythm reads his work as an interpretation of a particular
version of the American environment or landscape. Thus, a
phrase such as "geographical determinism," which Jeunes
Ruppert uses in his analysis of The American Rhythm, may
have limited applicability to her over-all theory.
Austin's main point in her introduction to Cronyn's
anthology is that the land has an inherent quality which
will affect the poetic faculty of human beings who live with
it in similar but not identical ways, based more on their
shared humanity than on their training, beliefs, means of
making a living, or concept of the land. Thus she
establishes an idea which she will continue to hold, that
there is an essential American poetry which is tied to the
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land and landscape, availedale in some version to the
Eiuropean-Americans who colonized the continent, and most
readily discernable in the poetry of the land's original
human inheUsitemts, the Native Americans. At the moment she
writes, she notes an "instinctive movemen't" (Introduction
xxix) among Americeui writers toward this poetic expression
and asserts an unconscious alliance between contemporary
American poetry and the "Ancient Track to the high places"
evident in Native American poetry. Here is where the
connection between Imagism, the vers libre movement, and
American Indian poetry is first indicated.
In a response to a review of the Cronyn volume, Austin
asserts that The Path on the Rainbotr establishes that:
vers libre and Imagism are in truth primitive forms,
and both of them generically American forms, forms
instinctively selected by people living in America and
freed from outside influence. (Path 569)
What many modernist writers were after was freedom from the
trappings of Pound's "botched civilization," from the
restrictions of verse form inherited from the long-standing
traditions of European letters. Austin calls for an
acknowledgement of the pre-industrial, pre-"civili2ed" forms
of poetry and verbal aurt which represent a "pxirer" and more
direct sort of expression. According to Austin, if the
Imagists and others failed to note the similarity of their
ideas to those represented in the traditional literature of
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the North American continent, perhaps this is because of the
basic ego- and ethno-centricity of the Euro-American
culture, which needs to be, if nothing else, original.
Austin's argument requires that the modernists re-connect in
some way to work (meaning forms, uses of imagery, emd
intents) that has been estJdalished for centuries or longer
on this continent rather than call themselves originators.
In their defense, it is important to note, as Monroe
does, the influence of Greek, Chinese, and other poetic
traditions on some modernist writers, notably H.D., Poimd
and Eliot. If Austin is right in saying that the vers llbre
movement did not originate solely in Europe and that Imagism
is observable in Native literature, then it seems clear that
Native American verbal art could clearly be considered as
valid a subject for study as the Chinese or Greek poetry so
favored by Austin's contemporaries. Austin in much of her
work is at pains to establish the connection among the many
strands of poetic innovation then being discussed on the
literary scene, and she especially emphasizes the importance
of the development of a characteristically American
literature. In sum, then, she asks the public to consider
the North American continent as a cradle of literatxire as
potentially fertile as that of the early Greeks; this
argiiment leads necessarily back to the "roots" of the
Western European tradition because Austin knew well that in
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order to be heard at all, and possibly even listened to, she
must invoke the established and laureled masters of
literatTire. Austin is careful in The American Rhythm to draw
parallels between Indiem verbal axt. and pre-Classical Greek
verbal art, arguing that the Native American poetry being
written immediately pre-contact was approaching the epic
stage, and was thus evolving to a level of culture which
Eviropean Americans at the time would respect.
In 1921, Austin wrote an entry for the Cambridge
History of American Literature at the request of the editor
Mark Van Doren.

The entry appears emong the miscellany at

the History's end, following a section on Jewish literature.
In the entry, Austin continues to develop her ideas about
Native American cultures and literatures and brings up many
points to which she will return in The American Rhythm,
published in 1923. In the eurticle entitled "Non-English
Writings II: Aboriginal," Austin attempts to define Native
American literature in relation to Euro-American literature.
She emphasizes a few key points which show connections among
the two literary-artistic traditions, including arguments
about the fundeunentally democratic nature of Native American
social organization, the spiritual function of verbal art,
and the development of Native American verbal art as it
seems to parallel that of Greek literature. She also spends
some time demonstrating the connection between Imagism and
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Native American literatiire, focusing on some specific
examples. While no specific statements regarding the
leuidscape line are included here, the ideas upon which that
formulation are based can be discerned.
One troiiblesome concern of this piece is Austin's claim
that the Native American cultures were (and eure)
homogeneous. She describes the native cultures as having "a
consistent warp of language, and . . . the woof of an
unmixed racial psychology. Varied as all its tribal
manifestations were, from Aleut to Feugian, the aboriginal
American was of one unconteuainated strain" (Aboriginal 610).
Later in this article she meikes a similar statement:
The homogeneity of the Amerind race makes it possible
to detect environmental influences with a precision not
possible eunong the mixed races of Europe. (Aboriginal
630)
There have been objections, of course, to such a reductive
view of American Indian cultures, a view which Austin
proposed in many places. She overgeneralizes about the
"cultural homogeneity" of the continent's native peoples,
and as Larry Evers notes, "her social theories, derivative
as they are of a Victorian [neo]-evolutionary view of
culture [would cause] contemporary readers rightfully to
wince" (xxiii). However, in her defense, perhaps she has
been misread on this matter. In her attempts to characterize
the native cultures she celebrates, Austin necessarily works
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with, broad strokes. If her intention is to contrast the
native cultures as a unit with the Eiiro-American one(s?)
which supplanted them, then such distinctions may be made.
For instance, concerning the availability of certain
types of technology to the two groups, the North American
Indians and the Euro-Americems: the native cultxires can be
considered homogeneous to the extent that they did not
possess, pre-contact, such technologies as metal forging and
wide-scale textile manufactxiring, among other technologies,
which were well-known to Eiuropean cultures. In terms of the
definition of cultures by their technologies, then, the (for
the most part) stone-age technology of the Native Americans
was quite distinct from the industrialized culture of the
Europeans. From this perspective alone, Austin may be said
to mcike a valid point concerning the homogeneity of the
native cultures relative to the European cultures.
With this said, then, how may the specific culture
traits of the different groups be accounted for? Austin
herself has a ready answer for this, since she clearly does
not claim that all the Native American cultural groups
possess similar lifeways. According to her ideas of the
landscape's influence on people, it is the local landscape
which influences or perhaps even creates the literature of
the culture, and by extension, the culture itself.

The

specific geographic surroundings of a particular group will
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influence their culture and art. And Austin is clearly aware
of the wide variety of cultural contexts which operate for
native groups, as one example will serve to illustrate. In a
reply to an unfavorable review of his anthology The Path on
the Rainbow, George Cronyn teUces the reviewer to task for
his cultural blindness regeurding a short song from the
Chippewa. The three-line song is translated to English from
notes made by ethnographer Frances Dinsmore (sic) (see
Austin, "Imagism" 163):
Maple sugar
is the only thing
that satisfies me.
Cronyn then cites Austin's culturally-aware interpretation
of the song (Path 569), one which places it in its proper
context:
at the ragged end of winter, when the food goes stale
and their very garments smell of wood smoke, singing
the maple sugar song might sing a great deal of poetry
into it, poetry of rising sap, clean snow water,
calling partridge, and the friendly clink of brass
bowls and birch bark sap buckets. (162)
Using her knowledge of Native culttires, Austin provides a
reading which exemplifies the sort of culturally-specific
and culturally-informed readings she calls for in her
Introduction to The Path on the Rainbow j to understand the
"simple but absolute phrasing" (xxxiv) of the Native
American poetry, to realize the "hidden beauty" of the poem,
"the interpreter must dig deep into aboriginal life"
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(xxxiv). Such study, Austin affirms, occurs rarely in
American literary life. She calls for "literaury judgement
[which] begins to be American and leaves off being
thoroughly New Yorkish" (Artist Life 152); flying in the
face of the literary establishment, she asks that critics
broaden their parochial view of literature (and, we might
add, of culture) in order to account for and properly
appreciate other literatures than those represented in the
then-current canon.
Austin's intentions as expressed in The American Rhythm
were supportive of Native American arts and cultures even if
they were focused more for a European-American readership
than for the people who created the verbal art in question.
The liberties teJcen by Austin in terms of collection and
translation were teiken with respect for the Indian cultures
and literature even though they reflect attitudes which are
dated and racially-oriented. Austin's work, then, is a mix
of evolutionist argument and true appreciation. It opens
Indian literature for European-American readers of the time.
Similarly, in spite of her much more problematic
attitudes toward Indian people and cultures, Harriet
Monroe's attention to non-traditional, non-canonical
literatures helped establish the presence of Native American
materials in American literature. Monroe set many things in
motion which she was not aware were important or which she
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failed to consider important. The presence of Native
American literary art in the Americem literary tradition was
one of Monroe's important contributions to American literary
history, even if she did not intend for it to be.
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CHAPTER FIVE
LAYING CLAIM TO CONQUEST:
WENDY ROSE'S STYLISTICS OF CULTURAL SURVIVAL

On the whole it is better to explore history
rather than to repress or deny it.
Edward W. Said
Culture and Imperialism
Native American literature is becoming understood as
postcolonial. Barbara Babcock identifies Nortii American
Indians in general and the Pueblo Indians of the
Southwestern United States in particular as metaphorically
representing "America's Orient" (Babcoclc "Pueblo Women"
406). Babcock's reference to Edward Said's Orientalism
establishes the existence of Indians as colonial subjects;
clearly the political, humanitarian, and economic histories
of Indian/non-Indian relationships in the United States
support such a reading as well. In order to understand how
the effects of these relationships are figured in Native
American literatvire, it is necesseiry to follow Said's
pronouncement about history which serves as this chapter's
epigraph. Engaging with and exploring history provides the
means by which contemporary Native American poet Wendy Rose
articulates her relationship to the pasts of America and of
native peoples. Her poetry retrieves both dignity and
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difference from the morass of siibjection emd oppression
suffered by Xndiem people.
Said states that Americem identity is multiple rather
them "unitary and homogeneous** (xxv), insisting that the
veurious cultures which meUce up America be considered
whenever the question of •*American identity" is raised:
Before we can agree on what the American identity is
made of, we have to concede that [it is] an immigrant
settler society imposed on the ruins of considerable
native presence, (xxv)
Thus Said acknowledges the legacy of empire in United States
history. He continues: "Partly because of empire, all
cultures are involved in one another; none is single and
pure, all are hybrid, heterogeneous, extraordinarily
differentiated, and unmonolithic" (xxv). Homl Bhabha echoes
this statement when he considers "the discriminatory effects
of the discourse of cultural colonialism, . . . [which
produces] through the strategy of disavowal ... a
mutation, a hybrid" (34).
Once the mixed natiire of American culture is
acknowledged, the power dynamic which operates to oppress
Indian people, as well as other groups, must be acknowledged
as well. Mary Louise Pratt echoes this in her formulations
of "the contact zone," which refers to
the space of colonial encounters, the space in which
peoples geographically and historically separated come
into contact with each other and establish ongoing
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relations, usually involving conditions of coercion,
radical inequality, and intractable conflict. (6)
The term also indicates that power relations in the contact
zone are often "highly asymmetrical,'* as would occur in
contexts such as "colonialism, slavery, or other aftermaths
as they are lived out in memy parts of the world today"
(34). The position of Indian people and cultures of the
United States is arguably post-colonial.
Rose's poetry foregroiinds issues and questions of
hybridity as the latter is defined by Homi Bhabha^. Rose
represents a post-modern and post-colonial perspective which
encourages and eagerly juggles the various, contradictory,
and disorderly aspects of her cultural identity(ies) and
political message(s). And, rather than using these positions
to further distance herself from others. Rose asserts the
value and power of the multiplicitous. By doing so, she
resists the dominant paradigm which would erase history,
cultures, and individuals.
Rose establishes her political and theoretical stance
relative to the dominant, colonizing Anglo-American culture
in this statement: "We speeik to the perpetrator/or risk
becoming him," lines from a poem entitled "Retrieving
Osceola's Head." More than a stance of resistance^, Rose's
position is one from which she attempts to enter into
dialogue with "the perpetrator," where she opens a channel
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of commtmication which would enable the oppressor and the
oppressed to engage in a conversation while facing the often
brutal realities of history. More than a stance of protest,
Rose's position is one from which she concurrently addresses
the oppressor and fellow resistors. From this intermediate
and mediating position, she weurns that merely reversing or
re-enacting the power dynamic under which North American
Indian people suffered would be as dangerous to humanity as
a whole as was the original conquest. Instead, Rose attempts
to revise the master discourses of the dominant culture
through her poetic re-envisioning of the Indian Other,
giving voice to those who have been silenced under
hegemonic, colonizing, non-Indian rule.
Theorists have argued that such a native voice cannot
be "hecurd" or represented. In a rightfully famous argument,
Gayatri Spivak asserts that "For the 'true' subaltern group,
whose identity is its difference, there is no representable
subaltern subject that can know and speak itself" (27).
Spivedc's argument hinges on the idea that the colonial and
post-colonial situations always already affect the voicing
of the colonized into discourse forms such as writing and
speech, so that no adequate representation of the
subaltern's voice is available in the field of imperialist
rule. This argxament limits the potential revolutionary
powers of the disenfranchised by erasing or denying their
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potential to speedc. Benita Parry challenges it when she
claims that certain potential voicings do exist. These
voicings originate from positions traditionally associated
with those who have little power vis-a-vis the dominant
culture and its colonizing power structures:
Since the native woman is constructed within multiple
social relationships and positioned as the product of
different class, caste and cultural specificities, it
should be possible to locate traces and testimony of
women's voices on those sites where women inscribed
themselves as healers, ascetics, singers of sacred
songs, artizans and artists, and thus to modify
Spiveik's model of the silent subaltern. (37)
Rose's position as poet would seem to qualify her as a
subaltern with a potentially discernable voice. X would like
to argue that Rose has seized upon the potential for voicing
available to her as an Indian woman singer, poet, and visual
artist to articulate the sufferings of other subalterns and
to vibrantly represent the subaltern voices which have for
so long gone unremarked.
Rose's strategy is to enact a type of what Helen Tiffin
has called a "canonical counter-discourse ... in which a
post-colonial writer teikes up a character or characters, or
the basic assumptions of a . . . canonical text, and unveils
those assumptions, subverting the text for post-colonial
pvirposes" (97). Rose's texts are the texts of history as
well as of literatiire. Rose's critique unmasks injustice and
desecration and refuses to accommodate the legacies of
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conquest even as it allows the oppressor to be seen with a
human face and human weaknesses. Rose's critique demands
that those resisting and protesting be human when their
oppressors were not, be honest when their oppressors were
not, be compassionate when their oppressors were not. The
history Rose attempts to open and examine is of the
genocide, cultiiral extermination, and economic devastation
lived by Native American people under non-Indian rule, one
which continues today.
Rose's address to the world from the margins and
borderlands of culture, history, and hvtman memory actively
revises and re-envisions the position of conquered Other
through a metonymic replacement of dominant culture master
discourse with a conquered individual's or conquered tribe's
voice speadcing from the center of crisis in a clear,
persistent, and righteous manner. Rose relies on dazzling,
often terrifyingly graphic imagery and exquisite diction to
articulate new readings of historic moments. Her metonymic
technique effectively delineates and critiques dominantculture politics and values even as it reveals the sobering,
piercingly tragic experience of history as encountered and
endured by non-dominant culttire individuals.
Rose frequently incorporates historical political
crises into her poetry, and through a radical and
politicizing critique imaginatively refashions history to
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include voices usually consigned or cons-trained to silence.
Her work can be seen as political action, for it
enfranchises a muted minority by giving voice to a Native
American traditionalist, feminist, human-rights perspective
on a series of events crucial to Native American €md
American history. At times. Rose focuses on large events
considered newsworthy such as the Wounded Knee Massacre, the
Trinity Site explosion, the bombing of Hiroshima and
Nagasaki, the 1970's conflict in El Salvador. When she reinscribes these events through her poetry, they are
reconfigured through an individual persona, spe2Jcing either
for herself/himself or for the tribe as a whole, who
witnesses the event and sees its horrifying immediate and
local effects. Her poetry thereby short-circuits the imposed
distance of news reportage and historical discourse and
speaks from the center of the crisis, voicing agony and
injustice long unheard.
Rose also addresses smaller-scale yet critical
politically and/or culturally significant events in her
poetry. Rose inscribes the inhuman treatment suffered by the
last of the Tasmanians, the desecration enacted with the
construction of Mount Rushmore, and the excavation of the
Santa Barbara Mission which revealed "human bones in the
adobe walls.*' Rose again re-envisions events to teUce into
account the past and present human cost of the ethnocentric.
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imperialist gestiires often overlooked, overgeneralized or
apologized for by history. She spezOcs for those who have
been silenced euid who continue to be, including the
contemporary victims of poverty who ''bundled up the babies
in an xinheated geurage because the BIA check failed to leave
Sacramento." A cry against injustice, Rose's poetry insists
that its readers recognize the social and political
realities which contemporary Indians face in their daily
lives as well.
In the poem referred to earlier, "Retrieving Osceola's
Head," Rose teaches the history of a particular event which
becomes a touchstone for cultural identity and survival. The
poem opens with its own epigraphic text from a personal
diary which reports the decapitation of deceased Seminole
chief Osceola (1804-1838) by an Anglo-American physician, a
Dr. Weedon. The severed head "collected" by Dr. Weedon was
subsequently used to decorate his office and to frighten
Weedon's misbehaving children into submission. Rose's poem
speeJcs in the first-person plural, invoking an individual
who speeOcs for the larger group, in this case the Seminoles.
This spokesperson claims a collective resistance to these
atrocities. The story of Dr. Weedon enables the collective
speeiker to "never forget/how it was/in the grave." Because
of this act of witness^, Rose's collective speeJcer
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"[becomes] whole again" 2uid successfully if figuratively
retrieves the head of Osceola, restoring dignity to his
historical personage, even as Rose inscribes the story of
mutilation in her record of crimes against humamity.
The skull, the bones, eure reclaimed so that Osceola may
be restored to an honored position, one which is beyond the
reach of the colonizers who treated his remains with such
little respect. In an interview Rose comments on her focus
on human remains: ". . .as far as the symbols go, of things
like bones for instance, I think maybe it's an argument
against death. Maybe what I'm saying is that the bones are
alive. They're not dead remnants but rather they're alive"
(The Bones Are Alive 262). By revealing the white man's
trophy as the sacrilege it is, and by creating a collective
persona who speeiks for survival. Rose effectively reverses
some of the effects of colonialism and domination contained
in the Osceola incident.
In establishing this position of cultural analysis from
the perspective of the silenced Other, Rose enacts both a
critique and a refashioning of the dyneunics of power iinder
which members of minority groups exist. Here she does what
non-Indian critic Nancy Hartsock has suggested is essential
for establishing an activism "informed by theory," (18) one
which has the power to "transform" the very "power
relations" which oppress members of minority groups and
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suppress (if not: silence) their voices. Hartsock suggests
that:
We [i.e., dominant culture writers/readers] need to
develop o\ir iinderstemding of difference by creating a
situation in which hitherto marginalized groups can
neune themselves, speeJc for themselves, emd participate
in defining the terms of interaction, a situation in
which we [as above] can construct an understanding of
the world that is sensitive to difference. (19)
The problem with Hartsock's formulation is that it
reinscribes the us/them dichotomy which Rose, by asserting
her right to speak, hopes to dismantle. Nevertheless, the
dyneunic of voicing which Hartsock calls for is clearly
evident in Rose's poetry.
This new voicing asserts a presence of the marginalized
at the center^. The voices of Rose's poems, the speeJcers who
enact her vision, occupy marginal, interstitial spaces. Yet
when they speeOc, they no longer occupy the position of
subaltern, but instead can be said to occupy, at least
provisionally, a more centered position^. Rose herself notes
that "it feels good to be able to ignore what the whiteman
wants for a change" (qtd in Hunter 74). In her analysis of
Rose and other Native American writes, Jeanne Perrault
argues that "though grief and loss . . . continue to pervade
the lives and writings of native Americans, the ongoing
anguish is not the only truth" (121). Instead, survival is
made possible by a revisitation of the past: "The artists
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link past to present, and the 'tribal past' is recreated,
not as fossil or museum piece, but as an active participant
in survival" (Perrault 122). Perrault argues that "Rose is
working to meike us hear the speaking voice beyond the fixed
[emd stereotypical] image" (130) of the Other as object.
When this happens, the formerly marginalized have occupied a
new position in relation to the dominant power structure,
one which alters not only the story told within the previous
power structiire but also the ability of the dominant culture
to write the stories. Rose describes her strategies in this
way:
When I talk about protecting the burial grounds, it is
both a literal fact and a metaphor. The metaphor is
trying to protect Indian people through, in some
instances, trying to neutralize the very weapons that
are being used against Indians, by mastering those
weapons and then in a sense breaking them from within,
(qtd. in coltelli 125)
The tools of archaeologists are weapons, as are the images
of Indians as Others which pervade European and American
literatures. By reclaiming the speaking position for these
Indian Others in literature. Rose rewrites the stereotypes,
reversing subject and object.
Another manner in which Rose uses voices which speedc
for cultural survival is to interrogate and critique the
dominant culture value systems which commodify "native" or
"primitive" objects and people. Greg Sarris asks a
provocative question on this subject: "What happened and
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continues to happen that allows one group of people to
discuss the airtifacts of another people separate from the
people themselves?" (53). Many of Rose's poems lay claim to
lost hiunan dignity emd to the stolen "collectible** human
bones and cultural eurtifacts which languish in private homes
and museums, apart from the people to whom they mean the
most. Sarris describes this phenomenon as a type of
displacement:
Context is displaced when art is produced for its
"exhibition value," and while this displacement enables
the general public to criticize and respond, the object
produced by the marginalized cultiire loses its
connection to the culture from which it ceuae along with
its differences and its history. (56)
The objects which interest Rose, however, are "produced" as
commodities as the result of colonial violence, warfare euid
murder. In many cases, they eure stolen from unwitting and
unwilling participants in armed conflict. Working from a
foundation of historical context. Rose creates
representations of cultural damage which are chilling and
horrific because of their very specificity.
For instance, in her poem "I Expected My Skin and Blood
to Ripen," Rose gives voice to the dead of Wounded Knee by
asking that the leggings torn from still-warm bodies be
retiirned to the families of the deceased. In the poem. Rose
presents feuniliar images of moccasins, cradleboards,
garments covered with quillwork embroidery, and so on. These
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objects are familieur to non-Indians as representations of
Indian culture and art. Yet when Rose's speeJcer addresses
readers from beyond the grave, her position as a murder
victim and former owner of these objects creates new
resonances for them as well as for the people to whom they
belonged. The leggings were not innocently collected but
rather stolen from corpses in the midst of a field of
slaughter.
Rose's specLker talks of the uses to which the objects
were put, creating for them a context which establishes
their vital presence in the lives of the hiunan beings to
whom they belonged:
My leggings were tcOcen like in a rape
2uid shriveled to the size
of stick figures
like they had never felt the push
of my strong woman's body
walking in the hills. (Bone 19)
The spesJcer objectifies herself when she says: "like fallen
fruit I 2un peeled, tasted,/discarded. My seeds open/and have
no future./Now there has been no past" (Bone 19). By
speaking, this voice creates both past and future for the
people who suffered. The woman speeiker testifies, and
through her testimony in Rose's poem the juggernaut of
American colonialism is momentarily deterred.
While it is often convenient for the conquerors to
overlook the processes of pillage which enable them to place
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"Indiem Artwork" on shelves and to purchase insurance to
protect the collectors' ownership of the objects' monetary
value, the voice inscribed by Rose reminds readers that at
Wounded Knee women and children were massacred. The
collected items of clothing, in fact, 2ure metaphorical
equivalents to the skins and scalps for which the United
States government paid bounty during its wars against Indian
people. Thus Rose addresses the perpetrators of violence, a
violence which began in the fields of war and continues in
the arenas of commodities as cultural violence. The
collectors are figured as co-conspirators who are as guilty
as the murderers even though they mask themselves in the
guise of aesthetic appreciation. The dealers place monetary
value on the stolen objects and perpetuate injustice.
Rose's voicings of injustice are not themselves rigidly
determined along racial or ethnic lines. The manner in which
she represents cultural damage does not oversimplify the
cultural present by creating ceuaps of "us" versus "them."
Again, one of the strengths of Rose's critiques is their
very specificity and situatedness'. Correspondingly, Rose
does not restrict her message to any particular group; her
activism is tempered by her acceptance of diversity and by
an impulse of inclusion of others who act justly and with
respect. In an interview Rose says:
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. . . even though nobody can ever completely cross over
into another person's cultiire, no matter how big a
barrier there seems to be or how different the cultiires
seem to be, there is a way that some people cam
transcend that, just as humeui beings—as long as they
don't tiry to ignore the fact of the culture, as long as
they respect the fact that those cultures eure different
emd that they're there and that they're important, that
they atTB important parts of the identities of both
those people, no matter how different they are. If they
can meet on that ground, then I think there is a way to
cross that barrier [between cultures]. (qtd in Coltelli
126)
This acceptance of non-Indian people who acknowledge
cultural and identity differences represents the primary
strategy of her project of cultural healing. By allowing a
bridge to exist among people and across cultures. Rose
dismantles the false binary of Indian/ non-Indian which
artificially sepeurates "others" from "non-others." In these
ways, Rose's political project reclaims cultural identity
for Indian people and enacts a revisioning of the power
dyneunics of the dominant culture by establishing the newly
acquired position of Other as speeiking subject and asserting
its validity. Fxirther, Rose does not close off dialogue with
dominant culture individuals but instead recognizes the
interdependent relationships eunong groups.
Rose specJcs, finally and endlessly, for the reclamation
of what has been lost, for the repair of what has been
destroyed, for the maintenance of community and identity in
the face of a dominant, invader culture which continues the
conquest daily. And as she represents damage suffered by
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colonized cultures, she and her message do not lemguish in
the mode of grieving for unending loss. Instead, from her
tribal perspective. Rose inscribes a celebration of
survival. Wotinded Knee appears metonymically in Rose's work
as such a symbol of siirvival, as noted above. While for memy
members of the dominant culture the end of military
engagement with "hostile" Indian people after 1890 indicated
the imminent demise of Indian cultures on this continent,
for Indian people the events of Wounded Knee have a
different significance. Elizabeth Cook-Lynn notes that a BIA
bxireaucrat termed the Wounded Knee Massacre "a symbol of
hate, frustration, and failure" (Lyman qtd. in Cook-Lynn 9).
But Cook-Lynn, a member of the Crow Creek Sioux tribe, says:
Nothing could be further from the Indian reality then
or now. To the Oglala on whose land the grave site is
located, to the Hinneconjou whose ancestors are buried
there, and the LeJcota/DeUcota peoples who have concern
for their relatives, the symbol of Wounded Knee has
never been that. It is a holy place where people go to
weep for their lost loved ones and pray for the
continuation of the human spirit. (9-10)
Rose says something similar in a comment about a painting
she made depicting "Ghost Dance Woman"^. Rose states:
The woman in the painting is my identification,
personally, with the idea behind the Ghost Dance:
Indian survival in whatever form by whatever means. It
is not so much a fusion of past and present, as it is
an acknowledgement that past and present are the same
continuiim, within the seune cycle, and I eun part of it
as a contemporary Indian woman, (qtd. in Hedges and
Wendt 195).
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Joseph Bruchac commen-ted about the reception of Rose's work
in an interview with the poet: '*! could see someone looking
at your poems and saying these eure evidences of bitterness,
of hopelessness, of a very deork perception of life.** Rose
replied: "That's what a lot of white people see in them.
Indian people almost never do** (The Bones Are Alive 263).
This comment reminds all readers that the assumptions of
certain groups must not be assumed to govern the responses
and values of other groups, nor
should they be allowed to do so.

Defining the Problematics of "Tribal": Moving From
Native/Primitive to Indigenous/Postcolonial
But X know who I am. Marginal person, misfit, mutant;
nevertheless I eua of this country, these people. I have
used their strengths. I have wrestled to the earth
their wesJcnesses that have echoed in me.
Mary Tall Mountain (12)
In this epigraph, Athabaskan poet Mary Tall Mountain
claims the positive and negative complexities of being a
mixed-blood writer. She acknowledges her "lack of fit" yet
proclaims her acceptance of the mixed nature of her people
and herself. From her Russian/Scots, Athabaskan/ ancestry.
Tall Mountain has established a personal and poetic identity
which accepts much and denigrates little. A similar impulse
and motive appears in Rose's work. Neither writer can be
considered "pure" Indian either by nattire or by nurture. Yet
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each asserts some form of Indian identity, an identity which
in each case is at the seu&e time more them and less than
wholly Indiem. I proceed here based on em assumption clearly
articulated by Kwame Anthony Appiah, who notes that in a
post-colonial situation, "we sure all already conteuninated by
each other" (124). The richness of a mixed heritage brings
with it much greater potential for radical political change
than does an "authentic" or "pure" cultural identity, as
Diana Brydon eurgues:
Whose interests are served by [a] retreat into
preserving an untainted authenticity? Not the native
groups seeking land rights and political power.
Ironically, such tactics encourage native peoples to
isolate themselves from contemporary life and full
citizenhood.
All living cultures are constantly in flux and
open to influences from elsewhere. (141)
This idea of contamination, of the absolutely mixed nature
of identities and practically everything else, is crucial to
the later poetry of Rose. In paurticular, two collections of
Rose's poetry specifically explore and interrogate the false
and troubling binarism involved in attempting to separate
Indian from non-Indian, mixed-blood from pure-blood. Native
from "cosmopolitan^." These are The Half breed Chronicles of
1985 and 1993's Going to War With All My Relations,
collections of poetry which present and explore the
political and personal complexity associated with the
position(s) of mixed-blood Indian woman writer Rose claims
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as her own. Through her representation of a tribal voice
speeiking from a tribal perspective (which will be defined
and discussed in detail below), Rose positions herself as a
leader in American Indian rights, an interrogator of systems
of power, a singer for justice, and a believer in the future
of Indian peoples. Rose goes further, though, because she is
also an envoy to global tribal and non-tribal communities,
one who acts against oppression, encourages pride and selfdetermination, and demands the acknowledgement of
difference. Her work bridges rather than separates the
worlds of her heritages.
Rose's biography demonstrates her complex situation as
a mixed-blood writer. Bom of a mother who acknowledged her
Anglo forebears but disregarded her Miwok forebears. Rose
was raised in the Romem Catholic religion in an urban
setting which provided her with few contacts with her Indian
culture as a child. Rose's father, with whom she never
lived, was Hopi. Because Hopi lineage is reckoned
matrilineally. Rose has never been considered Hopi in the
traditional manner, even though she has worked at
establishing a contingent Hopi identity for herself. As a
teenager, Rose connected with the urban pan-Indian
communities she foiind in her OeUcland, California, environs.
During her college career. Rose completed a Master's degree
in anthropology at the University of California at Berkeley.
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Disaffected from her birth family, meunried to a JapaneseAmerican, and isolated from a reservation home. Rose accepts
and asserts the complexity of her heritage amd may be said
to represent many aspects of "otherness." She would like to
keep the focus of her identity always shifting, would like
to keep her own shape as a poet, activist, thinker, and
teacher, changing with the changing world, in a dance that
begins and ends with questions of identity, community, and
commitment.
Rose's heritage and identity collapse traditional
categories of self-identification: she isn't "all" or "only"
Indian, she isn't "really" Hopi to traditional Hopi people,
she skates around the edges of feminism, she was trained to
wield an archaeologist's trowel and often comments on how in
her academic training in anthropology, she self-reflexively
studied herself as Other'. She changes masks, or establishes
varying identities, as her artistic and political projects
require. This ability to be multiply-identified, to be
variously situated, provides to her poetry a polyvocality
which is present not only in a variety of speakers, but also
in a vsiriety of manners of making sense of the complex
realities of contemporary global society. In particular, the
combination of academic training in anthropology and
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archaeology with Indian identity and background meUces Rose's
position as a contemporary poet unique.
In a 1992 eurticle, Christoph Irmscher delineates a
defining aspect of the new emthropology, which is **new*'
because it has begun to understand itself differently in the
last ten to twenty years. Referring to the work of Clifford
Geertz, Johannes Fabian, and James Clifford, Irmscher
states:
Ethnographers have begun to suspect that the roles and
masks they study in other peoples might correspond to a
comparable, if different, set of masks they themselves
2ure putting on. The new focus on self-reflexivity in
anthropology in a way turns the ethnographer into a
character in the ethnographic text. (587)
The defining aspect Irmscher isolates is the trope of
masking which he notices in T.S. Eliot, Willieun Carlos
Williams, and Wendy Rose. His work points out that the
recognition by ethnographers that their presence in ways
affects and is affected by the peoples and cultures they
study may seem decidedly apparent to a contemporary culture
which watches itself watch itself almost constantly through
the media of advertising, popular entertainment, film,
video, and so on: the wearing of various culturally-defined
masks can be interpreted as a means of asserting,
establishing, or exploring constructions of identity. The
awareness of our own self-reflexivity which the masking
trope enables is available to us at least in part because of
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the theoretical work of the anthropologists listed above, as
well as through Foucauldian analysis and other theoretical
approaches to cultures and texts. Yet Clifford's
"ethnographic self-fashioning" resonates deeply in Wendy
Rose's work because of her particulau: position, as Irmscher
points out:
Anthropology's former plaything—the "other" as the
classic object of ethnographic description—now talks
back at the player, the white, male self that, in
Rose's words, "paints" his face with words only. (599)
Rose's training as an anthropologist places her
simultaneously in the positions of Other and non-Other, at
both ends of a hegemonic power structure, in the mirror of
the gaze as both siibject and object. The complexity of this
position infuses her work with power and rage because Rosethe-other truly knows both sides of Hegel's Master-Slave
dichotomy, having posed as a representative student
seemingly able to transcend (or at least mask) her cult\iral
and ethnic identity in order to enter the White, elite,
scientific academy. Rose is aware that the academic
discipline of anthropology and its siibfield archaeology in
particular are subject to greed, ambition, and internal
struggles for power, as many of her poems demonstrate. She
knows this because she was inside the discipline; in an
interview, she says that she was there, ultimately, as "a
spy" (The Bones Are Alive 261). As Irmscher argues:
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. . . Rose's poetry shows us how the hitherto oppressed
other has learned to use—in Rose's own words—'*the
enemy's tool" so that it can turn the language of
colonialism (which for her seems to be epitomized by
that of anthropology) against itself. (600)
In an early poem "Lab Genesis," Rose rejects the
eurchaeological project of minute scientific examination of
hviman remains: "there will be/ no eurchaeology/ to my bones"
(Going 9). Rose asserts the person within and of the bones
in contradistinction to the scientific assumption that the
bones are mere objects. In a later poem, "Excavation at
Santa Barbara Mission," Rose repeats this assertion and
protest by teiking on the persona of an archaeologist who
discovers human remains in the mission's adobe walls:
So many bones
mixed with the blood
from my own knuckles
that dig and tug
in the yellow dust.
How fragile
they have become
to float and fall
with my touch. (Going 6-7)
The poem ends with a chant like refrain repeated four times:
"They built the mission with dead Indians./ They built the
mission with dead Indians./ They built the mission with dead
Indians./ They built the mission with dead Indians" (Going 7). In
these poems and many others. Rose argues that archaeologists have
ignored and continue to ignore the human suffering and loss
associated with the human history archaeologists uncover. Her
poems remind them and others that Indian others are more than
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data to be processed. Her voice of protest presents images which
sure gruesome, full of truth, 2md difficult to ignore. With them
she hopes to change the way Indians and artifacts are thought of
and represented by the dominant cultiire. To this extent, her
poetry enacts a powerful cultural critique.
However, while it may be tempting to think that the power
structure is so easily reversible, Rose's voice in the end does
little to alter the discipline which so intimately affects the
Indian people for whom Rose seeks to speeik. Her sense of rage and
injustice rings clearly, yet in the words of Audre Lorde, "the
master's tools will never dismantle the master's house" (Lorde
99). Rose left anthropology, and even though there have been
recent significant changes in Federal regulations regeurding
Indian artifacts which do indeed benefit Indian people in certain
ways, such as important 1990 Native American Grave Protection and
Repatriation Act (NAGPRA), anthropology and especially
archaeology seem destined to remain domains of the dominant
culture*". Acceptance of this should not, however, lead to a sense
of hopelessness regarding the muted yet persistent voices of
Native Americans. Other tools with which to dismantle the
Master's house are being constructed and refined.
One such tool, or method, is an assertion of an indigenous
identity which, when made, places Rose in another and an other
system of values and beliefs, one which is not identical with
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that of the dominant cultiire. In her introduction to the 1993
collection Going to War With All My Relations, Rose asserts an
indigenous identity and claims allegiance with the current,
global, indigenous peoples movements:
Going to War With All My Relations involves a special
kind of "wcur"—one in which struggle is honorable emd
just, but also one in which there are no mutilated
soldiers or plundered villages. The "watr** to which my
title refers is a memoir of sorts that documents or
recalls my thirty years of observation and activity
within the Fourth World (Indigenous Peoples) Movement.
The "war" is everyone's war. All of us depend upon the
Mother we have in common; all of us are indigenous to
her. Our "Relations" are to each other, all that is
alive, with the awareness that life is everywhere. In
one way or another, the prayers and ceremonies of
native people throughout the world end with "All My
Relations"—not always in those exact words, of course,
but in the universal language of the heart and spirit.
In that way, I have tried to be a "warrior" in the
company of "All My Relations." (Going vii)
Thus Rose positions herself as an indigenous writer who
addresses all people and all that is alive, as well as Earth
itself". An assertion of indigeneity is a political move
which associates Rose with an impulse Diana Brydon calls "a
new globalism," a post colonial strategy which:
simultaneously asserts local independence and global
interdependencies. It seeks a way to cooperate without
cooption, a way to define differences that do not
depend on myths of cultxiral purity or authenticity but
that thrive on an interaction that 'conteuninates'
without homogenizing . . . . (141)
From this position Rose defends Indian rights and
sovereignty even as she leuaents past injustices. For
instance, Rose's political critique includes Mount Rushmore.
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In her poem of this name. Rose calls the mountain ''the very
bones ... of our own father** (Bone 81), establishing her
connection to the land itself and her respect for it even as
she critiques what she considers to be the desecration
visited upon the Black Hills by '*the whiteman." Rose ends
with a reminder: "The very mountain/withholds its
blessing./Lizards scramble/to re-meike its face" (Bone 81).
Expression of this belief in the resilience of Native people
and the natural world in the face of the damaging and
exploitative features of Western cultxire echoes throughout
Rose's poetry and offers her readers hope for the future
even as it refuses to accommodate the dominant culture's
intrusion and legacy of destruction.
While it is true that the faces engraved upon Mount
Rushmore will not be erased or effaced by the feet of the
lizards (or, for that matter, by any other identifiable
force in the next few thousand years), Rose's poetry asks
its readers to imagine the possibility that the dominant
historical and political readings of the face of Mount
Rushmore are not the only available readings. By calling
into question the stone carvers' right to decorate sacred
mountains with United States' Presidents' faces, Rose's
poetry and Rose offer a critique of the dominant culture
value system which imagines itself as owning the land in
question. Rose reminds her readers that geological forces
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will eventually erode the European-Americem influence with
which this continent is imprinted. This reminder, however,
offers little hope that contemporary situations of injustice
will change. All that can be hoped for, in the end, is a
better educated and more respectful population which will in
the future disdain to create such monuments as the faces on
Mount Rushmore. Perhaps an awareness of personal and
political greatness can be combined with an awareness of
sacredness and environmental worth which goes beyond the
dominant culture precepts of display, commercialism, and
exploitation of the eeurth.
Another of these tools is the above-described enactment
of a previously silenced voice, this time one which
simultaneously represents the other and the dominant culture
by interrogating the relationship of one to the other. As
has been seen, through a series of imaginative
reconstructions of others' lives. Rose critiques incidents
of history and attitudes of the dominant culture. A further
example will serve to expand this point. Several critics
have discussed Rose's poem "Julia," in which a Mexican
Indian woman with a genetic condition tells of her life as a
sideshow attraction. The speeUcer addresses readers from
beyond the grave, detailing the inhuman treatment she
received at the hands of her non-Indian husband. Rose
presents the perspective of the other to demonstrate both
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the humanity of Julia Pastrana and the crimes of the
dominant culture, which made it possible for human beings to
be treated as mere objects. Rose's explorations open doors
which have been closed to dominant cultiire analysis by the
system of exclusion which has refused to listen to Native
voices. Since when is a sideshow attraction considered to be
fully human by dominant popular culture? When Rose
acknowledges the full hiiman identity of Julia Pastrana, she
engages dominant culture ideas of monstrosity and exclusion
which assume that difference represents danger, lack of
humanity, and, even, amusement. By representing Julia
Pastrana as having a fully hximan voice and fully hiiman
emotions. Rose recognizes her as an unjustly-treated human
being who suffered criminal treatment. Rose will not allow
the degrading and inhioman treatment Pastrana suffered to go
unprotested.
It could be tempting to assume that Rose wishes to heal
the various splits, fractures, and fissures which she
acknowledges to be part of her identity. Some critics have
read Rose in that way, notably Kenneth Lincoln and Jeuaes R.
Saucerman. Saucerman associates Rose's work with that of
modernist Wallace Stevens, finding that "she, like . . .
Stevens brings the remnants into artistic order merely by
shaping them into a poem" (27). On the contrary, while Rose
pursues a type of artistic order, it is not one which fits
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easily into Western intellectual structures received from
modernist impulses toward totalization and unifying theory,
toward a straightforward classification of concepts into a
balanced if tension-ridden system of bineury oppositions.
Rather, Rose juxtaposes and disrupts history and narrative
by creating speeikers emd speaking situations which call
traditional Western intellectual categories and ideas of
order into question.
For instance, in her poem "Robert," which is addressed
to Robert Oppenheimer, Rose situates the Manhattan Project
and the Trinity Site explosion in relation to the land and
to the creatures who live there. It is part of the lore of
the Manhattan Project that the United States Government
chose empty, useless, unpopulated land for its experiments.
Assumptions such as these represent the European-American
scientific-rational post-Enlightenment paradigm which
considers natxire to be a commodifiable resource rather than
an integral part of human life, history, and the future.
Among others, Carolyn Merchant cogently outlines the
philosophical roots of this tradition in her Death of Nature
(1980). Rose reminds her readers that the leuid used for the
first atomic bomb explosion has a history which includes
extensive pre-Columbian human use. Fiirther, having been
neuned the Jornada del Muerto by the Spanish, the land is
seen to have represented for Europeans as an inhospitable
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and treacherous place. Nevertheless, Indian people used that
land along the Rio Grande River for centuries prior to
European contact. The land also had non-humem inhabitants
which were biologically adapted to its so-called beurrenness:
the white lissards of the White Sands of Alamogordo. In the
scientific-rationalist way of thinking, euiimals are also,
according to Merchant and others, considered to be beneath
notice.
Rose's focus extends to interrogate Oppenheiner's
position as well, calling him "frail Robert" and leaving him
in an eunbiguous relationship with his "work" by noting,
according to his own written descriptions of the Manhattan
Project, that he felt trapped by the technology he helped
create. This is clear in Rose's epigraph to the poem, a
quotation from Oppenheimer: "I eun death, the destroyer of
worlds . . . the physicists have known sin and this is a
knowledge they cannot lose." Rose's poem focuses on the
everyday aspects of Oppenheimer's work, creating him as a
hviman participant in a tragic and horrific project. Rose
refuses to cast him as either a hero (as the master
discourse of United States politics and science would) or as
a non-human monster. Instead, the poem describes his "light
grey business suit" and "porkpie hat." The effects of
radiation can be seen in the "welts/ so wide on your wrists,
those chains/enormous from your belt" (Half 63).
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Oppenheimer's body thus registers the radiation, creating
for the man a locatable human identity which rewrites his
historical status as cultural and scientific icon. Rose's
poem goes on to imagine Oppenheimer's nausea and anguish
upon heeuring the radio news of the bombings:
the radio groaned
you twisted
the knob feeling for
an end to feeling . . .
leaving you
leaving you
your own fingerprints
in the ashes
your vomit
your tears (Half 63)
Rose puts a human face on the scientist and, without failing
to implicate him personally in the horror of the bombings,
also indicts the political and scientific power structures
which created the bombs and the scientists as heroes.
In his discussion of Rose, Kenneth Lincoln finds that
she "speeJcs through fragments, shards, ruins, no less than
the Waste Land poets of the twentieth centviry in Western
literature" (Finding 294), associating her work with that of
the early modernist experimentation pursued in the context
of industrial, post-World War I America and Europe. But Rose
views the fragments not as debris left in the weOce of a
"botched civilization," but rather as pieces of a possible
future as well as of a proud past". According to Lincoln,
Rose "chisels her confusion powerfully, organically; her
stone-sharpened poems run nicked on truth, never glazed
simply in beauty" (Finding 295). Lincoln acknowledges the
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Western literary roots of Rose's training as a poet (which
she also acknowledges (Bruchac 252)^^. He also indicates her
eurtistic project, with which she "chips away at America's
intractable rocks of ignorance regeurding Indians" (Finding
296). In the end, though, he sees Rose as a poet of loss,
associated forever with the past, with no message for the
future.
In contrast, what Rose represents is a post-modern and
post-colonial perspective which encourages and eagerly
juggles the various, contradictory, and disorderly aspects
of her cultiiral identity(ies) and political message(s). And,
rather than using these positions to further distance
herself from others. Rose asserts the post-colonial notion
of hybridity". Rose's The Halfbreed Chronicles of 1985
established her position as a globally-connected activist;
in it she redefined the concept of the halfbreed to include
all those who work and live among mixed lines of blood and
culture, all those who suffer injustice because of
difference. It is as if the recognition of any type of
injustice on whatever scale (such as against oneself)
prepares one to react differently and more compassionately
when confronted with other victims of injustice and their
sufferings.
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Perhaps some comfort to those who are oppressed would
proceed from this aweureness. According to Rose:
Halfbreed is not just a biological thing. . . rather
it's a condition of history, a condition of context, a
condition of circumstamce. It's a political fact. . .
We are all halfbreed today. (Wendy Rose 123)
And because of this reality, there are more connections
possible among human groups, more alliances available, to
people who are willing to reconfigure estimations of
difference in the naune of justice and human survival. Rose
states:
[Being halfbreed] is a condition of history, of
society, of something larger than any individual. . .
We are experiencing a kind of enlightenment, I think,
about the interconnectedness of . . . different
struggles. We are realizing that it's not just Indian
versus whiteman, but is humanity against some gigantic
monster that can be identified, perhaps, in political
and economic terms. (MELUS Interview 86)
Rose insists upon enacting her protests on a global scale,
one which includes all humanity. Certainly the "gigantic
monster" is more closely associated with the dominant
cultiire, yet Rose will not allow the simple binary of
Indian/non-Indian to control her visions of the past,
present, or futxire. Instead, she warns humanity of the
dangers of accepting received value systems intact. Rose
warns her readers to analyze and critique the political
ramifications of ascribing to a monolithic and iinitary
version of history, and asks them to live in a more
contingent manner, one which accepts the mixed and seemingly
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self-con-tradictory identities to which oiur mixed and selfcontradictory cultiires and personal histories make us
subject. And rather than leunenting the lack of "order" or
definition upon which the trope of the halfbreed insists.
Rose demands that her readers rewrite the defining terms in
an endless negotiation.
Rose's complex heritage inspired her 1993 exploration
of her own mixed color, ancestry, and intellectual
inheritance in Going to War With All My Relations, the title
of which. Rose has said, is meant to be read ambiguously, as
both with and against those "relations." Rose is a healer
who welcomes her German great-grandmother's blood, who now
lives near land to which her Miwok ancestors once belonged.
She invites the new, the mixed, the yet-to-be-defined. As a
keeper of this fertile and powerful threshold. Rose is an
American Indian voice for the new millennium. Andrew Wiget
finds that Rose, through her poetry, has explored the
possibilities of her own positions and situations as a
mixed-blood writer to a greater extent than most
contemporary Indian writers; "Of all the native poets now
writing, none, with the possible exception of Momaday, has
more consistently reasserted the creation of personal
identity through art" (102). For Rose, poetry and visual art
are the fields wherein she chooses to establish,
disestablish, conceptualize, and deconstruct ideas and
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assumptions about identities available to a mixed-blood
writer in a post-colonial situation. What her wordcraft
creates for her readers is a field ripe with possibilities
yet aware of past, present and potential bloodlettings made
against Indians in the service of an imperialist power
structure.
In an autobiographical essay. Rose discusses her
gradual and often difficult acceptance of her multi-ethnic
heritage, which includes Hopi, Miwok, German, Scots, and
Irish ancestors. Commenting on her Northern Eiiropean
heritage, this contemporary Native American poet says, "The
colonizer and the colonized meet in my blood. It is so much
more complex than just white and just Indian" (Neon 258).
Rose acknowledges and has explored this Northern European
heritage, most notably in her Going to War With All My
Relations.

For instance, in a poem about her German great-

Grandmother, "Margaret Neumann," Rose writes of her nonIndian ancestors and relatives. The spesiker of the poem
directly addresses her mother's great-grandmother, who came
to a California which was under Mexican rule; Rose again
restores life to a silenced woman, imagining that she is
interested in her descendants:
. . . red the Missouri mud
that transformed you
at the border and this now
is mine as you try
to imagine me. (Going 65)
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Rose describes the genocidal red of the California rivers,
invoking the colonial history of California, as she imagines
her ances-tor's departure from Germemy as a yo\mg woman on
her way to meet a husband in the "wilderness." Rose creates
a connection through disconnection, highlighting the warring
sides of her heritage:
If you are a part of me
I eun also "that crazy acorn
within your throat
around which pioneer stories
rat-tie and squirm
If you eire the brave heritage
of Gold Rush California,
I am also t:he bone that buzzes
behind your breast.
If I am the tongue made indigenous
by all the men you would love,
I am also -the ghost
of the pioneer's future. (Going 68)
Here Rose establishes a complexi-ty for her speaker by
placing the native or Indian within the body of the German
immigrant. This rhetorical move is a reversal of the usual
sense of descent and ancestry: normally, the descendauit:s
would be thought to have (aspects of) their ancestors within
themselves. Rose's choice here foregrounds her own assertion
of Indian ancestry as definitive for herself. In the end of
the poem. Rose reaches a synthesis which allows her to
remain in uneasy identification with her German ancestor:
Do you remember
the sacred signs
painted in the startling blue,
spirits that mumbled
in the German Black Forest?
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Do you remember the tribes
that so loved their land
before the roll
of Roman wheels? (Going 69)
By placing Margaret Neumann in relation to ancient Germanic
peoples who were conquered by the Romans, Rose attempts to
forge an alliance with her emcestor on the basis of a shared
history of imperial domination. This seems a forced and
tenuous connection. After all, it is a gesture which ignores
the later Germanic legacy of conquest (as chronicled, for
instance, in Reginald Horsman's The Anglo-Saxon March Towsurd
the Sun) and which reaches for a tribal connection which may
not adequately account for the cultural traditions of her
Victorian-age great-great-grandmother.
On the other hand, Rose's Indian heritage continues to
define her ways of thinking and being in the world. In an
essay of response to the Columbian quincentennial, Rose
states: "I hear many voices, but of them all, the most
enduring ones, the ones with the strongest and sweetest
songs, are native" (For Some 5). Here Rose threatens to
create the type of binarist thought which her earlier works,
such as The Half breed Chronicles, worked to dismantle.
Indeed she works to emphasize the Indian elements of her
background as she did in much of her early poetry and for
which she received critical praise. For instance, Andrew
Wiget finds Rose's invocation of her Hopi identity in the
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collection Academic Sc[uaw a complex amd self-aware move:
"Even the way she handles a central resoiurce of native
writers, the assiimption of one's cultural heritage, is
mature. She could easily have employed conventional Hopi
elements like so much local color. Instead she probes them
for points of personal relevance and then adapts, instead of
adopts, them" (102). But when Rose chooses to assert her
connection to these native voices, to attempt to speetk in
what may be called a tribal voice, other aspects of her
heritage and background are temporarily muted.
At least one critic has written about the complexities
involved in a project like Rose's, one in which she
simultaneously or at least interchangeably occupies
different subject positions within the dyneunics of the
imperialist power structure which she seeks to critique.
Invoking SpivaOc's notion of aporia, the eruption or
interruption which represents the "border or gap" between
the binaries of being and knowing, Mary Leen examines "the
gap of unresolvable doubt" (6) between the apparent binaries
of "squaw and graduate student or unstoppable power and
tragic forces" (6) which she observes in Rose's poetry.
According to Leen, "to focus on the gap, or interruption, .
. . highlight[s] and sustain[s] the differences and
contradictions between such principles and the 'desire' to
reconcile the two, which [in SpivaJc's formulation] are not
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identical but discontinuous" (6). Following this reading, it
would be more important to notice the places between the
places Rose occupies in her various and varying assertions
of identity them it would be to attempt to pin her,
wriggling, to a particular position of self-identification.
As Leen argues, "Rose's poems name stories that depict the
contradiction of unresolvable doubt as the voice of
survival. The collision of European and native peoples
created a doubt that has become a song of siirvival" (109).
And surely. Rose ever speeiks from a conflicted place. It is
her ability to articulate uncertainties which creates her
power. Leen notes that a "ruptiire of doubt created by a
collision between the academic and natviral worlds, the
indoors and outdoors worlds, the white and Indian worlds,
the male and female worlds, is not an easy or pleasant
place. The voice and songs of survival that occur in this
doubt require a strength, an intelligence, and an intuition
that allows the storyteller to survive by knowing when to
refuse to listen, but watch carefully" (112). Again the
argument returns to Rose's ability to give voice to what has
been voiceless.
Rose also expresses her political radicalism and her
desire to dismantle "the master's house" in comments which
reveal her analysis of the problem of the "discovery" and
persecution of indigenous peoples of the Americas:
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You know, nothing of the past five hundred yeeurs was
inevitable. Every raised fist and brandished weapon was
a choice someone made. The decision to become a nat:ion
of thieves and liars was a choice. The decision to
censor the native truth was a choice. My immediate
choice is to celebrate or to mourn. With my relations
around me, I go into mourning—but I go angry, alive,
listening, leeurning, remembering. I do not go quie-tly.
I do not vanish. I do not forget. I will not let you
forget. (For Some 6)
Even if there is no hope against injustice, even if there is
no way in which to effectively resist the dominant culture
and its imperialist projects, it is not necessary to pretend
that injustice does not exist. Rose hopes to kindle
righteous anger in her readers, to remind the world at large
of the human and environmental tragedies which have occurred
in the Western hemisphere since European contact. Most
importantly, however. Rose insists that the way in which
history has been made and written is only one way among a
multitude of possibilities, and that better choices may
still be made. It is from this perspective that Rose
addresses the Indian and non-Indian world. Throughout her
work, in part because of her complex heritage and
experience. Rose maintains a commitment to "continue the
analysis in a tribal voice" (Cook-Lynn 6). But the tribal
voice is only one of the many voices available to Rose.
Certainly she has chosen to explore the possibilities of
other self-fashionings, as the analysis of the poem about
Margaret Neumann attempted to suggest. So why would Rose
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Choose to favor her "tribal" identity as a means of
projecting her political agenda? The Indian speaking as
Indian, the indigenous speeUcing as "contaminated" native,
has been marginalized in many ways throughout American and
world history^. As Elizabeth Cook-Lynn notes:
There has been little recognition during this centiiry,
at least until these waning decades, that the American
Indian voice might . . . stir the human community to a
moral view which would encompass all of humanity, not
just selected parts of it. (64)
Here Cook-Lynn asserts the applicability of an "Indian"
analysis to areas beyond the "Indian" community, a view
which Rose has been shown to share. Yet Cook-Lynn identifies
the "Indian" with the "moral" here in a troubling
oversimplification of the complex situation which Rose
values for its very indecidability and for its endless
potential for reconfiguring resistance to oppression. In the
end. Rose accepts the positions of "tribal" and "indigenous"
so that she can assert a separate and separately-coherent
value system with which to analyze and critique the
dominant, colonizing non-Indian culture. She is careful, as
well, to work from particulars as she develops her
arguments. By doing so, she resists impulses to totalize and
to establish binary oppositions. She remains a visitor in
the master's house, one who self-identifies with an other
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order and who wishes to instruct her readers eUsout the value
and values of the native voice.
Rose's work assures her of an honored position among
the intersecting communities of Indian writers, women
%n:iters, and contemporeory Anericam poets. As has been shown,
it also establishes connections to (and sustains critiques
of) non-Indian and non-human communities. As Elizabeth CookLynn has recently suggested, writers and critics who are
acting responsibly will acknowledge that it is false to
assume that "Americans have a common literatiire" (81). CookLynn proposes instead that Native Americzm literature be
approached through or by means of a "dialectics of
difference" (81) which emphasizes rather than erases the
political, cultural and social realities which distinguish
Indian people from non-Indians. Rose has enacted such a
dialectic throughout her writing career. In particular, she
has established a voice which is addressed to the global
human comm\inity from a location within tribal, indigenous
thought, as her introduction to Going to War With All My
Relations establishes. Fxirther, her poetry and commentary
insist that readers recognize the specific historical and
cultural situations which inform both Indian literatures and
Indian political futures'^.
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NOTES
No-kes to Chapter One
1. This development occtirred concurrently in the visual
eurts. According to W. Jackson Rushing, "... although many
eeurly twentieth-centiiry American eurtists shared with their
European counterpeurts a desire to attack the values of
bourgeois culture, their fascination with indigenous art had
a distinctly nationalist: element, since they were seeking
the basis for an aut:hentic native American modernism" (6).
2. Vizenor opposes the -terms "Indian" and "native," using
the first to refer to simulations of Indianness and the
second to refer to native presences which reject the
hegemony of the dominant: culture.
3. See Mary Louise Pratt, Imperial Eyes: Travel Writing and
Transculturation (Routledge 1992), especially the
introduction, for a discussion of "contact zones". My use of
the term follows Pratt's.
4. See Molly H. Mullin, Consuming the American Southwest:
Culture, Art, and Difference. Duke University Dissertation
in Cultural Anthropology, 1993.
5. Simon Ortiz made these remarks at a public talk at the
University of Arizona in 1993.
6. "ffhether in 1880 or 1980 and whether at Zuni or Acoma,
Hopi or San Juan, a traditionally dressed Pueblo woman
shaping or carrying a water jar or olla is the
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representation of the Pueblo. However, it is actually the
misrepresentation of Pueblo culture, for in 1992, or even in
1922, few Pueblo women dressed like this or walked around
with pots on their heads unless they were paid to do so"
(Babcock Pueblo Cultiiral Bodies 41).
7. Of course not all contemporary work is done with Evers
and Molina's care.
8. I thank Larry Evers for showing me this approach and for
enabling me to apply it. I also thank Gerald Vizenor for
insisting upon it.
9. Jane Marek usefully sximmarizes this phenomenon as "the
modernist aim of drawing unified artistic work from the
fragments of earlier cultures" (37).
10. Roger D. Abreiheuns and Barbara A. Babcock describe this
process of de-contextualization in their analysis of "The
Literary Uses of Proverbs" in the Journal of American
Folklore 90:358 (October-December 1977), 414-429. See their
discussion of the "detachability" of texts (415) as well as
their discussion of "de-situation" and "decontextualization" (418).
11. Schliemann's work has recently been the subject of much
criticism. See the 1986 William M. Calder III and David A.
Traill, eds.. Myth, Scandal, and History: The Heinrich
Schliemann Controversy and a First Edition of the Hycenaean
Diary and David A. Traill's 1993 Excavating Schliemann:
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Collected Papers on Schliemann for a discussion of this
subject.
12. Again, the absence of Indiems is palpable. See Vizenor.
13. But not for long. The American litereury canon underwent
revolutionary changes in the early decades of the twentieth
century, and few scholars would subsequently be required to
know Classical languages or only Ancient Greek and Roman
texts. See Lawrence Levine's The Opening of the Americem
Mind, chapters 2, 3,and 4 for a discussion of academic
controversies of this period. Another important view of
canonicity is Jane Tompkins'.
14. A similar instance of a non-industrialized culture
"making sense of" an unusual event, the 1833 meteor showers
as interpreted by the Kiowa, is recorded in N. Scott
Momaday's The Pi^ay to Rainy Mountain.
15. Rushing identifies Charles Lummis' 1893 Land of Poco
Tiempo and Adolf Bandelier's 1890 The Delight Makers as
instances of turn of the century romanticization.

Notes to Chapter Two
1. In his 1996 Native American Verbal Art: Texts and
Contexts, Willieun Clements states that "apparently the
phonograph . . . was too ciimbersome to transport up the
mesa" (164) to the homes of informants at Hopi.
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2. See Jeunes Clifford's The Predicament of Culture:
Twentieth Century Ethnography, Literature, and Art,
especially the introductory chapter, which looks at this
phrase "pure products" of Willieun Carlos Willieuns'.
3. Curtis was married to artist Paul Burlin. I refer to her
as "Curtis" because her works appear under that name rather
than xinder her married neune.
4. Whether the apparent altruism of their ventures on behalf
of Indian Others were underteOcen for personal as well as for
unselfish motives is a subject worthy of study in its own
right.
5. See Ruth Finnegan's Oral Poetry: Its Nature,
Significance, and Social Context, especially chapter 5, for
a discussion of the transmission and transformation of oral
poetry. See Mary Louise Pratt's Imperial Eyes: Travel
Writing and Transculturation, especially the introduction,
for a discussion of "transculturation". My use of the term
follows Pratt's.
6. Slocxim's essay was published in the influential volume
Toward an Anthropology of Women, edited by Rayna Reiter.
Another germinal text concerned with gender and anthropology
is Woman, Culture, and Society (1974), edited by Michelle
Zimbalist Rosaldo and Louise Lamphere.
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Notes to Chapter Three
1. Leah Dilworth notes that Austin "was like a ventriloquist
who needs a dummy to find her own voice** (Imagining 301),
using the Indians and their verbal eurt as material with
which to speeOc. Dilworth's astute critique of Austin as a
cultural imperialist parallels in many ways my own
discussions. My dissertation title reveals the parallel
paths tcUcen by Dilworth and myself as we each approached the
material; my work and Dilworth's work developed
independently.
2. In general terms, there are a few main precepts of
Imagism. According to F.S. Flint, writing in the March 1913
issue of the then-new magazine Poetry, these sure:
1. Direct treatment of the **thing,** whether sxibjective
or objective.
2. To use absolutely no word that did not contribute to
the presentation.
3. As regarding rhythm: to compose in sequence of the
musical phrase, not in sequence of the metronome. (199)
In the same issue, Ezra Pound asserts that **[These] three
simple proscriptions will throw out nine-tenths of all the
bad poetry now accepted as standard and classic; and will
prevent you from many a crime of production'* (206).
Elsewhere in his article. Pound provides this definition of
the image:
An *'Image** is that which presents an intellectual and
emotional complex in an instan-t of time. . . . It is
the presentation of such a "complex** instantaneously
which gives that sense of sudden liberation; that sense
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Of freedom from time limits and space limits; that
sense of sudden growth, which we experience in the
presence of the greatest works of enrt. (200-201)
Regarding vers librOf such practice is generally concerned
with "free[ing] poetry from strict rules [so that what is
created would be] cadenced and rhythmic poetry" (Holman &
Harmon 495}. In place of traditional forms based on meter,
syllabication and rhyme, the poet would work toward
developing a more organic form, the structure of which would
develop in relation to the subject matter or objective of
the poem. It is important to note that T.S. Eliot is
"supposed to have said that 'no vers is libre for the man
who wants to do a good job" (Holman & Hatrmon 494), and that
Robert Frost likened the use of free verse to playing tennis
without a net.
3. Willieun Rvibin notes in a discussion of early twentiethcentury modernist visual artists that "[vanguard artists]
beccune interested in and began to collect Primitive objects
only because their own explorations had suddenly made such
objects relevant to their work" (11). For Picasso and
others, the objects representing the primitive were siibsumed
into their already existing eurt, whereas for Austin the
encounters with Indian people provided inspiration for eurt.
4. Harriet Monroe and Alice Corbin Henderson published an
anthology of modern verse called The Nev Poetry: An
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Anthology in 1918. One of their goals was to medce this new
work available in college classrooms.
5. Melody Graulich notes, based on Austin's writings, that
"Austin's bresdcthrough as a writer csune when she begsm to
think eOsout the implications of Native American art"
("Western" 21).
6. For instance, in BLAST 2 Lewis comments on American art
as follows: "American art, when it comes, will be Mongol,
inhuman, optimistic, and very much on the precious side, as
opposed to European pathos and solidity.
"In this connection you have only to consider the
characteristics of the best art so far produced north of
Mexico and south of the Pole.
"Red-Indian.
"Edgar Allen Poe. ..."
Lewis' list continues, including Whistler, Henry James, Walt
Whitman, and Ezra Pound.
7. As Melody Graulich notes: "For Austin, art was a
spiritual activity, a trail originating from a fertile
source, the individual creative self, inevitably a wanderer
in quest of spiritual meaning" ("Western" 4).
8. In two recent articles, Mark C. Hoyer explores this
aspect of Austin's spiritual and writerly practice. He
considers Austin's "attempts to meld together Native
American and Biblical stories into new syncretic forms
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(238)," in "Prophecy in the Mew West: Kary Austin and the
Ghost Dance Religion,'* in Western American Literature XXX:3,
November 1995. Also see "'To bring the world into divine
focus': Syncretic Prophecy in The Land of Little Rain, in
Western American Literature XXXI:l. May 1996.
9. See Barre Toelken's The Dynamics of Folklore, pages 292304 and Ruth Finnegan's Oral Poetry: Its Nature,
Significance and Social Context, pages 201-206.
10. As Larry Evers asserts (in his 1985 introduction to a
reprint of Austin's 1924 autobiographical memoir of the
Southwest, Land of Journey's Ending) , Austin's views of
Native American cult\ires, "her social theories, derivative
as they are of a Victorian evolutionary view of cultiire, are
probably best forgotten" (xxiii) by contemporary readers who
"rightfully wince" (Evers xxiii) when they encounter her
portrayals of Indians and African-Americans.
11. See Dilworth, Imagining the Primitive, page 294, for a
comment on this passage.
12. My thanks to Chadwick Allen for this phrase and for his
comments and suggestions on this work.
13. For a contrasting view of Austin and her relationship to
Indian cultures, see Gwen Griffen's "On 'being and Indian':
Mary Austin's Connection to the Land," presented at the 1995
Western Literatiire Association Meeting in Vancouver, British
Colximbia.
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14. As Dilwozrth reads the sentence, "Austin claims a
superior authority in 'things Amerindian' because she is
able to transform herself into an Indian. She achieves this
state through a kind of mimesis; she does what Indizms do .
. ." (Imagining 295). It is difficult to say to what extent
Austin believed (or expected her audience to believe) that a
transformation actually occurred. It seems to me that Austin
enjoyed setting up and playing this scene as "Indian" for
her East Coast and European readers. She was willing to let
her own eccentricities tantalize the audience in a
rhetorical move which, as I argue, meUces the "world of the
Indian" seem more "real." Dilworth further notes that,
despite Austin's rejection of the academic model, her method
resembles Frank Gushing's participant-observer ethnographic
approach to Zuni culture (Imagining 295).
15. As Melody Graulich notes, "In her life and art, Mary
Austin . . . attempted to create a set of traditions that
would reflect the American experience of casting off
inherited ways of thinking and establishing a new life on
the frontier whether it be literal or metaphysical"
("Introduction 4).
16. LeeUi Dilworth calls The American Rhythm a "manifesto for
an original American culture" (Imagining 260-261), and
briefly mentions that it compares favorably with Walt
Whitman's Democratic Vistas (260).
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17. See Dilworth's Imagining the Primitive pages 13-16 for a
discussion of "salvage" ethnography in the late-nineteeth
and early-twentieth centviries.
18. As Jeunes Ruppert notes: "[Austin] believed that America
really had no choice eibout adaptation to the land, that in
the long run through the process of mutual adaptation of the
land and the people, the land always won. It always shaped
the culture more than the culture shaped it" ("Mary Austin"
377)"
19. T.H. Pearce claims that Austin's central thesis is that:
life on the American continents, plus associations with
native peoples, had produced changes in the speech and
activities of newcomers which resulted in rhythmic
variations of vocal sounds and body movements. These
changes, [Austin] maintained, appecored in both verse and
prose forms as they adjusted to the environment of nature
and climate on the plains, deserts, and woodlands, even to
the patterns in crowded centers of population. (Pearce 230)
20. Betsy Klimasmith analyzes Austin's complex relationship
with the publications industry in her article "Storytellers,
Stozry Sellers: Artists, Muses, and Exploitation in the Work
of Mary Austin." Southwestern American Literature 20.2
(1995);21-33.
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Notes to Chapter Four
1. Especially important ax& Carr and Dilwoirth.
2. For a cogent discussion of this dynamic, see Dilworth's
Imagining the Primitive, especially chapter 4.
3. For more on this, see Weigel and Babcock, eds., The Great
Southwest of the Fred Harvey Company and the Santa Fe
Railway.
4. A brief summary of the centuries-old Hopi resistance to
the influence of non-Hopi people and cultures appears in
Hopi: Songs of the Fourth World: A Resource Handbook, edited
by Edith A. Folb.
5. Helen Carr claims that, "An art saturated with the
landscape from which it came: this was the aesthetic evoked
many times in the [years following 1903] to breach the
divide between Anglo-Saxon and Indian" (219) However, the
invocation and valorization of the landscape in this case
does little to bridge the gap between the two cultiires.
6. This point is made in many discussions of modernism and
its aims. See Schneidau, Bradbury and MacFarlane.
7. Daniel Ceihill's 1973 Twayne's Series Harriet Monroe
provides a fine, if slightly romanticized, introduction to
Monroe's biography, poetry, and editorship of Poetry: A
Magazine of Verse.
8 . Herb Schneidau points out that Pound and Eliot both

established the centrality of the idea of "the tradition"
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Which underlies all great: poetry. To both, the presence of
the past is essential to the present and to the future. See
207, 266, and passim.
9. See Sader for a list of Skinner's publications, which
first appeared in Poetry in 1914]
10. Stanza VIX of "Sunday Morning" reads:
Supple and turbulent, a ring of men
Shall chant in orgy on a siimmer morn
Their boisterous devotion to the sun.
Not as a god, but as a god might be.
Naked eunong them, like a savage source.
Their chant shall be a chant of paradise,
out of their blood, returning to the sky;
And in their chant shall enter, voice by voice.
The windy leJce wherein their lord delights.
The trees, like seraphim, and echoing hills.
That choir eunong themselves long afterward.
They shall know well the heavenly fellowship
Of men that perish and of summer mom.
And whence they came and whither they shall go
The dew upon their feet shall manifest.
Stevens' original returns in the final stanza to the poem's
central figiire, a woman thinking of God inside a pleasant
room on a Sunday morning. It ends with an image of "casual
flocks of pigeons ... on extended wings."
11. Helen Carr provides this information about the reception
of the poetry contained in The Path on the Rainbow: "The
poems in Cronyn's anthology which were most criticized for
their inauthenticity were the only ones by a living Native
American" (227).
12. Helen Carr points out that "in some ways idealistic
American primitivism remained an instrument of oppression"
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(227).

-this I would concur, bu^ It: seems to me t:hat

there were and eure many ways in which t:hese practices can be
called oppressive.
13. As Barbeura Babcock argues, the process of the
domes1:icization and feminization of images of Indian people
is exemplified in the treatment: of Pueblo pot:t:eries and
Pueblo women's bodies. See her "Pueblo Cult:ural Bodies.
14. See Bradbiiry and HcFarlane, Kenner, Ellen Williams.

Notes to Chapter Five
1. In his article "Signs TeJcen for Wonders . .

Homi K.

Bhabha clearly ar-ticulates the phenomenon of hybridity as
occurring "where the trace of what: is disavowed is not
repressed but repeated as something different—a mutation, a
hybrid. . . . Hybridity is the sign of the productivity of
colonial power, its shifting forces and fixities; it is the
name for the strategic reversal of the process of domination
through disavowal (that is, the production of discriminatory
identities that secure the 'pure' emd original identity of
authority). Hybridity is the revaluation of assumption of
colonial identity through the repetition of discriminatory
identity effects. It displays the necessary deformation and
displacement of all sites of discrimination and domination.
It unsettles the mimetic or narcissistic demands of colonial
power Jbut reimplicates its identifications in strategies of
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subversion that turn the gaze of the discriminated back upon
the eye of pother. For the colonial hybrid is the
aurticulation of the eunbivalent space where the rite of power
is enacted on the site of desire, making its objects at once
disciplinary and disseminatory—or, in my mixed metaphor, a
negative transparency" (34-5) (my emphasis).
2. Jean Perreault notes that non-minority critics must
recognize that minority writers do more than merely "'speak
only in the voice of resistance"* (134), in a theoretical
move she bases on bell hooks' statement that "some white
writers demand that marginalized writers 'Only speeJc yoxir
pain'" (134).
3. X use this term "bearing witness" in the sense developed
by Carolyn Forch£ in the introduction to her anthology of
poetry by survivors of extremity. Against Forgetting:
Twentieth Century Poetry of Witness, W.W. Norton (1993).
4. It enacts a strategy recommended by Heurtsock when she
discusses the powers and dangers of occupying the margins:
The "center" will obviously look different when
occupied by women and men of color and white women them
it does now, when occupied by white men of a certain
class background. Indeed, given our diversity, it may
cease to look like a center at all. (31)
Hartsock somewhat oversimplifies the action of changing
positions, failing to account for the change of system
involved in the recentering she suggests. Yet the mechanism
she describes seems to offer a potentially powerful option
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for those seeking to voice emd thereby enact a critique of
injustice. Rose gives voice to the marginalized and brings
that voicing at least provisionally into a center position.
5. See Chela Sandoval's "U.S. Third World Feminism: The
Theory and Method of Oppositional Consciousness in the
Postmodern World,** Genders 10 (Spring 1991):1-24. Sandoval
elaborates on the idea of strategic repositioning of sites
of resistance in relation to power structures.
6. See Donna Haraway's "Situated Knowledges: The Science
Question in Feminism and the Privilege of Partial
Perspective," in her Simians, Cyborgs, and Women: The
Reinvention of Nature, for a discussion of "situated
knowledges" which enable sxibjects to assume specific and
contingent positions in relation to power structures.
7. The people attacked at Wounded Knee were followers of and
participants in the Ghost Dance Movement.
8. This term in prevalent in post-colonial theory and
discourse. A useful exeunination of its applicability to
Native American literature is made by Elizabeth Cook-Lynn in
her essay "The American Indian Fiction Writers:
Cosmopolitanism, Nationalism, the Third World, and First
Nation Sovereignty," in Why I Can't Read Wallace Stegner.
9. See Beurbara A. Babcock, ed., The Reversible World.
10. For further reading on the controversies concerning the
Native American Graves Protection Act of 1990, see Dan
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Cray's article "Bones of Contention," TIME, October 14,
1996, page 81. For the viewpoint of the spokespeople for the
Society of Americem Archaeology, see the Society for
American Archaeology Bulletin 14:5 (November 1996),
especially pages 3-7. According to G.A. Clark of Arizona
State University, writing in that issue, "NAGPRA is an
unmitigated disaster for archaeologists, bioarchaeologists,
and other physical anthropologists concerned with the study
of human skeletal remains. This is because NAGPRA puts
ethnicity and religious belief on an equal footing with
science and thus provides a mandate for claims of
affiliation by virtually any interested peurty" (3).
11. Of course, there are varying definitions of "alive."
Non-Indian, Anglo-European cultures generally work from the
biological differentiation between plants and animals, which
are defined as "living things," and non-living featvires of
the environment such as rocks and water. Indian and other
non-Anglo-Exiropean cultures often make a more animistic
definition of what is living, by considering all of Earth
and the environment to be alive.
12. James Ruppert notes that "To overcome isolation and find
identity, the half-breed must reject simplistic,
internalized dualism which divide the world and themselves
into good and bad. White and Indian, traditional and
contemporary" in a 1980 article "The Uses of Oral Tradition
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In Six Contemporaxy Native American Poets," American Indian
Culture and research Journal 4:4 (1980) 87-110. He cogently
offers an alternative to a system of binaries. Gert Buelens
and Ernst Rudin take this one step further in their 1994
analysis of the historical moment of the Columbian
Quincentenary, asserting that liminality is the answer to
"the untenability of traditional binary splits" (xii),
citing a position taken by many post-modern theorists,
including Barbara Babcock. See Buelens and Rudin,
"Introduction," Deferring a Dream: Literary Subversions of
the American Columbiad, Berkhauser-Verlag, 1994.
13. Rose's mixed heritage is reflected in her literary
backgrovmd, notes Elisabeth Hermann in an article "'Academic
Squaws:' Some Aspects of Culture Contact in the Literatiire
and Criticism of Paula Gunn Allen and Wendy Rose"
(citation): "Today, most American Indian intellectuals
realize that the process (of colonization) is irreversible
and has to be recognized as a factor in the ongoing
tradition and development of American Indian people" (175).
In relation to a statement by Rose, Hermann says: "[Rose]
realizes that a return to a totally Indian literatxire, both
in content and in form, does not seem practicable for
contemporary Indian authors, who have after all no way of
escaping the fact that they have grown up and been educated
in an inter-cultural situation, at best" (177-78). Of
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course, Hermann here sets up a straw Indian both with her
assumption that trsmsculturation is a recent phenomenon emd
with her assumption that anyone wishes to "return" to some
"earlier" form. Her analysis is limited by her failure to
acknowledge that American Indian literatures are multiple,
difficult to classify, and always emergent.
14. See note 1, above.
15. Again, the concepts of "pxirity" and "authenticity" are
called into question here; Rose refuses to assert a unitary
voice, preferring instead to speak in a "contzuninated" voice
which, of course, is the most authentic.
16. This chapter benefitted greatly from Janice Gould's
csureful attention to an earlier draft. Thanks to her for her
comments, questions, and suggestions.
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